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Second rally takes aim,
at administrators'.actions
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. ra of issues. High on the list were being heard. They said recent
environmental concerns, especial- raises for President John Hitt and
ly apprehension over possible other members of the administraWhile signing up for classes plans to turn wetlands into a golf tion had disillusioned them.
"Their priority should be eduthis semester, Matt DeVlieger real- course. Others voiced their con- ·
ized he was at an impasse. The cerns over the recent cutback in cation and making millions should
be secondary," DeVlieger said.
classes he needed were only
"Decisions should be based on the
offered at 7:30 in the morning. He
majority of the student body, for
realized he would be unable to
the good of the majority."
attend UCF in the spring and
During the rally, DeVlieger
began making other arrangecalled members of the adininistraments.
tion "politicians" and added that
Thanks to some surprise class
their answers at the forums never
openings the night before classes
seemed to provide ·any real inforstarted, and two overrides, the
mation.
broadcast journalism major was
Joseph Saunders described the
able to stay in school for another
rally as "a way of making the stusemester.
~e
dent voices heard in a way that
The incident stayed with him,
hasn't been done before.
however, and he realized he wasn't
"This rally is a way to hold tM
the only student suffering from
. administration accountable," he
such problems. .
added. "We can't just be brushed
Along with several other stuaside because we're students.
dents, and without any club sup"I do think they .need to be
port, he helped plan Wednesday's
called out on some bad decisions,
rally in front of Millican Hall in the
- JOSEPH SAUNDERS
but I don't think the administrahopes of making the administraUCF STUDENT
tion is bad," he said.
tion aware of the need for "a way
Tina Richards, a sophomore
for students to connect."
majoring in liberal studies, heard
His complaints also included a
lack of available classes, cancelled the budget of the University about the rally at a meeting for the
summer courses and overwhelm- Writing Center, which' no longer National Organization for the
offers evening and weekend hours. Reform of Marijuana Laws, or
ing class sizes, among others.
At the rally, about 50 students Many students were also conshowed their support for a pletho- cerned that their voices weren't
PLEASE SEE UCF'S ONAS

ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
Contributing Writer
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Members of the indie golf on campus
like no men have ever done before.

Men's basketball achieves 12 wins
with a defeat against Belmont.

•

"This rally is a
way to hold the
administration ·
accountable. We
can't just
brushed aside
because we're
students."
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Students signed a petition at a rally yesterday that was organized to send a message to the administration about student needs.

Board confronts .Vibrations could revolutionize combat
·' gay disctjmination
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

ANDRES HEALY
Senior Staff Writer
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Housing rates
will jump, but
not too high

UCF's Board of Trustees
may act o;n the Faculty
Senate's equest to protect
gRys from discrimination on
campus when it meets at 1 p.m.
today in the Student Union
Cape Florida Ballroom.
· ANDRES HEALY
Senior StaffWriter
The board also will decide
whether to become a direct
Rates could climb by $50 per
lender of Stafford student
year for on-campus housing
loaris and revising UCF's fiveeffective Aug. 1 with approval year capital improvement plan
today by the Board of Trustees.
to add $8.65 million for
"This increase is significantimprovements
at
the
ly lower than those in the last
Marketplace and intramural
couple of years," said Tom
athletic fields.
Huddleston, vice president of
The anti-discrimination resstudent development and
olution before the board is the
enrollment services.
same one that was approved
last October by the Faculty
Last year, the cost of all oncampus housing increased by
Senate. It seeks to expand
$125 per year.
UCF's current anti-discrimina. tion policy to include sexual
Huddleston added that
UCF's housing prices are below
orientation - a revision that
those at most of the other fourUCF President John Hitt previously has opposed. Though it
y~ar institutions in the state.
remains on the board's agenCw:rently, singie-occupancy
apartments in the Academic
da, a technicality could prevent
Village are the most expensive
its introduction.
Because of ongoing labor
on campus at $2,625 per semesunion negotiations, it may conter. Double-occupancy rooms in
stitute an unfair labor practic~
Lake, Volusia, Osceola, and
to consider the policy during
Polk halls are the cheapest, at
. $1,850 per semester.
the faculty union's collective
The increase will not affect
bargRining talks with UCF. The
Board of Trustees may withstudents living in the off-camdraw the item from the agenda
pus Pegasus Pointe and
PegRsus Landing complexes
until the United Faculty of
managed by the university.
Florida talks conclude.
The jump is in line with
The UFF ~as challenged_
the timing of the policy, stating . increases at all major Florida
schools. Double- and single
that it has a similar proposal
on the barg'Rining table that
occupancy housing at UCf still
would offer more expansive
would be cheaper than that
offered next year at Florida
protections, according to . a
International University, Florida
memo obtained by the Futur e.
Atlantic University and Florida
The faculty union alleges
State University. Double-occuthat under the current proposal, which makes a distinction
pancy also will cost m~re at the
University of Florida, theugh
for "reasonable requirements
UF's singie-occupancy rates
or distinctions made with
respect to housing, restrooms,
are cheaper than UCF's and
athletics and other such
would remain so.
areas,'-' the trustees still could
UCF's increase of 2.6 percqnt for double-occupancy and
operate outside of the new
rule.
2.2 percent for singie-occupan"Potentially, discrimination
cy is the lowest of a,11
in hiring, tenure and promoannounced changes to housing
tion decisions could still occur,"
costs at Florida schools: The
the memo said Furthermore,
University of South Florida had
"th~ university might decide to · the biggest jump, with 6 percent
increases for an housing.
PlEAsE SEE UCF ON A4
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UCF r.esearchers have begun
testing whether · "microvibrators," which use vibrations
instead of sounds or images,
can be used for battlefield com. munication.
The study, which is funded by
the U.S. Department of
Defense's central research-anddevelopment organization, is
evaluating ways to send coded
signals through miniature
devices that vibrate. So far soldiers have relied on verbal or
visual messages to communicate. This study could lead to
development of a new method in
which vibrations would elimlnate ·the need for more traditional means.
"The current problem in Iraq
is that soldiers use electronic
devices for the eye and the ear
to receive signals from the computer network In combat, if you
are listening or looking you will
JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
be distracted. Also at nighttime Dr. Richard Gilson displays a belt fitted with microvibrators:He hopes the technology can one day be used as a suc(J!ssful communication tool.
light and sound can be detected," explained Dr. Richard
There is a lot of information filed so the soldiers can tell research group is working on
before they can get full funding
Gilson, the project's principle that can be sent by a satellite. friends from foes.
investig'Rtor.
How would one understand and
The U.S. Defense Advanced is how to make the vibrations
Research Project Agency, covert and silent so that they
Gilson, a professor of neuro- interpret those messages?
science at UCF and'an expert in
"Think of a cell phone as an DARPA, has provided $470,000 won't be distracting for the soltactile
research,
further example. If the cell phone for the project. The project, diers and go undetected by the
explained that vibrations can be vibrates in high frequency it which currently is in its fourth enemy.
Physiological and psychologthe silent and bidden solution to would mean a friend is calling. month, is scheduled to run for
However, if it vibrates in low fre- nine months. DARPA will then ical studies have shown that the
this problem.
However, there are a few quency, you would know that it use the results obtained at the primary sensory system is
problems that need to be solved is a telemarketer," explained end of this trial to d!'lcide touch. "It is very attention grabbefore any device is developed, Gilson. The same concept of whether the project is going to bing," said Gilson. Based on
like the translation of vibrations vibration frequency could be · go forward or not.
applied to microvibrators in the
in a message.
Another problem that the
PLEASE SEE SHAKY ON A4
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Faculty discuss forgiving bad grades
ANDRES HEALY
Senior Staff Writer ·

Students who get thrown out
of the university for low grades
could get another chance.
Members of the Faculty
Senate will meet at 4 p.m. today
in the Student Union Key West
Ballroom and discuss an academic amnesty program for students with low GPAs, said Naval
Modani, a professor in the
College
of
Business
Administration and vice chairman of the Faculty Senate.
·~yone accepted under the
program would have their GPAs

wiped clean," he said. "They
would retain all their credits,
but their old GPA wouldn't count
anymore."
Modani added that the idea
is strictly in the conceptual
stage at the moment and that no
one yet knew how it would be
administered or what the qualifications to enter the program
might be.
- "The Senate doesn't get into
the nitty gritty of implementing," he said. "The Senate is an
adviser to the provost. We are
simply trying to develop a concept that would allow some students a second chance."

The Senate also plans to discuss "Scholarship in Teaching"
awards. Modani said these
awards would be intended to
reward people who are
researching and publishing in
the areas of teaching and learning.
"If someone was doing
research to discover techniques
to better teach large sections,
they might win the award," he
said. "It is for those people who
research what kinds of things I
can do as a teacher to make my
class better."
He added that the steering
committee has discussed the

award several times and that
placing it on the agenda simply
opens the floor to more talks
Also on the Senate's agenda
are reports from the chairmen
of four standing committees:
budget and ac4ninistrative,
graduate council, personnel and
undergraduate policy, and curriculum.
"The standing committees
aevelop resolutions that are
important to the Senate,"
Modani said. "In fact, the idea
of an academic amnesty program was produced by the
undergraduate policy and curriculum committee."

election season under way

•

Petitions are now available
for those who want to be president of the Student Government
Association. Petitions and a
declaration of candidacy must
be filed by 5 p.m. Jan. 29.
Petitions are available from the
SGA Senate secretary in the
~s Student Union office.
Declarations of candidacy
begin on Monday; and presidential candidates may begin campaigning immediately.
All campaign materials,
including candidate Web sites,
must be registered with the
Election Commission.
The presidential election will
be held Feb. 16-18.

Grad school application workshop
Students interested in applying to graduat~ school can find
answers to questions about the
process, entrance exams and
deciding on a program at 10:30
a.m. today in Student Resource
Center Room 185. Strategies for
researching schools, taking
admissions tests, writing a personal statement and getting into
highly competitive programs
will be discussed. For more
information call 407-823-2361 or
e-mail crc@mail.ucf.edu.

Meet, eat and greet
Faculty are invited to the
Office of Research's second faculty luncheon at 12 p.m. today in
the Marketplace's King Arthur
:f{oom and Sir Lancelot Room.
The event offers a chance to
meet colleagues and discover
what's happening among
departments and colleges. The
all-you-can-eat buffet costs $6.
For more information call
Thomas Dailey at 407-882-1144
or e-mail tdailey@mail.ucf.edu.

MORGAN MOELLER
Contributing Writer

Parking is causing a stir
among residents of all but one
campus dorm. Their primary
complaint: Space, or lack thereof.
Currently UCF has more
than 42,000 students. With just
over 9,600 parking spaces on
campus designated for students
and visitors, parking is not just a
nagging problem, but a growing
one.
Yet those who face the most
frustratfon are the 3,800 students who live in on-campus
housing. Although about 76 percent to 78 percent of on-campus
residents have cars, the school
doesn't have parking for all of
them.
In the Academic Village lots,
there is parking for only 78 percent of those residents, said
John Clark, director of Parking
Services.
"Nowhere on campus is there
a parking space allotted for each
resident," he said.
The 1,400 students in the
Libra and Apollo communities
have no designated parking at
all. Those residents must compete to park in the daily lots and
the South Parking Garage.
"It is torture," Shauna
Roldan, a resident of the Libra
community; said. "All four parking lots and the g-arage that is
near my dorm are often overflowing with other students try-

Myths of India
The Office of International
Studies, in association with the
Hindu University of .Am,enca, is
hosting the first in a series of
workshops on India. The workshop, titled "Myths of India,"
will be held from 3:30 p.m. to
5:30 p.m. today at the Barbara
Ymg Center. For more informa.tion call Kelley Melendez at 407882-2313 or e-mail kmelende@mail.ucf.edu.

1unnel of Oppression' help sought
There will be "Tunnel of
Oppression" volunteer meetings at 4 p.m. today and again at
4 p.m. tomorrow in the Nike
Community Center in the
Academic Village. The "Tunnel
of Oppression" offers students
the opportunity to encounter
words and acts of hate and discrimination. Anyone interested
in being a tour guide or actor is
welcome to attend. For more
information call Vrvian Ortiz,
Area Coordinator for the Nike
Community; at 407-882-7001 or
e-mail vjortiz@mail.ucf.ed'U.

Dealing with roommates
Self-Discovery Knights present "Surviving in Close
Quarters:
Dealing
with
Roommates" at noon Monday in
Student Union Room 218B.
Students can learn how to deal
with negotiating boundaries,
respecting ·personal property
and space, adapting to different
personality styles in others and
understand cultural differences. This program will also
discuss realistic expectations
for sharing living quarters and
offer tips for better communication. Presenters are Megan
Greene and Ashley Carson from
the Counseling Center.
For more information call
Greene or Andrew Blair at 407823-2811.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club1
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send an e-mail to editor@UCFnews.com or send a
fax to 407-447-4556. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
It;Friday for the Monday edition.

residents of the Libra community park there." Yet the garage
has oniy 1,300 spaces.
Students living in the Lake
Claire and Academic Village
communities do have designated
parking. But they pay an extra
$15 above their annual parking
fee - $95 for a hangtag or $63
for a decal that is good for two
semesters - for the privilege.
Residents of the Nike community at Academic Village have
a smaller parking lot than those

in the Hercules community
despite the fact ,that both complexes house about 817 residents. Builders were forced to
create a l~r lot on the
Hercules side because they "ran
out of room" on the Nike side,
said Peter Newman, director of
Facilities Planning.
The result, Clark said, is that
about 60 spaces on the Hercules
side ~re empty every night .
PLEASE SEE

STUDENTS ON A4

HEIDI A. DE VRIES
Contributing Writer

Today's SGA Senate meeting
features a return of the Patriot
Act resolution and includes a
mini-makeover of sorts - thi-ee
resolutions deal with the reworking of how the Senate does
business.
Additionally, the American
Vacuum Society student chapter
will ask for $6,700 to host a symposium March 8-12, 2004.
Today's meetingwill also see
the comeback of the resolution
in opposition to Patriot Act pro. visions. From tb.e sound of the
. chatte' toward the end of· the
fast meeting, it seems likely the

Thick waist predicts
blood pressure risk
A measuring ~pe seems
to be a powerful tool for
identifying people at risk of
developing high blood pressure, r esearchers from
Brazil r eport. In a new
study, people- who were
obese based on their waist
circumference were most
likely to develop high blood
pressure during the next
few years. A team of
researcher s
from
the
Universidade Federal do Rio
Grande do Sul compared the
predictive powers of body
mass index and waist circumference in almost 600
Brazilians who did not have
high blood pressure. During
an average follow-up of
more than 5 years, 127 of
those participants developed high blood pressure.

Cancer death rates falling
for men, but not all women

ANGELA KATSARELISI CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Many on-campus residents complain about a lack of parking spaces. In AcademicVillage there is parking for only 78 percent of residents.

Senate to weigh 'Patriot Act, Vacuum Society funding

Meet your international neighbors
The Center for Multilingual
and Multicultural Studies will
host a "Conversation Hour"
from 1 p.m. to 3 p.rri. today at
the Barbara Ymg Center. ,
International students · meet
with other students, faculty and
staff weekly to discuss various
topics and learn about
American and world cultures.
For more information call Lucja
Wasowska at 407-823-55J.5.

ingto find a spot. I've resorted to
wasting my money on the halfhour meter. I just go back and
forth and back and forth until I
know I can find a better spot."
Clark concedes that the
South Garage is one of the
busiest, because it's the main
parking spot for the Apollo
Community, as well as the
Recreation and Wellness Center
and UCF's main meal plan facility. In addition, he said, "both
Academic Village residents and

resolution will be moved up in
the schedule to allow the senators plenty of time to weigh all
arguments of this controversial
topic.
The first deliberation will
likely focus on whether the
Senate should go through the
122-line resolution line by line,
or if they should instead choose
to take a vote on it as it stands.
Many senators expressed the
idea that revisions wou,ld take
up a lengthy portion of today's
meeting if they had to go
through it line by line. However,
the author. of the resolution,
S(:ln. Rachel Olander, seemed
determined to tailor the resolution to best meet the UCF stu-

dent population's majority opinion.
Several students are expected to show up to urge the Senate
to pass the resolution. If passed,
UCF would join 11 other student
government associations that
passed such a resolution, and
will forward a copy to President
George W Bush, Attorney
General John Ashcroft and local
senators and representatives.
The other focus of today's
Senate meeting will be the
Senate itself. A · resolution to
amend senatorial responsibilities would change the requirement of senators meeting twice
a semester ~th their college's
dean or associate dean.

Senators would have to meet
with their appropriate dean o:Illy
once.
The bill originally passed in
committee to add a stipulation
that senators would have to
keep in contact with their
assigned clubs or suffer a reprimand. However, it was decided
last Thursday that the clause
was too sketchy to be passed, as .
the wording could mean different degrees of contact to ' differ·e nt people. Senators felt that
they shouldn't have to worry
about getting in touch with a
club if they had tried to contact
the club, to no avail. .
PLEASE SEE

RULE ON A4
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Dan Oberbeck: the .Classmaster
ANDRES HEALY

have multimedia capabilities.
Senior Staff Writer
Others only want to have an
overhead projector and a markEver wondered who made the er board. Each requires special
decision to have a class meet in a consideration when I assign a
room with a panoramic view of room."
campus, instead of one with only
Still, even after every class
four sterile concrete walls?
ha.S been assigned to a room,
Ever ponder who had the Oberbeck said he must watch to
power to give you a classroom make sure that students' needs
filled with computers that would are being met.
allow your mind to es~pe. but
"If one section is filling up
instead assigned the class to a extremely fast, I may have to
conference room, leaving you move it from a classroom that
vulnerable to the mercies of your holds 25 students to an auditoriprofessor?
um that seats 155," he said. "I
If you're a student in the also may have to delete some
College of Health and Public sections if not enough students
Affairs, Dan Oberbeck wields enroll for a class."
that power. As Schedule
AcCording to Oberbeck, each
Coordinator, he is solely respon- term the Registrar's Office looks
sible for the college's classroom back at the previous year's class
assignments each term.
size numbers to determine how
"You have to take each class many rooms he can use to assign
and see where it fits into the puz- classes.
zle, based on both time and
Generally; Oberbeck then has
size," Oberbeck said. "I've never a 10-month window to create the
had a schedule that was the next term's schedule, including
same when I started and fin- both the time and location of
ished."
classes. He said he has a few
Before you curse his name, deadlines along the way; but one
consider this, Oberbeck must is paramount.
find space for 350 to 400 sections
"My most crucial deadline is
from 14 different programs and when warm bodies hit the classassign the:rp. to classrooms, while rooms," he said. "Everything has
meeting the needs of both the to be ready by then."
university and the individual facHe added that , sometimes
ulty members.
rooms are accidentally doubleIt's a job he has held since booked on initial schedules, but
December of 2000, when he first that those problems never affect
started working on the schedule students.
for 2001's fall term.
"I get regular schedule
"It was rather overwhelming updates from t he Registrar's
at first," he said. "On paper, it's Office and use special scheduling
just time and .space. In reality; I software," Oberbeck said. "They
have to consider teacher's basically eliminate the chance of
desires and also react to the stu- there being those kinds of probdent registration trend.
lems on the final schedule."
"Some professors prefer the
For Oberbeck, UCF's rapid
more modern classrooms that growth has made finding space

Death rates continue to
drop for the top three cancer
killers in men _!_ lung, colon
and prostate - and for .
breast and colon cancer in
women, according to the latest American
Cancer
Society statistics. But more
·U.S. women are dying from
lung cancer, a report shows.
Also, more people are dying
of obesity-related cancer
such as some types of liver
and esophageal cancer. It is
estimated that 1.4 nilllion
Americans will be diagnosed with cancer in 2004,
and 563,700 will die of it. ..~
The statistics show it is possible to avoid many cancers
by following a healthier
lifestyle. Cancer has long
been the second-leading
cause of death in the United
States after heart disease.

Avian influenza found
combining with human
strain
In recent weeks, birdwatc~g virologists have
become worried about what
they and the World Health
Organization say is the
"unprecedented" simultaneous appearance of an avian
influenza virus. in a number
of countries. The worry iS
that the avian, or bird,
influenza strain could combine with a human influenza
virus to create a new•strain.
It could become the seed of
an influenza epidel:nic that
many experts agree is
inevitable. So far five deaths
have been attributed to the
avian influenza virus in
Vietnam. All are believed to
be from direct contact with
infected chickens and not
from eating poultry or eggs.
Tu protect against further
transmission of the strain,
millions of chickens have
been slaughtered. There has
been no evidence of personto-person spread of the
avian influenza virus so far.
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Research: Smoking linked to
increased breast cancer risk

JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Dan Oberbeck puts classes in classrooms for the College of Health and Public Affairs.

for more classes a challenge.
·''We have had to go back and
re-evaluate· the way we use
space," he explained. "I have to
determine what can be legitimately used as classrooms.
''We have also moved to block
scheduling, which moved our
earliest class to 7:30 in the morning," he continued. "The extra
half hour doesn't necessarily
make the day any longer, but it
allows us to maximize our·time
and space."
In recognition for his work,

Oberbeck was recently recognized as the
December
"Employee of the Month" for
UCF's support personnel division.
Oberbeck graduated from
UCF in 1995 and is currently
pursuing a master's degree in
statistics at the university. He is
especially interested in the
methodology of surveys, specifically in sports, and says that if
the right situation was presented, he might one day teach at
UCF.

Active smoking appears
to play a larger role in the
development of breast cancer than previously thought,
according to a study conducted by the California
Department of Health
Services. Tobacco smoke
contains a number of
human carcinogens, and
metabolites of cigarette
smoke have been found in
the breast fluid of smokers.
During the study 116,544
women were examined for
breast cancer risk between
1996 and 2000. 2,005 of
these women were diagnosed with invasive breast
cancer. 'The incidence of
breast cancer among the
smokers was about 30 percent greater than that
among women who had
never smoked. Further
·analysis revealed increased
breast cancer risks among
women who started smoking before age 20, who
began smoking at least five
years before their first fullterm pregnancy and who
had a longer duration of
smoking or who smoked 20
or more cigarettes per day.
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Shaky communication could be the future
Al

battlefield. Students then can
report the test results verbally,
this knowledge his research via paper and pen or by computgroup is conducting a study to er.
see whether a vibratory warning
Yet . another interesting
would interfere with verbal aspect of the study of communiand/or visual abilities of the sol- cation via vibrations is the fact
diers. They are conducting tests that vibrations can take on
that UCF students can voluntar- directionality. "We have two
ily participate in, and some can ears, so we can tell right from
earn even extra credit.
left clearly. We can use microviTo conduct these tests, brators to tell the angle as well,"
Gilson's group is using microvi- said Gilson. By using for
brators provided by a local com- instance four microvibrators the
pany, Engineering Acoustics, soldiers can tell signals coming
Inc. These microvibrators are from right and left, as well as up
just a means of measuring and down. This will be one way
human response to vibrations to convey the position of the
and by no means represent enemy to the soldiers.
what might become an actual
And then there's the question
communication deV:ice in th~ that, according to Gilson, has
FROM

raised many jokes: Where would
these miniature vibrators be
worn? In response Gilson said,
'We don't know!" The team has
been thinking about placing the
objects in the helmet, or the belt.
It might even be placed on the
handgrip of the rifle.
The placement of the vibrator on the rifle could introduce a
new advantage to troops,
because it will give the soldiers.
the ability to feel the aim and
look elsewhere. In other words,
when the rifle is on target the
vibration stops, which can be
extremely useful in the dark.
However, such specific details
are parts of further phases of
the research.
In the larger scheme of

things, the miniature vibrators
can be used for better management of unmanned vehicles and
combat vehicles.
Gilson is also thinking about
non-military applications of
microvibrators. "These instruments can be used to help those
who are suffering from visual
impairment or loss of hearing. It
can also be used to help the elderly to drive."
Currently Gilson and his
research group are focusing on
whether coded vibrations are
more effective than verbal messages and visual displays.
Further aspects of such devices
. will be examined based on the
results obtained from this
phase.

Come home to comfortable
living just minutes from UCF.
Two Swimming POOis • Heated Jacuzzi • Fully Equipped
Gym • Indoor A/C Racquetball Court • 24 Hour
Emergency Maintenance • Wood Burning Fireplaces
Private Patios with French Doors
24 Hour Laundry Facility• Small Pets Welcome

Students end up on dirt and in metered spaces
.

I

FROM A2

Meanwhile, Nike residents are
sometimes forced to park in ·
temporary lots.
Keith Beriswill, a resident of
the Nike community, said, "The
parking is terrible. From 10
o'clock in the evening until
about 11 in the morning, it's
incredibly hard to find parking.
Sometimes I end up parking in
the dirt lot and walking back to
the building. They should design
the lots so that there is enough
parking for each of the residents."
Those living in the Lake
Claire community face similar
problems.
Afternoon and late evening
, are the worst times for finding

"I had to park
in the grass
because the
lots were so
full, and I got a
ticket for it."
- LAUREN HUNT
LAKE CLAIRE RESIDENT

parking in the designated lots,
said Lauren Hunt, a Lake Claire
resident. "I'm usually able to
find a spot, it's just that I ha~e to

park pretty far away and walk,"
she said.
Rush activities at the nearby
Greek Park, held in conjunction
with the start of each semester,
magnify the Lake Claire parking
problem. Students participating
in Rush Week who park in the
Lake Claire lots crowd an
already limited area. ''At the
beginning of the year during
'Rush, I had to park in the grass
because the lots were so full,
and I gut a ticket for it," Hunt
said.
The parking shortage is the
result not only of poor planning
like that at the Nike community,
but of other land-use priorities,
Newman said. The garages are
being used as primary parking
for several different facilities

such as the recreation center,
and new funds are being put
toward the building of a pool and
athletic programs.
Said Beriswill: "When we
saw the portables next to our
building being torn out, we were
excited. We thought that. there
was a chance that our parking
lot would be extended and that
maybe, for once, there would be
enough parking for everyone."
However, that space will be
used as the mobilization site for
the construction company that
is building the pool, Newman
said.
That means, for now; students and on-campus residents
will continue to stalk others
leaving the lots in the hope of
finding a parking spot.

I \ledroom, l bath
750SQ.FT.

2 bedroom, 2 bath
llOOSQ. FT.

2550 Alafaya Trail • Orlando, Fl 32826

(407) 380-5519
email us: chatham@cfl.rr.com

Not into the whole synagogue thing?

JU~t

Rule changes make it harder to miss meeting
FROM A2

Additionally, there is a resolution to change the Senatorial
Absence Policy, Process and
Procedure.
Up until now; if a senator
needed to miss a Senate meeting, he or she would turn in a
written petition to the president
pro tempo~e. If the resolution
was approved, the senator
would have to submit the petition to both the president pro
tempore and the Legislative,

Judicial and Rules (LJR)
Committee chairman. The LJR
Committee reviews legislation
and recommends changes concerning SGA constitution,
statutes and Senate rules.
Either the president pro tempore or the LJR Committee
chairman would have to give the
petition to the Senate Executive
Committee, and said senator
would have to be available to
answer questions at the Senate
Executive meeting regarding
·
the absence.

The change to the Senatorial Microscopy, the Florida chapter.
Absence Policy may be to free of the American Vacuum Society
up the president pro tempore for and the American Ceramic
his new duty. Should the change Society on March 8-12.
This symposium for those
pass, no Senate committee
would be able to meet without exhibiting research in the field
the pro tempore or his designee of microscopy and engineering
present.
will feature a poster contest
The only new bill on the involving students of several
agenda at press time was Bill schools; exhibitors and guest
36-24. The student chapter of lectures from professionals in
the American Vacuum Society the industry and the world of
will ask for $6,700 to help fund academics; and will enable stuits Annual Joint Symposium of dents to network with those
the Elorida . Society for from all over the state.

So

MaYiM liatik.

Is

Star of TV's "Blossom."
"Why •to~~oM wa~ Hatf- Jt?wi~h "
MEET HER!
Monday, January 26, 2004
7:00 p.m.
Communications Bldg. #10'1
FREE! Refreshments will be served.

UCF sees student loans as a money maker
FROM

Al

prohibit a gay student athlete
from traveling to away games
because team members usually
have to share rooms."
Lastly, the UFF challenged
the board's motive for implementing the anti-discrimination
policy when the university's collective bargaining proposal contains no such protection.
If the trustees do consider
and approve the proposal submitted by Scott Cole, UCF's general counsel, and Provost Terry ·
Hickey, the anti-discrimination
policy would be amended to say,
"The act of unfairly treating a
faculty, · staff or student body
member based upon his or her
sexual orientation · shall constitute conduct that is subject to

Ask

a doc
DENNI FERMAYO, ARNP
UCF Health Services

What 's the difference
migraine
between
a
headache and a tension
headache?

The
most
common
headaches
are
tension
headaches. About 75 percent
of headache sufferers have
tension headaches. They usu-

<

':/

discipline under existing univer· In the fall of 2002, Hitt commented that UCF is friendly to
sity rules."
The change would allow indi- gays already and an updated dis-·
viduals to file grievances with crimination policy is not needed.
Another proposal the board
UCF alleging unfair treatment
due to their sexual orientation. will consider is whether to partUnfair treatment would extend ner UCF with. NeINet Inc. as a
to disparity in conditions of direct loan provider for UCF stuemployment, including "hiring, dents.
The plan would allow the unitraining, promotion, transfer,
reassignment,
termination, versity to become a lender in the
salary and other economic bene- Florida Guaranteed Loan
fits," and in treatment in educa- Programs, which is administered
tional programs and related sup- and insured by the Florida
Department of Education.
port services.
NeINet would fund, process
Moreover, the policy would
forbid ."limitations on access to and service the loans, while the
housing or participation in ath- university would make available
letic, social, cultural and other up to $20 million a year for
activities of the university." Federal Stafford Loans. The uniRetaliation against those who versity would receive income of
might file complaints also would about 3.5 percient of the loans.
In addition, the board will
be prohibited.

ally cause a steady ache
affecting both sides of. the
head. Sometimes these are in
response to a stressful event
or busy day. These headaches
can be chronic, occurring
often, sometimes every day.
Migraines, although less
common, afflict 25 million to
30 million people in the U.S.
alone. About three out of four
of those affected are women.
·They usually occur. as a
throbbing pain on one side of
the head. Associated symptoms are nausea with or without vomiting, and light and
sound sensitivity. Some people have an aura before the
onset of pain. This is typically
a visual disturbance like
bright, blinking lights in a
pattern across the field of.
vision. Migraines are occasional, but not daily. The most
distinguishing feature of a
migraine is the potential to be
debilitating due to the level of
pain.
E-mail your questions to
AskaOoc@mail.ucf.edu

consider revising the university's five-year capita.I improve- "
ment plan. The change would
require an estimated $8.65 million to be spent during the next
school year to make an addition
to the Marketplace and to fund
projects for the intramural practice fields.
According to the proposal, the
project would be funded through
internal loans, revenue bonds or
reserves and would not require
any Public Education Capital
Outlay funding.
While the full board will convene at 1 p.m., that session wil1
be preceded by a meeting of the
advancement committee at 8:30
a.m., the finance committee at
9:45 a.m., and · the educational
programs committee at 11:00
a.m.

,.

*C•nHiiel ·

Hillet@ucF

For more information, call Central Florida Hillel at 407-362-3317,
visitwww.centralfloridahillel.com. or e-rriail Hillel@UCF's
Amy Schwartz at AmvRachelS@aol.com.
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Consider La Salle University's
Full-t ime MBA Program.

-·
Ill.

Sample roundtrlp fares from Orlando to:

Our AAC.S~accredited Full-time MBA Program features
opportunities to:

••

.

•Gain communication, technical,
and quantitative skills
.
• Attend classes with a diverse and international group of
students
• Study abroad for one semester or participate in international t ravel seminars to Europe and the Pacific Rim
• Participate in workshops and professional develo pment
modules to enhance internat io nal business etiquette skills
and knowledge of American corporate culture
• Take advantage of t he cult ural, historical and professional
highlights of Philadelphia
All at a very reasonable tuition

student AirflrH Enrywhtn

For more information,
visit www.lasalle.edu/ftmba
or call 888-578-7480

T< r Il l •
'

www.lasalle.edu/MBA
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Nation and World~~~~~~

•

TOM PENNINGTONI FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM
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An angry protester throws a large rock through the window of an Al Jazeera networksatellite truck as the truck tries to escape the angry mob
Monday. The protesters became angry with the Al Jazeera journalists while they were broadcasting Shiite Muslims protesting in Baghdad.

~

Thousands of Iraqis march to
demand direct elections

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Tens of
thousands of men, angry and
yelling, marched through the
• .. streets of Baghdad on Monday;
calling for direct elections in a
show of force by the nation's
~
Shiite
Muslim leadership.
1
The mostly peaceful demonstration took place hours
before Ambassador L. Paul
,.. Bremer, the top U.S. envoy to
Iraq, met with officials at the
United Nations to discuss U.N.
involvement in the transition to
,.,, Iraqi self-rule.
The demonstration sent a
clear message that if Bremer
carries through with an
~· American plan to select an
Iraqi government through caucuses, instead of direct elect , tions; he would face widespread civil disobedience, if not
outright violence.
"If they do not give us our
.;-.. rights, we will take them," said
Sheik Haider Allawi, a member
of the holy city of Najaf's
if" Hawza, a collection of Shiite
Muslim scholars who make up
the sect's highest authority and
whose decisions are- taken as
•• law by Shiite followers. Allawi
was observing the demonstration with other religious leaders from a bridge overlooking
".. the 3-mile-long procession.
Shiites fear that the caucuses would lead to a rigged out., ., come that would deny them
control of the government.
Shiites make up 60 percent of
Iraq's population of 25 million.

Oakland considers its image
on cannabis shops
OAKLAND, Calif. - When
'"'' Stacie Traylor opened a medical marijuana dispensary in a

vacant art-deco floral store
four years ago, it stood among
only a few.
Now the gritty downtown
quarter is a major hub, with as
many as a dozen pot clubs surrounding Telegraph Avenue,
and Traylor is upset at the·
notoriety that has come to the
city's cannabis corner.
·
Some shops allow marijuana smoke to waft onto sidewalks, a violation of at least the
city's smoke-free public building ordinance. They post men
conspicuously outside the front
door, including one coffeehouse
worker soliciting passers-by
with palm cards, prompting
neighborhood complaints that
the guards act like st reet -corner hustlers. A youth center for
gays, lesbians and bisexuals
says it was forced to close in
November because of the nearby pot clubs.
The area in the shadow of
City Ball has been nicknamed
"Oaksterdam," a reference to
Amsterdam's freewheeling pot
scene.
This week, the city of
Oakland may be ready to clamp
down. A proposal expected to
be considered by the City
Council on Tuesday would
impose a cap on the number of
shops, forcing some to close.
Such regulation could be
contentious in an area that
provided strong support for
California's Proposition 215,
the 1996 ballot initiative legalizing medical marijuana.
Cannabis shop owners
tread a perilous path between
state and federal laws. They
say the state law exempts their
shops from prosecution, but
federal laws say marijuana is
illegal.

Gay student group fights for
recognition l)y Seton Hall
Anthony Romeo says he
only wants the camaraderie
and recognition that other
students at Seton Hall
University have.
Romeo's TRUTH organization - a support group for
lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender students - has
had a tough time of it at the
Catholic university.
The group's application for
university· recognition was
denied fast month because
administrators found it at
odds with the school's
Catholic mission.
Though it denied the group
official recognition, the university said · TRUTH may
operate on campus, apply for
funds from the office of student affairs, and. host educa- ·
tional events, meetings, and
programs. The group cannot,
however, host social events or
sponsor religious services or
activities.
The half-a-loaf approach is
part of a balancing act that
has played itself out at
Catholic colleges and universities across the country Catholic academe's version of
"don't ask, don't tell." Official
church teaching condemns
homosexual acts.
The Seton Hall compromise seems to be modeled
after a similar setup at
Georgetown University following a lawsuit in 1987 by students denied recognition. The
courts found that a private
university is not required to
recognize a group but cannot
withhold "tangible benefits"
available to all groups, including funding.

• UCF's growth compared to cancer
Another important issue is
growth. The school budget was
cut by the state legislature last
year, yet the administration
hasn't taken any steps to cap
enrollment. According to the

FROMAl

NORML.
"I do spend a lot of time here
and put a lot of effort in school.
•• I don't want my money to be
misspent," she added.
Diso1·ientation Manual, a
She is angry because "they pamphlet put out by some of
just gave a bunch of raises and the
rally's
participants,
lii now classes are being cut."
"Growth for the sake of growth
'Tm not going this summer is the ideology of the cancer
because the classes I needed cell. Growth without money
equals problems."
111 aren't being offered," she said.
She's gone to school every sumOther students r.aised simimer for the past two years.
lar concerns.
She blames mismanageSaunders said, "UCF is
• ment of school funds for the about growth for th,e sake of
budget problems facing UCF. "I growth." He hopes the adminisdon't think it's the teachers," tration can look back to see the
she said. 'l\11 I see are dedicat- actual needs of the school.
.. ed teachers around this
He added, "I think we need
school."
to reprioritize."
DeVl.ieger also wanted stuThough there were a few
dents to be aware of other envi- hecklers at the beginning of the
ronmental issues facing the rally shouting for them to go
school, especially the care and home, it was a peaceful event.
maintenance of the Arboretum. Students sat on benches or in
Many endangered animals and the grass. The day was bright
plants, including the rare and warm, and many spectagopher tortoise, make the tors were attracted by the
Arboretum their home.
sounds of voices and the music
si.,

•
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Waterford Lakes
"A Full Service Florist"
14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

5689 Red Bug Lake Rd.
Winter Springs, FL 32708
Phone 407-740-0018
Fax 407-740-0096
1-888-548-7484

10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 3281 7
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

71 1 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281 -7666
Fax 407-281 -8005
1-866-415-9554

Stop b , call, or visit us onllnel www.alllnbloom.com

of Matt Camm, a member of .
local banO, Dodger.
At the rally; all students
were offered a chance to speak
to the public and air their complaints in front of the administration building. Few took up
the offer, but the ones who did
offered tales of academic problems and calls for solutions.
Jacob Ivey; a history major
hoping to minor in anthropology; found himself unable to take
a class for his minor that hadn't been offered in three years.
"I'm not getting my master's
degree here because I don't
want to get screwed again," he
shouted into the microphone.
"Let's stand up and not take
it anymore!" yelled Jessica
Sheldon, a liberal arts major
who said she's being forced to
take classes she doesn't need.
Their voices and voices of
others were amplified across
the Reflecting Pond. They were
heard from a far distance, but
it is w1clear whether anyone
from the administration will
answer them.

15% Discount with UCF
Student or Faculty ID!

We service to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery''
Wire service or Delivery available
over phone with major Credit Card
(wire and delivery service excludes discount)

IS ASTHMA· TAKING _THE
AIR .O UT OF YOUR LIFE?
THE PEGASUS ASTHMA MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
MAY BE ABLE TO HELP YOU.
If you suffer from asthma, you 're invited to participate in the Pegasus
Asthma medical research study of an investigational medication. Qualified
participants will receive study-related medication, including an inhaler for
their symptoms, lab tests, and medical exams. To find out if you
qualify to participate, visit www.GoAsthma.com or call
toll-free 1-866-404-4447.

PEGASUS
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WE'LL
BEAT
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Points per game the
men's basketball
team is averaging
this season.
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Points per game Troy
State's men's
basketball team is
averaging this
season.

0
Points per game this
UCF men's defense is
holding its opponents
to this season.

Men ride
12-game
•
wmmng
streak into
conference
grudge
match
•
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ILLUSTRATION BY JERROD ROCKHILL I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Points per game Troy
State's defense is
holding its
opponents to this
season.

FRITZ LORISTON
Staff Writer

Briefs
UCF baseball head
coach Jay Bergman
announced the
indefinite
suspension of
sophomore-pitchers
Mike Billek and Rob
Braleski on Jan.16.
Billek was 2-0 in
relief in 2003 and .
Braleski recorded 16
strikeouts in 14.2
innings.
UCF track and field
kicked off its 2004
season at'the
Florida
Intercollegiate in
Gainesville last
weekend. Senior
Sara Dillman
finished third
overall in the 3,000
meter, while Karen
Kozub finished sixth
overall in the onemile run.

~

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Forward Josh Bodden was one of four Knights to score in double
figures Monday night against Belmont. He had 17 points.

UCF versus Troy State.
Dexter Lyons versus Greg Davis.
Both matchups have been highly anticipated.
"Obviously we lmow what a run for the
conference championship is all about,"
said Kirk Speraw, UCF's men's basketball
head coach.
Friday's game at Trojan Arena is, at
the. very least, the most enticing matchup
of the season because both teams are atop
the Atlantic Sun, both boast premier scorers and both play an up-tempo style conducive to scoring. But most of the, appeal
sterns from the central figures in this
game.
"Our senior leadership has kept our
guys focused on the task at hand, and
they're not looking too far ahead,'~ Speraw
said. "They're not looking ahead at all really. They're not worried about what happened in the past, just the ga.rne ahead of
us."
Davis and Lyons, two of the A-Sun's
premier triggermen, are arguably the two
top finalists for the conference "Player of
the Year."
Lyons, the Knights' (14-2, 9-0 in A-sun)
leading scorer at 16.3 points per game,
recorded his first and only career tripledouble, registering 14 points, 13 boards
and 10 assists as the Knights ended a

seven-game losing streak at Troy State in
10 questions with Kirk Speraw, AB
their first meeting last year.
Davis, the Trojans' main threat, is averaging 16.2 points a game along with nine Knights afloat.
Johnson, a junior transfer from
assists, which tops the conference. He tallied 29 points and 14 assists in three games Schoolcraft Commmiity College in
against UCF last year, including a nine- Michigan, is coming off a career-high 24
point, four-assist performance in the A- points in leading the Knights to a 68-63 win
Sun Tournament Championship, ending over Belmont on Monday. The 6-2, 18~
pound guard is third in the conference with
the Knights' season with an 80-69 score.
"There's no different approach, but 4.3 assists per game.
The Knights' biggest concern might not
[Davis] is definitely a challenge," Speraw
said. "He's an outstanding point guard. I be Davis so much as the foul trouble they
think he's one of the best in the country. experienced Monday night against
He's leading the nation in assists and he's Belmont.
''We don't have any control over that,"
their [TSU] leading scorer as well. He creates a lot of offense for that team and he'll said Speraw of Monday night's rough offibe tough to stop. Our guys have stepped up ciating. "Our guys just have to adjust to
how the game is being officiated. We have
to the challenge all year."
They are widely regarded as the con- to play good, solid defense without pickfng
ference's top players, with Davis rated by up unnecessary fouls."
UCF is riding a 12-g-ame winning
.some experts as one of the 10 best point
streak, the longest such streak since join.guards i.iJ. the country.
But don't get it wrong. This g-ame will ing Division I. But that won't mean a thing
by no means be restricted to the plays of if they don't show up against the defending
the two stars. The Knights have been led in champions, a team that defeated the
scoring by four different players this sea- Knigtts twice last year.
The Trojans' only conference defeat
son, while the 'I)·ojans (11-4, 7-1 in A-Sun)
have shared the top scoring charts with came at the expense of Georgia State,
which the Knights defeated by 10 points at
five different players.
Josh Bodden and Roberto Morentin, the Arena They have yet to lose a conferaveraging 11.2 and 12.8 points respective- ence game at home.
''We were close a year ago and we kind
ly, are giving the Knights reliable posterior
play, but it's the play of point-guard Gary
Johnson as of late that is keeping the
PHASE SEELYONS ON A7

lL ming
Women's basketball
will host Troy State
at 7 tonight at the
UCF Arena ... The
men's basketball
team travels to
Alabama to take on
Troy State at 7:30
p.m. Friday....
Men's tennis will
host Georgia
Southern atl 1 a.m.
Saturday.

Baseball picked third in preseason poll
Fonner coach
Baseball
finds new home
preseason
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Kruczek moves to the NFL
. as
Cardinals' quarterback coach
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

"It's good to feel
wanted."
- FORMERUCF
FOOTBALL COACH
MIKE KRUUEK ON
HIS NEW JOB WITH
THE ARIZONA
CARDINALS

"We weren't really
nervous, but we said
we can't have any
wake-up calls."
- UCFGUARD
DEXTER LYONS AFTER
MONDAY NIGHT'S
CLOSE WIN OVER
BELMONT

Mike Kruczek is taking a new step in bis coaching
career. He is moving to the National Football League.
The former UCF head football coach is.leaving behind
NCAA footban, where he spent the past six years as the
Knights' head coach and 13 previous seasons in other offensive coaching capacities. Kruczek will join Dennis Green's
new staff with the Arizona: Cardinals as
the quarterbacks coach.
Green turned to Kruczek for the
coaching availability when ESPN analyst
Sean Salisbury; a former NFL journeyman quarterback, turned it down.
Kruaek
Kruczek becomes the 1oth ·assistant
coach to be hired at Arizona in the past
week. Prior to the hiring, Green released all assistants of
former Cardinals head coach Dave McGinnis.
The move to Arizona was one of three potential jobs
that Kruczek had hoped to land. Initially he had
expressed interest in workingwith the Indianapolis Colts,
where his former Boston College coach Tom Moore is the
offensive coordinator. However, the opportunity to help
run an offense that features Peyton Manning and Marvin
Harrison was not possible as they were not hiring.
Kruczek admitted that he had spoken with Pittsburgh
Steelers head coach Bill Cowher, yet was not formally
interviewed for any positions. Kruczek was the backup
PLEASE SEE

KRUQEK ON AS

Both the media and the Atlantic Sun
coaches agree that the Florida Atlantic
Owls will be the team to beat in Atlantic Sun
Conference baseball this season. FAU is
also the heavy favorite to win the A-Sun
tournament this season, a feat that the Owls
have never before accomplished.
Trailing FAU by over 20 points in both
polls is Stetson University, which turned in
the 20th-ranked recruiting class in the
nation this year. The Hatters received one
first-place vote in the coach's poll, however
all media first-place votes went to FAU.
Also receiving one vote for first place in
the coach's poll is UCE Despite a SlJ.I'PriSingiy poor 2003 campaign, and the graduation of offensive star Ryan Bear, the Knights
are predicted to bounce back with their
young squad. The Knights finished the 2003
season with an overall record of 31-25, but
failed to make the A-Sun tournament l').fter
turning in a 14-16 conference record.
Hot on the heels of UCF in both polls is
Jacksonville. However, after Jacksonville
there is a sizeable difference between the
fourth spot and Belmont in.fifth place. Both
polls predict that Troy State, GardnerWebb, Georgia State and Campbell will battle for middle-tier supremacy, while
Lipscomb and Mercer will duke it out for the
bottom of the cellar.
The Owls' preseason recognition didn't
end with the conference rankings though,
as FAU has three players receiving all-conference honors. Pitcher Randy Beam, second baseman Derek Hutton and outfielder
Jeff Fiorentino were each named to the 2004
A-Sun Preseason All-Conference Team.

Both Stetson and UCF had only one player earn preseason honors. Hatter pitcher
Cy McCuen, who dominated his A-Sun
opponents with a 9-5 record in his sophomore year, was named to the preseason
squad for the first time.
UCF is represented by outfielder Clay
Timpner, who finished the 2003 season for
· the Knights second in every offensive category except home runs. Now a junior,
Timpner will look to build upon his .347 batting average and his team-leading 202 atbats.
Despite being picked to finish fifth in the
conference, Belmont matched FAU's conference-high three selections with three of its
own. Relief pitcher Will Tucker, catcher
Jason Warpool and first baseman Dan
Soukup will each represent the Bruins on
the All-Conference Team.
The Knights will host Stetson for a threegame series starting March 26 and will travel to Boca for a series against FAU April 9.
Last season, UCF dropped two of three to
both Stetson and FAU.
The A-Sun also annotinced the 2004 ASun Preseason All-Conference Team for
softball, as well as the preseason conference rankings. FAU completes its domination of the preseason expectations, as the
Lady Owls are first in both polls. UCF is
fourth in the coach's poll, however the
Knights are in a three-way tie for second
with Stetson and Troy State in the media
poll.
Despite the rankings in either poll for
UCF, Knights' shortstop Stephanie Best was
named the 2004 A-Sun Preseason "Player of
the Year." Best is joined on the Preseason
All-Conference Team by centerfielder Jania
Shinhoster.

'

A-Sun poll
Team
Florida Atlantic
Stetson
UCF
Jacksonville
Belmont

Points
198
177
147
105
91

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE FILE PHOIO

Junior outfielder Clay Timpn11r, named to the A-Sun
Preseason All-Conference Team, hit .347 in 2003.

••

Women host red-hot Trojans
Troy State heads
to Orlando on
A-Sun tear
MATT DUNAWAY
Staff Writer

After taking care of business
in North Carolina with a 2-0
road trip last weekend, the UCF
women's basketball team
r eturns home tonight for a
throw-down against Troy State.
This will be Act 1 of the
Knignts and the Trojans, with
Act 2 to follow in Alabama on
Friday night when the two
schools will meet in men~s basketball at Trojan Arena.
TSU (5-8; 4-2 A-Sun) is the
hottest team in the A-Sun, reeling off four straignt league wins
for the first time since the 199899 campaign after starting·conference play at 0-2.
Setting up the Women of
Troy's attack is guard Kerri
Fiehrer. Fiehrer dishes out 6.53
assists per game. That feat is
good enougn for first in the ASun, and 15th nationally.
Fiehrer is coming off an 11assist performance Saturday
against Stetson.
In the points department,
TSU has three players hovering
around double figures per
game. Guard Laura Lee Holman
averages 9.5 points per game
and forwards Alecia Jones and
~ McGriff each put down 9.3
per game.
UCF has had problems protecting the home court as the
Knignts are a dismal 2-6 in the
Dungeon this season. However,
the Knights won their last home
game against Florida Atlantic.
The all-time series between
the two schools is tied at five
games apiece, but TSU has won
four of the last five meetings.
The Trojans also swept both
games last season.
This is the first of two meetings this season between the
two schools. The rematch will
be on Valentine's Day at Troy
State.

'

Around the Jltlantic Sun
Five teams are within one
game of each other in the loss

JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTU E

LaShay King scored four points and led the Knights with 6 assists Monday against Mercer.

column heading into this weekend's action. That-storyline provides the precursor for another
unpredictable couple of days in
the A-Sun. There are still a lot
of questions that need to be
answered.

Unstoppable
For the third time in four
weeks, Georgia State guard
Patechia Hartman has earned
Atlantic Sun "Player of the
Week "honors. This marks the
fourth time this season that
Hartman has received the
award, which ties for the most
in one season by a single player.
The junior averaged 26 points,
7.5 rebounds, 3.5 assists and 3.5
steals as GSU split a pair of
home games last weekend. The
Atlanta native also leads the ASun in points per game, tallying
18.4 per contest, and stands out
in the top six in three other categories.

And then there was one
Gardner-Webb got their first
league victory against Florida
Atlantic 86-79 on Monday night.
Four pla:v.ers were in double figures for the Bulldogs. Guard
Sequenta Blackman pumped
home 25 points, while guard
Katie Gravel posted 19 points
and grabbed down a team-high
10 rebounds. With GWU's victory, Jacksonville is the only
squad left in the A-Sun without
a conference win.

Conf.
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6 1
s 1
6 2
5 2
4 2

w

Team
Georgia State
Belmont
UCF
Mercer
Troy State
Lipscomb
Stetson
Florida Atlantic
Campbell
Gardner-Webb
Jacksonville

3
3
2
1
1

0

3
3
6
5
5
6

Register at Blanchard Park
Games played at
Little Econ Soccer·Complex

Overall
w L
9 s
7 6
7 8
7 7
5
6
5
3
3

8
8
8
12
10

2

11
11

2

Game of the weekend
Mercer (7-7; 5-2 A-Sun)
Stetson (5-8; 3-3 A-Sun)

t

The Bears come down fort e
second leg of the Sunshine Sta e
roadies. Earlier this seas
Mercer swept FAU and UCF
will be looking for much of t e
same this weekend. Meanw · e
the Hatters are on the outsi e
looking up to the top tier of t e
conference, but Stetson ca
make a push starting this wee
end. SU is sparked by forwar
Kristy Brown who is averagin
a double-double (15.1 ppg, 10.
rpg) this season. Can a ·Merce
victory keep the pressure o
Georgia State and Belmont, or
will Stetson continue to amaze
and begin to make a push of its
own toward the top?

Guard Gary
Johnson had the
best game of his
young UCF
career Mpnday
night, as he led
all players with
24 points.
r

•
•
•
•

Registration Ends: January 30
League Play: February 8 - March 28
Sunday Afternoons: 2 pm - 5 pm
Up to ~ 5 people
per team
• $320 per team

UCF Athletlcs....RiGHT HERE. RIGHT NOW.

SUPPORT YQ!IB!!'§~!~
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Lyons, Davis among A-Sun s best
1
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of stumbled at the end," Speraw
said. "We've maintained good focus
this year and that's why we're
accomplishing what we're accomplishing."

UCF 68, Belmont 63
Gary Johnson registered a
career-hig11 24 points - including
an 11-12 performance from the foul
line- and dished out three assists,
as the Knig11ts outlasted Belmont
for their 12th-straight victory in
front of a season-hig11 crowd at the
UCF Arena on Monday.
Before an announced crowd of
2,336, UCF blew a 13-point first half
lead and had to rally from a 5043
deficit in the second half to remain
the only unbeaten team in A-Sun
play.
Belmont's Adam Mark, who
leads the A-Sun in scoringwith 20.6
points a game, fouled out with just
over two minutes remaining. He
finished with a team-hig1118 points,
but only recorded one rebound.
The Knights, who only had four
players in the scoring column, were
challenged and they responded as
Johnson and Lyons stepped up
down the stretch. Bodden,
Morentin and Kingsley Edwards
were in foul trouble.
The Knig11ts' defense, which
was exploited a bit due to the double-team strategy that was applied
to Mark, harassed one of the best
shooting teams in the conference.
Belmont converted i~f-51 shots
and only five.of-29 from beyond the

arc.

Men's Notetlook

Top ten, again
ESPN recently published lisbhighlights the
best of the best in men's college basketball.
1.Gonzaga
14-2
2. Creighton
13-1
3. Utah State
13-1

If Ubuild it; they will come

Ranked 9th

4. Southern Illinois
12-2

Hot on the heels of a
12-game winning
streak, the men's
basketball team has
earned praise from
7. College of Charleston
ESPN as a Cinderella
14·2
•
Sleeper, ad has held
8. Manhattan
the number 9 spot
11-3
on the ESPN Mid9.UCF
Major Top 10 for the
14-2
past two weeks.
S. Western Michigan
12· 1
6. Murray State
14-3

10. Kent State
10·2

Men's
A-Sun
standi~gs
Team
UCF
Troy State
Georgia State
Belmont
Florida Atlantic
Stetson
Mercer
Gardner-Webb
Lipscomb
Jacksonville
Campbell

Conf.

Overall

W L

W
14
11
11

L
2
4
4

9
8
6

5
8
8

9

0

7
6
4
5

1
2
3
4

4
4

4
4

2
1
1
1

6
6
7
7

7

10

5

12
11
9
14

4
6
1

Thursday, January ZZnd - 7 p.m.
- Women's Basketball v. Troy State in the UCF
Arena. Come out and cheer on your Golden
Knights!

The Knignts are doing
their part, and the s udent
body is taking notice. The
Arena
drew:
an
announced attendance of
2,214 Saturday in the win
over . Lipscomb, and
topped that on JY:londay
with
2,336
ij,gainst
Belmont. · The Rowdy
Knights, Kirk's Jerks and
the Lyons' Den, alongwith
other supporting students, stormed Qenter
court and surrounded the
players for a spontl:llleous
"scrum." The atmo~phere
was intense after a couple
of controversial e lls by
the referees. That's what
a home court is all about,
and the Knights are taking full advantage of it,
remaining unbeaten at
the Arena. ·

Around the A-Sun
Georgia State is revealing why it was placed atop
the preseason poll. After
losing two of their first
three conierence ~es,
the BullQ.ogs have put
together a five-game win
streak, which included an
84-83 win over Troy Stat~.
The
Bulldogs'
Nate
Williams also earned ASun "Player of the Week
honors ''

Saturday. January Z4th - f f a.m.
- Men's Tennis home opening match v. Georgia
Southern at the UCF Tennis Courts (beside the
Rec and Wellness Center). Bring your lawn ·
chairs and a snack and come enjoy!

Tuesday, January Z7th - Z p.m.
- Men's Tennis v. Princeton at the UCF Tennis
Courts (beside the Rec and Wellness Center),
Bring your lawn chairs and a snack and come
enjoy!

Wednesday. January ZBth - 7:30 p.m.
- Men's Basketball v. FAU in the UCF Arena.

Admission is FREE for all students with a valid UCF
l.D.! All other fans, call 407-UCF·GOLD.

JO

THE BARBER ZONE

with Coach Kirk Speraw

Speraw: They're good peer
Sports Editor
ple. We have a lot of people
from different backgrounds
During the past two men's and different circumstances
basketball games, an average that they grew up with. They've
of almost 2,250 screaming all come together and develKnights fans have found their oped great camaraderie on and
way into the UCF Arena to sup- off the court, in a short period
port the men's basketball of time. You can see on the
team's 12-game winning court how it manifests itself,
streak.
and it goes back to each indiWhile fan energy no doubt vidual being a good person at
has a strong impact on the heart.
team, everything starts with
The Future: Js there ever a
the brains running the bench, time wheh you feel like testing
CENTRALFLORIDAFUTUREFILE PHOTO
Coach Kirk Speraw.
the loyalty of Kirk's Jerks and
Men's basketball is off to the best start in
ordering them to rob a bank?
head coach Kirk Speraw's 11 years at UCF.
The Future: Any sports fan
Speraw: No, I'm just very
knows that when you're in the appreciative of Kirk's Jerks, get behind their athletic teams,
middle of a streak, you don't the Rowdy Knights and all of whether it's football, baseball
talk about the streak. However, the groups that are coming out or volleyball. I think it's excitI have to ask. What has been and supporting this team. ing that we're finally getting a
this team's secret?
They're having a great time group of students who are
Speraw: This team focuses doing it and we're having a enjoying the competition and
on the task at hand, not only great time watching them.
coming to games, and not only
who the next opponent is, but
The Future: The excite- having fun getting behind us
possession by possession. ment in the crowd tb,ese past but helping us by distracting
That's been the key to this few games has been hard to the other team.
team's success.
The Future: At any point
ignore. Is it possible that UCF
The Future: So is there any is joining the ranks of Duke and during the last two games, have
truth to the rumor that you're Kansas as a basketball school? you felt an urge to call a timehoarding leprechauns in the
Speraw: Well I hope so. The out and just ask the crowd,
UCF Arena?
thing that's exciting for me is "Where have you been?"
Speraw: Not that I know of. that the student body is startSperaw: I don't have the
The Future: When I look at ing to get behind their team. No urge to ask that, just the apprethe court during any game, the matter what league you're in or ciatfon that they finally recogvariety of players for UCF is who you're playing, this is the nize how great the basketball
rather obvious. How does a. university that these students players are that they've come
team full of individuals that have decided to get their edu- · to watch. It's enjoying to me to appear different get along so cation at. I think it's important watch the student body enjoy
well?
in their collegiate experience to themselves.

ASHLEY BURNS

FADES, FLATIO~ & REGULAR HAIRCftTS
BEST PRl\.ES IN THE AREA!

The Future: Do you fear
that when Ben Stout finally
scores his first points that
noise from the crowd will crumble the Arena to the ground?
Speraw: That is a little bit
of a fear for me. Ben works very
hard in/practice and certainly
he's beciome a fan favorite. He'll
get a bucket one of these days.
The Future: I firmly believe
that Dexter's afro has been a
good luck charm for this team.
Havey: u thought about enforcing a team hairstyle rule?
Speraw :
I've tried to

M-F9-5:30 ISAT 9-4~30 ISUNCLOSED

407-681-671 s
10038 UNMRsllY' BLVD., ORLANDO

fs1-~ocf

·

:.. _________
OFF •

NOW HIRING

News and Sports writers

enforce a team hairstyle rule,
but Ilo t out on that a long time

E-MAIL: editor@UCFnews.com

ago.
The Future: So can we
expect a mohawk for Roberto
Morentin or dreadlocks for Will
Bakanowsky?
Speraw: Oh, I hope not.
The Future: Finally; something t at not many people
know is that you are the dean
of bas etball for the Atlantic
Sun Coriference. What the heck
does tbJl,t mean?
Speraw: . I guess it means
that I've been around longer
than any of the other coaches.
That's just longevity. I was the
dean of basketball in my first
three or four years in the A-Sun
becausf,! there was a lot of
turnover. '
The Future: Thankfully; we
don't have to worry about
turnovers.

Photographers
E-MAIL: photo@UCFnews.com

and Race Book

2004 CITRUS CHAMPIONS:
DOUBLES
ARRIAGA & J. ARRIAGA

BACKCOURT
ERKIAGA

Kruczek joins another ex-Florida college coach
FROM A6

quarterback for the Steelers for
four years, including 1979 when
the Steelers won the Super Bowl.
The Cardinals have the third
overall pick in this year's NFL
draft, and will likely have a
choice between a stud quarterback or top wide receiver Larry
Fitzgerald. Arizona will likely
choose to dump injury-prone
quarterback Jeff Blake and move
rookie Josh McCowh to a backup

role in favor of some new blood. ·
With the San Diego Chargers
aiming for Ole Miss quarterback
Eli Manning with the first pick,
Kruczek could find himself mentorillg Ben Roethlisberger, who
will leave Miami of Ohio for the
NFL a season early.
Kruczek will work with
~other former F1orida college
coach as he joins new Arizona
offensive coordinator Alex Wood.
Wood served as an a,ssistant at
the University of _Miami under

Dennis Erickson, helping the
Hurricanes win national titles in
1989 and 1991.
Wood and Kruczek also share
a common bond as they both had
a hand in the development of
Minnesota \T'Ikings quarterback
Daunte Culpepper. Kruczek
coached Culpepper at UCF from
1995 to 1998. Wood was
Culpepper'$ quarterback coach
with the \T'Ikings during his rookie season in 1999 and in 2000
when the former Knight was

IRONTCOURT
SOLOZABAL

selected to his first Pro Bowl.
The former Boston College
and Pi1jtsburgh Steelers quarterback recently accepted a lumpsum buyout of the remaining
four years on his five-year contract With UCF, reportedly worth
close to $815,000.
Kruczek was fired by UCF
with two games remaining in the
2003 eason, with the Knights'
recor at 3-7 and ongoing student- thlete problems off the
field.
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It's time campus
protected gays

~
I
I

www.UCFnews.com ·Thursday, January 22, 2004

WELL, IT'5
A 5TAl<'T.

\

T

he Board of Trustees finally
Hispanics are minorities in ~he
ing health and medical benefits to
could consider the matter of
United States. Fbr the same reathe same-sex partners of their
gay discrimination on camson blacks and Hispanics deserve
employees, saying it's too expenpus today.
to live their lives as equals, so do
sive, they, too, could have a
Trustees are being asked to
gays.
change of heart soon.
endorse a resolution passed in
Hitt's statement that gays don't
An study released in December
October by the Faculty Senate.
face discrimination on campus
' by the Instihite for Gay and
That resolution called on UCF to
cannot be true. In a school of such
Lesbian Strategic Studies has
change its anti-discrimination pol- found extending benefits to same- tremendous size, the law of statisicy to include protection for gays.
sex couples costs jus~ 0.02 percent tics says otherwise. There are bigShould the resolution pass, ·
ots at UCF. In all likelihood, some
more for the average company
UCF would join the University of
of them are on the university pay·than nof providing such benefits.
Florida, whose trustees passed a
The UCF resolution wouldn't
roll. There will be more bigots
similar measure in June.
hired in the future. There are .
extend such benefits, which the
UCF President John Hitt said
racists on this campus, and sexstate of Florida also does not
in fall 2002 that UCF's discrimina- extend. Rather, it would expand
ists, and people who don't like
tion policy need not be updated
the school's current anti-discrimi- gays.
,because the campus is friendly to
The Board of Trustees endorsnation pplicy to include gays, and
gays already. He said gays on
es of the resolution should be a
allow for individuals to file grievcampus don't face discrimination,
first step. UCF needs to offer the
ances against UCF if they feel
and thus don't need protection
same benefits to gay couples as it
they have been harmed in some'
against it.
does to married couples.
way because of their sexuality.
The time has come for a
This is something that faculty
Unfortunately, IJ.either Florida
change. Homosexuality has grown on campus have said is a problem law nor federal law yet defines
as an acceptable lifestyle in the
right now. Instructors have feared such a union, thus undermining
United States, albeit slowly, to the
and still fear being denied promo- the va)idity of such a policy at
point where some states have
UCF. If you can't define what a
tions, tenure or even being
granted same-sex couples the
gay couple is legally,'then who's to
retained to teach another semessame type of benefits given to
ter if they are openly gay. Those
say what the difference is
married couples.
between a gay couple and two.
individuals live in fear of themNew Jersey passed a-law recroommates?
selves, hiding their identities to
ognizing same-sex partnerships
In the State of the Union·
protect their careers.
Jan. 12, joining California, Hawaii,
speech President George W Bush
Human nature says people
Massachusetts and Vermont. The
who are different are picked oti.
delivered Tuesday, he said he
latter allows gays to have civil
The definition of '.'different" varies . wants gay marriage banned. H~'s
unions, a leg-al equivalent of marfrom person to person, but gays
living in a world gone by.
., riage.
definitely fit the description.
Today, our Board of 'J)'ustees
While some private employers
They're a minority group in the
has a chance to get with the .
have billked.at tlj.e idea ofextendsame way that blacks and
times.

..
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Bush's speech
belies unity
P

resident George W Bush
addressed the nation with a
message of hope Tuesday, as
he gave his third State of the
Union address before an only
halfway agreeable audience on the
Senate floor.
''I'm a uniter, n,ot a divider,"
Bush once said during his 2000
presidential campaign. "The
American people are s:tiowing that
the state of our union is confident
and strong," was a similar refrain
he used'at the start of his address
Tuesday.
If the mood of the night's audience was any indicatiOn, he couldn't have been more vvrong.
Looking to his left during dramatic pauses, he was often greeted
by standing ovations. To his right,
though, the camera rarely panned
beyond the first section, due to
·lack of movement by the
Democratic side of the audience'.
When speaking about all but a
few issues, the major exception ·
being support for our troops, Bush
couldn't manage to rouse more
than half of the audience beyond
the occasional peppering of halfhearted applause. Despite his
assertions of national unity·both in
the general public and in the government, the audience during his
address couldn't have looked more
polarized.
During the uproarious applause
near the end of Bush's address,
the_pucker and visibly uncomfortable posture of Rep. Charles
Rangel, D-N.Y., revealed his indignation. Th~ perturbed expression

of Sen. Ted Kennedy, D-:Mass.,
reflected the general reaction that
Democrats and some Republicans, ·
like Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.,
have shown in Congress toward
Bush's push to privatize healthcare coverage.
During parts of his address
Bush found himself treading a fine
line to avoid angering Democrats
and embarrassing some of his
Republican supporters, particularly concernll:J.g the Patriot Act and
governmental spending.
When, early into his address,
Bush called for a renewal of the
Patriot Act, the cheering from the
audience was a lot more muted
than it was during his address in
2002. Bush likely expected that
reaction this time around, given
that support for the act lias sfoadily declined since it passed as more
senators have become concerned
over its implications. Though it
was ratified following a landslide
vote after the attacks of Sept. 11,
2001, Congress is now strong1.y
divided on the issue.
Even a significant number of
conservative senators and representatives has begun questioning a
few of the act's provisions, which
have eroded freedoms formerly
protected by the Constitution. The
repeal of a right to be charged with
a crime and given a speedy trial in
terrorism cases in particular has
raised concern among growing
bipartisan opposition to the act.
Though Republican leaders like
Sen. Lisa Murkowski of Alaska
have filed bills to repeal parts of

the act, Bush has continued to
push its extension and expansion,
ignoring the dissent. .
On spending, Bush has had to
defend himsell from both sides of
the political spectrum.
Despite large reductions in
income and dividend taxes since
Bush took office, non-defense
spending actually has increased
significantly during his term. ,
According to the Cato Institute,·an
independent government research
foundation, non-defense discretionary spending has shot up by 28
percent in Bush's three years as
president. That makes the Bush
administration the biggest spender
since the Carter administration,
the institute said.
·
Because ofthis, Bush's alienated conservative base has at times
resorted to calling hiin a centrist
-or worse.
Likely as a result of that' opinion, Bush shied away from mentioning his recent plan to put people on the Moon and Mars. The
cost - which the White House has
placed at $11 billion by Bush over
the next fl.Ve years - is estimated
by some Democrats to cost closer
to $1 trillion. NASA has denied
·
that figure, but has not released
an official estimate.
"The cause we serve is right,
because it is the cause of all
mankind," Bush said in hiS closing
remarks. If the crowd's reaction
was any indication, he's got a lot of
domestic disputes to deal with
before taking on such an ambitious cause.
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wireless cards for p<:llice cars, more police
dogs and other frivolous expenditures. Fine
I'm tired of it.
money
goes to Parking Services and the
As an 18-year-old male virgin. I can safely
Police
Department.
say that I am sick to death of people saying
- From my experience, they-didn't care
that virgins don't know what they're missing
about
students' concerns about parking.
[The indie, "Born-again virgins," Jan. 15].
Their
thinkingwas,
students are young and
I've heard the old "do you buy shoes withshouldn't
mind
walking
across campus.
out trying them on?"' argument a million
is
no
explaining
your case to
:riiere
times. I've sat silent through countle·s s locker
Parking
Services.
You're
guilty
no matter
room sessions in high school, and I've been
what.
I
had
students
come
to
me
who
given countless weird, almost pitying looks
received
fines
when
par,king
meters
were
from my less-conservative friends whenever
broken,
and
when
we
tried
to
help
them
the topic of sex comes up.
·
Point blank: Yes. I do know what I'm miss- [Parking Services] wouldn't budge, even
ing out on, thanks in part to many of my less- · though they h ave records of when they fix ·
conservative friends telling me in great detail parking meters.
There's a reason they don't want to
exactly what I'm missing out on. However, I
rescind
your fine - it brings in revenue to
also know why I'm missing out on it. It's not
pay
for
their
department. There are thou.
because I am a member of the infamous
. sands of dollars that can be trimmed from
Dungeons and Dragons crowd, or that I'm
their budget. When brought to their attensomehow unattractive (I've had total
tion,
they are quick to defend their extravastrangers tell me I'm hot) , or that my sexual
gant
expenditures. Guess who was adamant
preferences go toward alternate venues.
about raising decal fees, increasing the
I \ transportation and access fee and raising
It's because I'm a Christian. ,
Granted, I'm not the most devol!lt
Christian in the world. My CD collection con- parking fines? You guessed it.
Th.ere ar.e many good student employees
tains exactly one Christian CD as compared
working
for Parking Services. Don't blame
to some 30 secular ones, and almost all the
are just following the policies set
them.
They
movies I own or watch are rated R. But that's
by
parking
administrators.
beside the point.
SGA President Brian Battles and Vice
Dana DeLapi vvrote that all things biblical
President
Joe MacLellan had a good idea
get "thrown out the window at the first sign
when
they
wanted to create a Student
of a keg party." The fact of the matter is, the
Parking
Court
where students acted as
more-devout Christians would rather throw
judges
on
parking
issues; I pope that idea
themselves out of a window than go against
becomes
reality
because
it would help to fix
their faith. Ever hear of martyrs? That poor
a
system
that
will
not
be
changed
because of
girl who died at Columbine be<;:ause she
stilbborn
administrat9rs
who
don't
have
two
refused to deny God? That's how mucJ;i our
the
students'
best
interests
at
heart.
religj.on means to us.
'
Students need to be more concerned
There are thousands of people in the
about
parking issues because these people
world who have actually died simply because
are
al).owecf
to do whatever they want.
they refused to go against the will of the God
There's
very
little oversight on these two
that they and I believe in. It woul<). be mockadillinistrators.
This department needs a
ing the memory of them to throw out the
complete
overhaul
but will only happen if
thing they died for simply because the opporstudents
show
concern.
tunity to have sex with a pretty girl presents

Tired of virginity knocking

ASSOCATED
COLLEGIATE

PRESS
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@

itself. My faith, and the moral codes it carries, is important to me, and I am determined
to keep it as best I can.
- CHRISTOPHER MILLER

Parking problems will persist
In response to the letter "Parking Services
unfair" [Re~der Views, Jan. 20], I would like
to let the author know that the Student
Government Association tried to fight these
issues for the last two years but to no avail. I
attended parking and traffic meetings during
my term as SGA president and I consistently
was confronted with opposition from John
Clark, manager of Parking Services, and
UCF Police Chief Richard Turkiewicz about
being fair about parking.
Those two led opposition against making
parking better for on-campus residents and
even orchestrated a raise in parking fines to
help pay for their salaries, new laptops and

-MARCO PENA
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT 2001AND 2002

Aletter to the president
Dear President Hitt,
I can't help but wonder how you get a
huge raise and my professors are told they
are no longer allowed to print syllabi. The
syllabus is the first thing you learn aqout in
college; many students and professors call it
a contract. You didn't mind adding to your
contract, but you cut out ours all together?
Yes, I agree most teachers should put
their syllabus on the net, but it's the idea
that upsets me. They are forced to cut their
budget, but somehow yours is raised. Raises
don't go along with budget crises very well.
What gives? I'm sure you won't read or
re's pond to this, but maybe someone out
there knows the answer.

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to theeditor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
41 submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447;4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4555.

- BO BURTON
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Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Gootl for outgoing people.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1·800·965-6520 ext 107.
Roadhouse Grill
Restaurant Hourly Interviews
Interviewing for servers, bartenders,
hosts, cooks & bussers in the Downtown
Orlando area. Conducting on the spot
interviews @Roadhouse Grill 2881 S.
Orange Ave. anytime Mon.-Thurs. 2-5pm
(No Appl. Nee.). Ask for mgr. on duty.
Directions 407-481 -2991.
Two movie tickets ...free . Telling her
how you feel creatively...$6. Not
having to worry about Valentine's Day
this year... priceless! Place a Valentine's
classified in the Feb. 12 issue of the
Future by calling (407) 447-4555.

Spend your summer in a lakefront cabin
in Maine. If you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while you
work, and make lifelong friends, then
look no further. Camp Mataponi, a
residential girls camp in Maine, has
male/female summertime openings for
Land Sports, Waterfront (small .c rafts,
skiing, life guarding, WSI, boat drivers),
Ropes Course, Tennis~ H.B. Riding, Arts
& Crafts, Theater, Archery, Gymnastics,
Dance, Photography, Group Leaders &
more. Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided. ON CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED
1/27. Call us today toll free at
1-888-684-2267 or apply online at
www.campmataponi.com.

$250 a day potential
Bartending Training Provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 602

Nanny for school-aged children. FT.
Flex schedule. Must be free after 2 pm
daily. Must have reliable car. Live-in/Liveout. Exp. only. $1600/mo. Must give 1
YR. commitment. Contact 407-925-5218
or swimpark@aol.com.

On site maintenance/manager for an
apartment cbmplex 3 blocks from UCF.
Must be knowledgeable in plumbing,
electric & carpentry. Free 2 bedroom apt
plus hourly rate. Call Oak Tree Apt. at
321-229-1426 and ask for Amber.

Actresses I

~odels
Attractive females wanted for video.
18+ Call 407-384-9313.
Ask for Ben.

.Students To Take
Online Surveys For Money
Get Paid for Your Opinion
Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss
Get Paid toTake Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get PaidTo Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250
All You Need is aComputer l an Internet Connection

For More Info, Please Visit:

www.SurveysForStudents.com

VACATION PHONE SALES
Office 3 blocks from UCF Main Campus
OR work from home positions
Earn $80/Sale +WEEKLY BONUSES
MUST BE MONEY MOTIVATED
Call 24 hours (407) 658-8285 x20

Florida Elks
Youth Camp
is looking for energetic,
youth-oriented men
and women to work
with kids 9 to 13.
Located in Central
Fl_orida. (amp runs
June 7 - July 24.
'
Contact
~rys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673
ext. 250 for details

Telephone Pros Needed In our New
State of the Art Call Center. 4th largest
Direct TV Dealer looking for FT/PT
candidates w/ great comm. skills in an
inbound/outbound environment. Hourly
wages+ huge comm. Benefits incl.
medical, dental, & vision, direct deposit,
weekly pay, & PAID TRAINING. Please
contact 407-331-3934 or email
eddie@directactivation.com .
Female Models/Dancers. Orlando's
Classiest top agency. Earn $1 ,OOO's
Week(y + Bonuses. An opportunity of a
lifetime. Don't let this pass you by
Call 407-977-7775

Test Prep Instructors Needed
UCF Continuing Education is looking for
test preparation· instructors
for GRE, GMAT and LSAT. Applicants
should be very knowledgeable in
algebra with instructional and
standardized test experience. LSAT
applicants should have LSAT, law school
and law experience.
Email resumes to: conted@mail.ucf.edu

WANTED:

Private Professional Company looking
for one appt. setter. PT. Phone exp. a
p lus. Base pay w/ bonus p rogram.
$ 1,000/wk potent ial. Call Dave at
407-862-5700 xt. 240.

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys. Naples, M aine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls Poland,
Maine. Noted for picturesque lakefront
locations and exceptional facilities.
Mid-June thru mid,August. Over 100
counselor positions in tennis, baseball,
basketball, soccer, lacrosse, golf, flag
football , roller hockey, field hockey,
swimming, sailing, waterskiing,
gymnastics, dance, horseback riding,
·archery, weight training, newspaper,
photography, video, woodworking,
ceramics/pottery, crafts, fine arts, silver
jewlery, copper enamel, nature study,
radio/electronics, theatre, costumer,
piano accompanist, music intrumentalist,
backpacking. rock climbing,
canoeing/kayaking, ropes course,
secretarial, nanny. Call Takajo at
800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake
800-957-4347. Or apply online@ www.takajo.com or www.tripplakecamp.com
Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp.
necessary. Energetic people with
positive attitudes. O nly 15 min. from
UCF. Come in between 10 and 2. The
Briarpatch Restaurant 252 Park Ave N .
Call 407-628-8651 .
Local (SW Orlando) couple looking
for techno wiz to bring them into
current century on music playback,
integrated video and sound systems
and also some computer help.
Contact David.@ 407-909-0651

Need High Tech Selling Experience?
Get real world sales/marketing exp. from
proven software sales pros. PT-FT.
·
$ 10/hr. + bonuses. Fax resume to
TransAct Marketing @ 407-644-9696 or
email: info@transactmarketi(lg.com.

Phone Sales
Expereinced, Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5·9p.m. Mon.-Fri.
$350 base + comm. Gas & med
insurance. Call Nick 407-296-0439.

Phone Sales.
M - F 5 :30 -10:30 p.m. (25 hrs .) Easily
make $6-11/hr plus bonuses. Very
relaxed environment. Call for interview or
leave msg. 407 -677-4560.
Administrative Assistant
Required clerical experience, MS Excel,
flexible hours available, located near
campus. Fax resume to 407-82 3-31 01.
Valet parking attendants needed for the
O rlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971 -9131.
Attractive, thin females who smoke daily
or weekly needed for confidential phone
interview. Selected callers earn $40.
Leave name and number, your call w ill
be returned. 1-866-670-9915 Toll Free.

The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.

Participants will receive:

• · 24 supervised training sessions
• MRI scans of the upper arms
• $ 12~

Call Today

407-823-5163

For 4 life·s~ving
Plasma Donations

Recreational and Parks Department
Customer service attendant. Must be
avail. nights and weekends. Must have
valid florida driver's license and be at
least 18 years old. Will work 15 - 30 hrs.
per week. Starting at $7/hr. Application
avail. at Oviedo City Hall, Personnel
Dept,'400 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo FL
32765. Resumes are not accepted
without Cl. completed application.
EOE-M/ F/DN-Drug Free Workplace
3rd Shift Curteousy Host Needed. Must
be able to communicate with residents
on phone and in person. Must have a
clean driving ·record. Apply in person at
11850 University Blvd. or call
407-380-6000 request Matt or Jackie.
Oral Historian Needed
Journalism , Creative Writing , History or
English major pref. $10/hr.
Email reneedolney@yahoo.com

Hiring licensed Esthetician for Salon.
Apply only if available Full-Time.
Commission or rental. Email resume
RNS @RACHELNICOLESALON.COM.
407 -696-4247 WinterSpringsTownCenter.
Nurse Practioner
Full-time with excellent salary and
·benefits tor a busy cardiology practice
located in Orlando. Nurse practioner will
round at local hospitals with physicians.
407-351-5384 x 3809 or fax
407-843-2 109.

Position avail. for entry level civil engineer
to work on commercial projects. ·
Responsibilities will inc l.: drainage and
utility design, permit coordination and
client contact. Please fax resume to HB
Associates at 407-740-7900.

Structural Engineer
Position avail. for ebtry level structural
engineer. BFE Degree req. Typical
projects incl.: commercial, institutional,
residential and recreational facilities.
Please fax resume to HB Associates at
407-740-7900.

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2 , 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $695 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.
Alafaya I East Wd. Gorgeous 4/2 Newer
Home on lake. 2 car gar. Safe, tam.
neighg. Vaulted ceil, huge backyrd,
ceram. tile, phone/cable ready all
rms. $1295. Avail now. (407)-579-7590.
3 bedroom I 2 .5 bath townhouse w/ 2 car
garage and lake view. Located in
Baldwin Park . .$ 1750/mo.
Call 407-466-4046.
House or Rooms. 2 mi from UCF.
3 Bedroom/2 bath newly remodeled
Townhouse. W/ D, dishwasher,
microwave, TV, comm. pool, partially
furn. $400/room or $1,000/all 3 rooms.
Phone 407-460-8399 leav e message.

...

.;•

HOUSE FOR RE NT
Back of quiet neighborhood, 5 min from
UCF,4 bed 2 bath 2 car garage,
waterfront lot.jacuzzi tub, lots of tile, may
upgrades, pets OK. $ 1500/mo nth.
Call (40 7) 929-3097
1 room avail. in 3/2 house behind UCF.
10 min from UCF. M/ F. $475/mth. All util.
incl. plus cable modem.
Call Lee 772-528-6347.

STUDENTS
NEW ·DONORS:

Bring this.ad f'or an
EXTRA s5 on your 2nd
&4•h doncltion!
Walk-Ins Welcome!

DCI BIOLOGICALS

.Do you like •••
• A work location near UCF?
•A casual work environment?
•.Flexible hours?
• ~reat pay? ·

Then Trader Publishing
is for you!
Now hiring agents to set

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500

,photagrapher appointments

(321) 235-9100

Earning Potential up to $20/hr. +

~~where it

CHEER!!!
PT Cheerleading Instructor to work with
children. Thursday and Friday evenings.
Must have own transportation. Great payl
Call Kristen @ 1-866-273-2292.

Civil Engineer

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING

~'

$1/wk
$1/wk

Pays to ~are''

2 clean, quiet and NS roommates
w anted. 3/2 home in UCF/Suncrest
area. Unfurn. bds. $525/mo. Incl.
util., W/D, cable, phone, and scrnd
porch. HS Internet separate. Avail.
NOW!!! Email: kleinst_42@yahoo.com
with and number.
W aterford Chase. 3/2 wtih 2 car garage .
Like new house. 1700 sq . ft. heated.
Gated community and Sec. sys.
U pgraded appliances included. Close to
UCF. $1295/mo. 407-306-0564.
4bed/2bath wfscreened in pool. 5
min. from UCF. Living room, family
room, kitchen. Tiled halls. Brand new
cabinets and plumbing. 2 car garage.
All appl. incl. Call 407-484-3370.
Room for rent in a 3/2 house close to
campus. $450/mo. furn or $400/mo.
unfurn. 1/3 utils. Must be mature, c lean
and quiet. Call 407-694-2881.
A LAFAYA WOODS 5 miles N. of UCF
3 BR/2 Bath , LR, Dining Room , Eat-in
Kit, Elec. H/AC, W/ D hookups, Double
Garage with Remotes. Responsible
students welcome . 407-629-1 972.·
2bed/2bath off of Dean and C olonia l. On
a c ul-de-sac. A ll appliances included . Hot
tub, tile floors, s creened patio, pond view
and single car garage. $950/ mo.
Call 407-709-2587.
Townhouses 3 min. from UCF.
2bed/2bath for $725/mo. and
3bed/2bath for $850/mo.
Call 407-381 -5105.

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961
or apply at
3451 Technological Ave., Ste 7, Orlando, FL 32817.

.(-6(

1 and 2 bedroom apartments available
starting at $450 a month.
Call 32 1-229-1426 .

t
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~FOR RENT:

i

~ Apartments

Room ~r rent in 2bd/2ba apt. at Pegasus
Landing, fully furnished, all util. incl.,
ethernet, cable, 3 HBOs, W/D, etc. Call
407-362-2918. Avail. ASAP.
EASY COMMUTE. Close ID UCF!
Huge 1 BR w/ Study. Luxury 2BR & 38"R
FREE Alarm, Water, W/D.
ONE M ONTH FREE.
Leasing NowlFall 407-977-4848.

•

•

Crossword

I

ACROSS

1 M/F N/S room w/priv. bath in U.House.
$451/mo. Incl. util.. cable, 3 HBO's ,
and ethernet. Avail. '"1mediately.
Call Amanda at
407-902-9343 or leave message.

L THIS SUMMER
Take classes in ALASKA!

www~uaf .edu/summer/ cool

Toll free 866-404-7021

M/F Roommate Wanted for a 412
House located 2 .5 mi. from UCF
House is 4 yrs old/Oviedo/Camgan Wds
Subdivision. Move in ASAP. lease &
Amount Neg. Call Kevin 407-340-2384.

FREE RENT

1 roommate n~eded in nicely furnished 3
bedroom I 2 bath house. 2 miles from
UCF. Bedroom not furnished.
$415/mo. + util. Call 407-489-3075.

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

1 Master Bedroom/Bath in large house to
share wt 2 roommates. No smoking, no
pets. C lose to UCF. $485 a month plus
utilities. CaH 407-312-5583 or
407-681-9289.

·~ UNlVERSlTY OF ALA.SKA

•

i.I

FAIRBANKS

!=Ef'.~ .;Jg!f.ft!•!J•"..
anyone can dolt. Flexible around your schedufe,
and amazing fun! Lessons make a great gift, tool
Call NOW· take your first flight!

L.-;...;...;.....J

ERIC (407) 619-0022

43 Recorded
44 Take the bus
46 Adult males

312 house 5 min. from UCF. N/S. No
pets. Furnished. Rent incls. util.

•
•

Heather Glen
Apartments

407-657-0011
~
............,.
Spacious fully furn. 1 BR in Oviedo,
Queen wt desk, book shelves,
dresser, walk-in closet. LR/kit~enette w/
refrig, toaster oven. electric coffee pot,
MW, dining area, couch, recliner, &
2nd walk-in closet. Large bath with linen
closet. New carpet & hardwood. Rent
incl. water, trash, & electric. Prefer NS,
no pets, no children. $650/month sec.
dep. & 6 mo. min. lease. Call Linda
407-366-2650.

phone, DSL, cable, W/D, alarm
system and garage partcing. Available
immediately. Call 407-282-6250.
2 M/F wanted for furn[shed BDRM in new
3 bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF, $475/mo ind. utJl, n/s,
no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis. Call
407-482-3202 or 239-461-5101 or
239-633-9400.
Room for rent in large 412 house.
$450/mo. inc. all util., high speed
internet, extended cable. Close to UCF.
Dean & University area
Call 407-678-4322.
Seeking Roommates.
312 private home wf pool. 10 mins from
UCF. $425 per month plus share of utils.
Call 407-363-7885 or 407-970-3114

+

One bd of 414 at Jefferson Commons
avail. now. Pool view apt., move-in
special incl. covered parking, free 20·
Phillips TV, Phillips DVD player and
Down Comforter. All this for just
$515/mo. F only. Call Tessa@
352-551-6728.
Fully furnished economic efficiency in
Waterford Lakes. Quiet neigh. 4 min.
from UCF. Comm. pool, tennis,
basketball, etc. $550/mo. 1st. and last.
$300 dep. All util. incl. Call 407-758-3939.
Room for M student in 4/4 apartment at
Pegasus Landing. Zero deposit,
$490/mo, util. incl. Furn., full kitchen,
W/D, cable, ethernet, pools, fitness
center, etc. Call 561-789-3560.
UCF Area - 211 duplex for rent.
Walking distance from UCF.
W/D hookup/porch/fenced yard. $700/mo.
$700 dep. Call Eileen at 407-256-9489.

Brand New 2 bd/2ba apartment
in luxury, gated community - 1 mile
from UCF. 5970/mo. 1st month
free. Peace and quiet for the
discerning collegiate.
(407) 366-7988.

...
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Room for rent in 4/2 house. All util. and
amenities incl. Wireless Internet, min.
from UCF, $415/mo. Call Eric
40"i'..-7.Sh3723.or email BigE42 @-aoJ.com.
Grad. stud. preferred!
Roommates needed for 4/3 house with
pool. $500-$550/mnth. Fully furn. Incl. all
utils. Call Laura at 561-628-6940.

LOOK
. 2 rooms avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Incl. in ground pool, W/D, full
kitchen. $350/mnth. + split util.
Call 407-380-8772.

Female roommate needed-4bdrrn house
15 min from UCF. House furnished, bdrm
not. Fl!lxible lease, $200 deposit
$475/month incl. utils, cable, phone, dsl
intrnt, lawn ser. Avail Feb 1st. NO PETS!
Call Jennifer 407-677-4782 or
407 -492-6541.
M looking for a M roommate. Furn. BD.
$400/mo. No deposit. Incl.
EVERYTHING. Just remedied every
room in house. Access to pool.
Call Tony at 407-467-4177.
F looking for nice, clean roommate to
share 212 condo"in Ventura Country
Club. Guard gated, fully furn., util. incl.
$450/mo. 13 mi. from UCF, 5 from
Valencia. Call 407-277-1489 for more info
Room for rent. 1 1/2 mi. from campus.
Full house priveldges. Negotiable lease.
Call 407-491-3560.
2 Roomates Wanted for 4/3 house w/
pool. 3000sq ·11 beautiful property.
$379/mth + util. Full furnished with
wireless/cable. UCF students.
Call 407-282-4246 ask for Ian.
F N/S only to share a house near
campus. Master bedroom with private
bath. Heated pool, work out room, park.etc. $400/mo. all utilities included.
Call 321-228-4636.
Close to UCF. very quiet neighborhood.
F roommate wanted to share furn. 4/2
home. Indoor laundry room. Full use of
home. $275/mo. + utilities. No smoking
and no pets. 407-319-3751 .
Room for N/S clean , responsible F.
2/1 apt 1 mi from UCF. W/D on prem.
Apt furnished , desk only in bdrm.
2nd floor quad. Large bdrm. Monthly
lease $275 + 1/2 ulil 407-384-0232
Furn. room and bat,h for rent in 2/2 condo
on Econ Tr, min. to UCF. Pool, jacuzzi,
basketball, and tennis ct. $450/mo.+ 1/2
utils., Internet, W/D and long distance.
Call Sandy 407-275-0968.
4/2 Home in quiet neighborhood.
Min. from UCF. Family room, Kitchen
W/D, Phone, Cable, HBO, Showtime,
Broadband, Fenced Yard. $450/ mo.
incl. util. Call Anna 407-365-2382.
Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659.
Room avail. in 2bed/bath apt. 5 min. from
UCF. $350/mo all util incl.
Call Erica at 407-765-2698.
Room avail. In Winter Park. Share a
413 with 1 M, 2F on a lake. Ammen.
Incl. W/D, hi-speed Internet, dig.
cable, big screen TV, hot tub, boat
dock, boat and large yard. Must be
clean, responsible, and
dc)g..frlendly. $390/mo. plua utll.
Cell 407-230-8747 or e-mail
mgrabowaTcfl.rr.com

Jan. Sublease in Boardwalk Apts.
Min. to UCF!!! $485/mo. 1st mo. free.
Fully furn., water, electric and cable incl.
Shuttle service. Call 407-737-2732.

PARKING PROBLEM SOLVED!

Screenwriters!

1980 Kawasaki 750cc twin motorcycle.
Not pretty but Runs good!
New battery, chain, sprockets.
$70(l"caU 407-3B0-7t65.

Let an award-winning writer, director
and producer mentor your projects from
FADE IN to FADE OUT. $25/hr. Private
instruction. Contact Edward Jordon at
(407) 788--0059. Check my credentials
on the Internet Movie Database
http://us.imdb.com/name/nm0430261 /

1987 Toyota MR2. $2200. 151,000 miles.
Body & engine very good condition; have
allrecords.5speed,AC,CD,American
Racing wheels, aero pkg, moon roof.
Can e-mail pies. Call Jim 727~-4741.

Room for rent in 4 bed/4bath at
Jefferson Lofts. Fully furnished.
January paid. Move in asap. More
info. at www.jeffersonlofts.com.
Call Ross at 407-620-1137.
2 bed/2 bath at Jefferson Commons.
Avail. Dec thru Aug 2004 Fully furn.
Utils. incl. $560/mo. No move-in fees.
Call 407-616-1622 or
mydeerwatsun@aol.com.
UCF Area- 2/1 apt. at Arbour. Avail.
Jan 5th through July 31st. Incl. extended
cable, W/D, business center, pool and
fitness. $700/mo. Call 407-737-7427 or
407-340-8697.
1/1 avail. in 313 apt. at Pegasus Landing.
Fully furn., incl. all utils., cable, and W/D.
$475/mo. Avail. Immediately! Call
407-362-3625 or 407-694-2535.

ONLINE TUTORING
Live or Download.
Engineering, EITPE, Math, Physics.
Problem-solving courses, Test preps.
FREE demo, FREE trial period.
www.ensys.net or call 1.800.499.5941 .

GREAT BUY! 2001 Grey Hyundai
Accent Tinted, Auto, Air, Cruise, CD,
30K ml, new breaks, tires, and
battery - 20K mi left on warranty
$6300 OBO - 407-384-5798.

NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankn,Jptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.

93' Geo Prizm LS; Sedan 4 DR, Auto,
A/C, AM/FM Radio, 144k Miles.
Kelly Blue Book suggests retail $3,000.
Must See! ONLY $2,0<;>0.
Call 321-217-6202.

·

PEGASUS LANDING
M/F for 313. Choose from any avail apt.
$495/mo. FULLY FURN! Incl. all util,
W/D, cable. phone. ethernet, pool, gym.
NO FEES! AVAIL ASAP.
Call 407-496-6107 or 954-815-5116.

Female needed for 1 room in a 412 apt
@ University House. $391/mo. incl. all
utils, HBO's, & ethernet. Avail. ASAP.
Call Courtney at 321 -689-0979.

Term Paper Help 2417
Paperexperts.com will help you with
writing, editing or college applications.
All subjects/all levels.
Toti free 1-888-774-9994 or
paperexperts.com to place your order.

!! DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES !!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality auto
repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay,
call THE AUTO GENERAL
407-399-7514. ASE certified• and beats
most independent shop rates!

Lease NOWI Reduced price and willing
to negotiate. Looking for roommate in 212
apt. in Jefferson Commons. Fully
furnished. All util. ind.
Call (407) 61 7-0877.

1bd/1ba in 3bd/3ba apartment at
Village at Science Dr. N.ew carpet,
very clean, utll. Incl., and furn.
$510/mo. No move-in fees!!! Avail.
ASAP!!! Call Keila@ 407-313-0205
or 727-847-5999.

1 Valley
5 Post-game
summary
1o Kuwaiti leadeJ
14 Hacion
l5 Makeioyf>JI
16 Creeper
17 S100ting shade
18 Discover by
chance
19 loelandic sa.ga
20 16th-century
astrologer
23 Pertormed
24 Art stand
25 Slo-mo sve t
27 Down !or
ix-nting
30 Lover of Eros
32
Arbor. Ml
33 list-endil"IQ wds.
35 lilcea fork
38 Shore •
41- Put into
shackles

LOOKING TO RENT/BUY
A HOUSE FOR NEXT FALL?
We can help free of charge! Contact the
UCF Real Estate Advising Group at
UCFRealEstate@yahoo.com.

ETIQUETTE WORKSHOP - "10 Ways to
Outclass the Competition"
ALPFA - UCF Chapter, extends an
invitation to all FINANCE and
ACCOUNTING students to join us on
Jan. 27,2004 from 4:15 to 5:30 p.m.
in the Student Union room 220.
Come learn how the small details can
give you an edge when interviewing
for the job you want.
Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harel (407) 362-2726.

FINANCIAL SERVICES AND
CAREER EXPO
ALPFA - UCF Chapter, extends an
invitation to all FIN.AN.CE and
ACCOUNTING students to join us tor
this unique event on February 3, 2004
In the Live Oak Room from 5 to 9PM.
There wlll be firms representing the
various sectors of the business
Industry.

TENNIS INSTRUCTION
Teaching pro: Jeff Goorland offering
hitting sessions, prJvate and
semi-private lessons. Flexible hours.
Call for prices 813-503-5484.

47 Sp1nal-rolumn
support
49 Blood conduit
52 Podtetbooks
54 Playful mammal
56 lke's WWII
command
57 Differentiate
62 Opera star
64 Earth model
65 NYC area
66 Suit toppers
67 Backs of necks
68 Gemini half
69 Fellas
70 Reverses a
deletion
71 Tug violently
1
2

3
4
5

6
7
8

C '2904Tr'lbsne lhdis Serv~ lftc_
Al l'!gm......,,..i.

Sponsored by

9 Exllletre
poverty

10 Adam's mate
·11 Alva or Delano,

e.g.
12 "Gunga Din"
setting
13 Prepared for
action
21 Word before or
after pack
22 Offshoot groups
26 Comic Silvers
27 Observe
Ramadan

AFFORDABLE
LIFE & HEALTH
INSURANCE
Specializing in Families & Individuals

Jeff Ratz, Licensed Insurance Agent
Mid-Wes\ Nabonal Life lnsunmce Co.of TN

407-443-4197

28 SSS

classification
29 Lacking sanction
DOWN
Dancer Verdon
31 Coaster
34 Actress Garr
Plumb crazy
36 At any time
Goofs up
37 Contradict
Neither active
39 Views
nor passive
Went over
40 Loafed
42 Apple-pie order
again
45 F-orm of a
Slur over
Indian bean tree
chemical
element
Particle

ratzm@bellsouth.net

48 Churchillian

58 Blind strip

gestures
50 Exec. order
51 Reliable
52 Piano piece?
53 New 'ibrk city
55 Land of lamas

59 State ol two ol
the Quad Cities
60 Front of ttie
calf
61 Hit the horn
63 Pompous tool

Please see solutions in next issue - Mon. 1/26
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KAPPA SOCCER
Huge blowout sale.
50-75% off cleats and apparel.
10% off non-closeout Items w/ad.
WWW.GOKAPPA.com, 407-239-7636
UCF Butokukan
Art, Sport & Self-Defense, on campus
close to 20 years and still growing!
Coed beginners classes now forming,
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
M & W 7-9, in the Ed Bldg's Secondary
Gym, Rm 174.
Call 362-2492 for info or visit
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams/
Open House, Wednesday,
1/21 @ 8:00 PM.
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CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toni Chester
Located at: Holiday Inn Select - UCF
Sunday Worship Service @11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study@ 7 p.m.
www.bishoplc.com
"IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL"

. . STUDENTUNION Huge Discounts - Generics
· SAVIN.GS UP TO 80%
1-866-950-7283 Ext1844
www.rxsenlorservlces.com

CAPE FLORIDA BALLROOM !Room 316)
• Feotl.Mg pelf01111ances by local talent
• January 241h. 2004 I 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, &
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips
aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. g_a.m. Must be outgoing, have a great
smile, and energetic! Roses by Renee
407-681-3612 or 407-701-7432.

Florida· Dating Online for Singles at UCF
Create a FREE Profile FREE searches.
Mention you are a UCF student and
receive free 30 day membership.
Try us @ www.floridadatingonline.com

1/1 furnished in 4/4 Boardwalk Apt. next
• to UCF. Male. 1st floor. Pool.
Appliances. Avail. Now. Will Discount.
Call Kathy at 858-756-0971.
1 M/F for 2/2 at Pegasus Landing.
Furn, $495/mo incl util, cable 3 HBOs,
big TV, local phone & VM, hi-speed intnt,
FS, W/D. $0 fees. 1st mo. free. Avail.
ASAP. Contact Emily 407-758-9997.
Huge one bed/bath of 4/4 at Jefferson
Lofts. All utilities and w/d incl. Avail.
lmmediatelyl 580/m 1st mon paid. call
321-626-2238.

ALSO AVAILABLE...

1 Night Packages To
Acapulco, Cancun, Mazatlan
&South Padre Island, TX

1 800 suRFS
-

-

-

up
CATHOLIC
CAMPUS
MINISTRY

www.st udentexpress.com

1b/1b immediate opening for Min 4b/4b
at Northgate Lakes, close to UCF.
$470/mo. incl. util., cable, high-speed
Internet, furn. and amen. Avail. through
8/04. Call 407-497-4508 or 407-497-4990

Mass, Sundays,
Roses die, the written word doesn't.
Place a Valentine's classified in
the Feb. 12 issue of the Future
by calling (407) 447-4555.

MOVING SALE!!!
500 Watt Sony Entertainment Center
$200. 21" Magnavox T.V. wNCR $30.
Sony VCR $25. Black light, $15.
Blue Futon w/matching carpet.
T.V. antenna, $10. Must sell!
Call Sam at 407-709-5098.
BED - Full size mattress set, new, with
warranty, $85. Call 407-275-0935
BED- Brand New double-sided plush
queen pillow-top set, with warranty, can
deliver, $250. Call 407-275-7626
Bedroom - 2 sets, both w/ full mattress
set. Hdbd, 2 nightstands, dresser, mirror,
armoire, white washed; $500.
Hdbd, nightstand, dresser, mirror, dk oak
color; $300. 407-828-8409.
BEST ONLINE SHOPPiNG MALLS
www.jrfigueroa.biz
www.compelectro.com
BEDROOM SET - 6 pieces, new in boxes,
$450. Call 407-275-0612.
BEDROOM - 7 piece cherry wood sleigh
bed set, brand new, $950.
Call 407-383-0585.

Spring Break '04. Travel w/STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, & Bahamas
BIGGEST PARTIES, BEST CLUBSI
Call 800-648-4849 or WW..V.ststravel.com.

BAHAMA
SPRING BREAK
, $189°0
$239°0

J

5 oavs/ 4 Hiohts
1 OaVSI 6 Niuhts

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodations
on th~ island ot one of ten resorts (your choice).

8:30pm as of August 24
Student Union 316CD
Fr. David Scotchie ·
(407) 657-6114 x226
http:/ /pegasus.cc.ud.edu/...ccm

Appallchla ll'aVel

1-800-861-5018
www.BahamaSun.com

We'll beat anv Package Price!

ifZ!Iil WORSHIP
Christian singers: Join our choir
mission trip to Japan 5/31-6/14/04.
Praise & worship, and black gospel.
We'll help you raise your support.
407-273-4454
www.MissionToJapan.org

Is college too stressful?
Lose Weight Now! OR
Gain energy a nd mental alertnessl
Free samplesl 407-365-1627.
www.liveslimnow.com.
Putting it in writing will make up for
all those times you wouldn't hold her
hand in public. Place a Valentine's
classified in the Feb. 12 issue of the
Future by calling (407)447-4555.

Finding our story in Christ's story .
1994 Camaro 3.4 V6. Auto, A/C, ABS,
Airbag, Flowmaster exhaust, 68 k miles.
Excellent condition. $4,400.
407-365-2977.

'93 Green Ford Explorer XLT.
Orig. owner. New stereo, 10-disc
changer. Manual, tow package, running
boards, capt. chairs.130,000 mi.
Interior/exterior good cond. $3600 firm.
- 407-696-4022.

'Rejormation

--

Orthodox Presbyterian Church
\Vww.refopc.org • 407-657-8926 • Downtown Oviedo

FREE

Smallpox
Vaccine
Study

Professional
car wash Wilh
Oil Chanuel
Just off the corner of
University and Goldenrod.
~!4

!

We are the Ji.f!Y Lube Franchise of the Year!

Lube ~ signature

• Change oil with
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts
• Install new oil filter
• Check air filter
• Check wiper blades
• Vacuum interior floors
· ·Wash exterior
windows
• Check brake
fluid level
• Lubricate chassis
as required

•

Ull.versity Blvd

East Cblalial Drive

•

i~

·-------------------------------~

Jiffy

•

oil change

The Orlando Clinical Research Center Is Testing An
lnvestigational Vaccine Against Smallpox.
To participate in this research study the following must apply:
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
o No immune disorders.
o No· contact with children one year old and younger
o Willing to make all study visits and complete a diary after
vaccination

• Check & fill transmission I tran.saxel fluid
•Check & fill
differential fluid
• Check.& fill power
steering fluid
• Check & fill windshield
washer fluid
• Check & fill battery
as required
• Inflate tires to
proper pressure

'

Compensation is paid for time and travel
----------·----------------~

Call today for more information:
Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 111 OOth of a cent. Coupon must be presented
at time of service. Only valid at this location. Offer valid on most vehicles.

(407) 240-7878

~------------------------- -------·

Orlando Clinical Research Center
4401 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
www.ocrc.net

7583 University Blvd.
Winter Park

I

MafrtB;7p.m.

sat•a.tt.m..

I (40
·. 7) .657-122.2

r••

Waterford Lakes Dental·
(a $200 value> .

•

J

00150
00210
01110
03961

Oral Exam

All necessary X•ray's
Cleaning (prophylaxis)
BLEAC)ilNG IS FREE!

.

.

\

~'-

/

Dr.· Charles Arias, D.D.S.
316 N. Alafaya Trail, s·uite 701

.·401-382-6122
· www.hotsmilesnow.com
FREE SMllE INllYSIS.w1THIS AD
•

FREE PIZZA FOR 1ST ~O PATIENTS .

(Not valid with any other offer or Insurance, New patients only.)

l '\
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Will's Pub

Words by Rollins

Win a date

Cheap rock, cheap beer,
cheap pool - Will's
is the anti-downtown.

Punk-rock legend took
time to speak to us
about speaking.

Read the reviewof
the film opening
tomorrow, and enter
to win your own date.

SEE Misc., PG. 8

SEE PG. 2

SEE MOVIES, PG. 7

FURNITURE 4 LESS

Whe.n Henry speaks, we listen
An interoiew with
the most opinionated
all-rock spokesperson

anger imbedded in him from his
childhood are a driving force in
his spoken-word. But his anger
is always original, well-directed
and downright necessary. I don't
think we'll have our own Howard
Beale prophesizing our airwaves
JOHN THOMASON
with,
'Tm mad as hell and I'm
lndie Editor
not gonna take it anymore!", but
With the existence of renais- if we at least have Henry Rollins
sance men all but extinct in tellingit like it is, we're moving in
today's era, Henry Rollins is an the right direction.
I was able to speak to Henry
angry, skeptical, caustic ode to
the jack-of-all-trades mentality. about the planning of his spoAfter the ' heaps of critical and ken-word, touring, his thoughts
semi-commercial plaudits given on the nu-garage trend and
to his endlessly influential hard~ more:
core band Black Flag, Rollins
JT: What are some of the
had already cemented a place in thing"S you're talking about on
music history. But he has created your current tour?
such a plethor.a of diverse. art
HR: Current events, you
and prose since his humble know...the usual. I just did a
beginning"S, you almost forget he USO trip to some very serious
was the same rebellious teen countries, and that was incrediwho screamed ''We're gone rise bly eye-opening. I can't say it
above!" at ear-shattering deci- was fun, but it was pretty 'fre~
bels from cramped punk clubs in ing intense. I've been travelfug
hard and doing a lot of stuff since ·
the 70's and early 'SO's.
But the anti-authoritarian- [the last tour]. In the meantime,
ism, sardonic humor and brash some good stories have come mi
loudness that chara'Cterized way which I will relate on stage.
Rollins' earliest musical venture
JT: You have a whole new set
can still be seen to this day. It of stories in only a year's time,
would ·be an understatement to and already you're back on tour
say Rollins has become an alter- again. How do you come up with
native rock legend. His prolific such new material so quickly?
array of accolades is stunning:
HR: If you have a good run of
He's written books, both autobi- events in that a lot of interesting
ographies on his experiences thing"S happen, then you have
with Black Flag and compila- good sources for stotjes. I try to
tions of his poetry, he's acted in be on the road and do interesting
15 films, he writes a music col- stuff more often than not, so 1·
umn for Details magazine, he can have something for the
belts out abrasive, thunderous stage. The farther away from
rock with his Rollins Band, and, home you go, the better the 1stoas you'll see at House of Blues ries are, I have found. I look for
Saturday, he's excelled in the art something interesting to bappen,
of spoken-word performance and more often than not, I get it.
JT: Much of your humor is
since 1987.
When people ask me what reference-based, and I like that
Rollins spoken-word shows are you use the spoken-word platlike, I often have trouble coming form as a way to trash a lot of the
up with a concrete response. His worthless rock bands of today.
performances are equal parts Do you find a lot of the kids today
Bill Hicks, Bill Maher, and Bill are not in touch with rock histoCosby (Not so much Cosby; I just ry and what could be done to
thought it would be cute to keep help them out?
a three-Bill triumvirate of comHR: Yeah, I find a lot of them
parisons), with flashes of don't have a real back reference,
Spalding Gray-style autobio- just because of how they've been
graphical storytelling. His inten- raised. I mean, if you're into curtions too meaningful to be rent culture, that's cooL But at
dubbed a stand-up comic, but his this point, it seems to me kind ·of
rants too packed full of wit, fla- hard to get any back reference if
vor and self-deprecation to be you just watch MTV and listen to
described as a serious orator, the radio. There's no video for
Rollins is something of an enig- something that's qld, ~d they're
ma. Juggling timely socio-politi-· not trying to sell it, so you just try
cal provocations, fascinating sto- to get into what's happening
ries dating back to his youth, and now... and that's cool. I just think
that young people are qefinitely
acid~tongued rants about thing"S
like romance, airports and drug- missing out if they don't have a
stores, Rollins's diversity makes couple of Dylan records or a
every performance's content a Hendrix record or Black
Sabbath, old Aerosmith. There's
surprise.
The most prevalent standard a lot of cool stuff back there, all
in any Rollins act, however, is his those Clash records you should
music reference-based humor. have, Ramones, Sex Pistols, we
He has an expansive knowledge could go on all day. It's the basic
of rock history and he isn't afraid mechanism that can get them
to use it; so at least a passing access which is missirig. And
interest in popular music and what can be done? Well, hopefulculture (Not to mention a hatred ly young people can be made to
for anything on Clear Channel) understand there were crazy
is a requirement to fully appreci- people breaking rules and rocking out long before they were
ate Rollins' performance.
People have complained to around. Every decade has its
me that Rollins is ''just a bitter, time, and it was quite cool.
angry man." While this general- People think, "Oh, this guy rode
ization is far from encompassing a skateboard off these stairs,
Rollins' oeuvre, the elements of and he's crazy!" And good for

THE INDIE WANTS YOU!
Want to work for us?

PROVE IT
Meet us outside the Student Union
Wed. Jan. 28th, 10 a.m. -12 p.m.
The indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Florida Future, the free independent
campus newspaper serving the University of Central Florida. Opinions in the indie are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff or the Central Florida Future. All content is property
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him, but it's nothing like the shit

Jerry Lee Lewis~ up to.
JT: Yeah. Or Iggy Pop.
HR: Yeah, drug"S, death, neaI'suicides, that~s Iggy.· The guy's
been through so much, and he's
the man. He's one of my huge
heroes.
JT: I know you're a fan of the
garage and punk bands from ~e
'60's and '70's like The Velvet
Underground
and
The
Stooges ...what
are
your
thoughts on the nu-garage
revivalists of today who are so
obviously indebted to them?
HR: And who are those
bands?
JT: Like The Strokes or The
Hives.
HR: I heard that first Strokes
album and thought it was kind of
a cool indie record - the hype
put on it I didn't really understand. I don't really listen much
to them. I hear it and I go, "OK,
but I can pick apart the guys'
record . collections." It sounds
like they're having fun and it
sounds like a lot of young people
are into it, and people should
have a band that's around right
now. They can wear their Tshirts and jump up and down.
Hopefully the bands on stage are
loving what they're doing every
night, because eventually the
real world will be coming in, and
there will be insurance and
taxes, and now there's a few
good summers before all that
comes crashing in. My advice is
. to go to a lot of shows, meet a lot
of people, have a lot of fun.
JT: Exactly. I think a lot of
these bands' popularity has to do
with a ~'right place-right time'
kind of thing. It's going against
that whole Creed/Godsmack
thing. We want something more
pure.
HR; Yeall, I just think every-

thing re-ups after a few years.
When I listen to a band like The
Strokes, I don't hear a lot' of longterm in their music. These old
bands, when you listen to interviews with them...they would
put their entire lives into the·
music. And nowadays, you look
at these bands, and they look
kind of life fashion models,
where the music is an accessory
to what they're doing with their
hair. And I don't seem to read
any earnestness in the approach
to that actual music. They kind
of have contempt for working on
song"S and trying to make the
next tour better.

We need you ...
It's tough being everyone's favorite
weekly entertainment-themed
subsection of the Central Florida Future,
believe you me. Constantly burning the
midnight oil to get stories in on deadline,
we've had to take up multiple tasks,
sometime even writing stories, for Pete's
sake. That's where you come in.
That's right, you. Sitting in the back of
Classroom Building 1 reading this instead
of listening to your psych teacher. You,
.using our fine indie newsprint to line your
pet cage. You, using a copy of the indie as
a makeshift umbrella (we knew we were
good for something). That's right, the
indie is in need of writers.
If you come equipped with
moderately decent journalistic skills, an
offbeat sense of humor, and are willing to
put in the extra effort to make a good
article great, you could become a part of
Central Florida's longest tradition of
quality in the field of weekly
publications. If not, we're accepting
applications too.
For this little dog-and-pony show, if
your idea of a good time is dressing up in
thrift-store garb and faux-vandalizing
places, and if you cringe in disgust
whenever the names Schumacher,
Schwimmer or Dave Matthews come up
on conversation (we keed,we keed), we
could use your expertise. Seriously, folks,
we are getting sick of ourselves, and
we're onlythree issues in.
Have a great cover story idea? Feel
there's a great album we haven't
reviewed yet? Agreat local band that
needs coverage? Write it for us. If you
don't, who knows what will happen. You
don't want us to sic the ninjas on you.
- JOHN THOMASON

JT: What are some of your
favorite records that have come
out in the last, say, five years?
HR: I love what Dischord
Records has been doing recently.
They've had a string of records
that's been fantastic. All that .Q
and Not U stuff, that Blaek Eyes
record was my favorite of last
year. And live, forget it. . .it's just
an amazing band. The band El
Guapo, another Dischord band.
Their last album Fake French is
just genius. When you hear stuff
like this, you realize that music is
just fine. There's young people
throwing themselves willingly
down the throat of the beast, and
thankfully so. Fbr me, I have contempt for those who have contempt for the whole scene, like
they're just a little too smart, a
little too cool, a little aloof. If
you're gonna be aloof, you have
to either be really talented, which
a band like The StJ:okes are not
- they're not the best musicians
and you'd be losing the argument
if you said they were - so if
you're gonna be smug, either. be
a Keith Richards, or don't pick
up the instrument unless you
take the cool clothes off and get
into it.
JT: In regards to acting, how
do you go about selecting films
and how do you prepare for a
role?
·
'
lffi: I don't really prepare,
and for me, doing films is just
stuff I do between tours, cause I
live five minutes from all those
studios. I call agent woman, and
agent woman finds movie part. If
I think the project will be fun or
the fihn is so incredibly over the
top that me being in it would
make for a good story, even the
auditions turns into a story. I
don't see myself as an actor, I see
myself as a bullshit artist who
scams into mo'1ies every once in
a while. So it's more grist for the
mill and it's an interesting foray
into a world that's alien to me.
JT: In a couple of sentences,
why should people want to go see
you?
HR: Because I think for a couple of hours a year, I'm not such
a bad gamble. It should be a good
evening for them.

9460 E. COLONIAL DR.
407-275-5252 Visa M C

* Computer Desks from 88.00
'

* Futon Sofa w / Thick Mat 159.00
Matt r ess + Box Spr i n g Set s

Full= 119.00 Queen = 149.00
Between Econ. Trail + hwy 417

Trouble Seeing in Class?
Tired Eyes While Studying or on Computer?
Problems Focusing or Headaches?
Why Continue to Struggle?
It's time for an eye exam.
Discounts for UCF Students, Faculty, and Staff!
Comprehensive Exam•••••••••$38
Contact Lens Exam•••••••••••••$65*

(reg. $48)
(reg. $84)

(Includes trial contacts, instruction, ca~e kit, case, follow-up visits)
*Torie, RGP, or other' specialty lenses additional
r .

10°/ OFF
0

for students

Featuring: Acuvue
2, B&L Optima,
Ciba Night & Day,
many others_
Full Optical with
hundreds of stylish,
high quality,
affordable frames

Bob Yip, O.D. and Associates, P_A.
Professional Eye Care
Waterford lakes Town Center
325 H- Alafaya Trail

(407) 737-3580
~ TARGET

\;;;/ Opt<:cat

The patiertand aiy a9ier pen1C11 responsl>le for peyment has1he rW!fto refuse IO pay, can:el payrTW1t.0<be remtusec1 for payn'le¢forany octier service, exanmatkx).
i r tr8<Jlment whkh Is performed wilhill 72 hOUr8 of~ to the adver1!semeot foc the free, dlsoounled-fee er reduced-lee exammtb'l or treatment.

. SMOKEE '

~

=---TAVf~.RN "" ,

LIVE TAPING* of
NAVIN' A BEER
with Mike featuring
1
~HACKSAW JIM
DUGGAN''
Sat. Jan. 24
l -4:30p.m.
* Be on T.V., win prizes, meet the cast

Monday night: Ladies night 9p.m. - la.m. 2 for 1 specials
Thursday _night: Open Mic &Karaoke 9p'.m. - l a.m. $1.50 pints
12727 E. Colonial Drive • 407-277-7665
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Billboard top S singles ...
Hey Ya!, OutKast
The Way You Move, OutKast Featuring Sleepy Brown
Milkshake, Kelis
You Don't Know My Name, Alicia Keys
Slow Jamz,Twista Featuring Kanye West &Jamie Foxx

Bill

•~ for the week of January 22 ·January 28

.New s/Jins

~

:L

Preston School of
Industry • Monsoon

•

,nnn

JERROD ROCKHILL

NO-FIDELITY
Local electronica,
surprisingly good

,., .,

Genre: lndie rock
Release date: Jan. 20
Record label: Matador

•

JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

Like two roads diverged in aflannel-colored, pot-scented wood,
the Pavement cracked in 2000,and from the remnants of the worlds
greatest slack-rock band sprang singer Stephen Malkmus' new
band The Jicks and guitarist Scott Kannberg's poSt:-Pave project
Preston School of Industry. Ican't decide which group is more bland,
what project more greatly soils Pavement's eminence: Malkmus'
cheeky novelty songs or Preston School's watered-down ve15ion of
his flagship band. ·
·
Like Preston School's 2001 debut All This Sounds Gos (Which
Kannberg admitted comprised of rejected Pavement tunes),
Monsoon is hard to hate, with its jangly guitm and charming
melodies lodging them somewhere between Pavement's accessible
swan song Terror Twilight and a more intricate jam band aesthetic.
But as much as Monsoon is pleasantly diverting, it's also not very
memorable.Instead of striving to alienate himselffrom his previous,
heralded project, Kannberg is simply re-writing it, and this ultimately hurts the unlimited potential these musicians hold.

'l

•
,,

•
Casey Jones • The few,

the proud, the aucial

n n nn

~

John Vanderslice • Cellar Door·

r•

II

"II

and Death of an American hllits toward deciphering Lynch's
Fourtracker left off, Cellar Door maddeningly ambiguous picture
is filled with plenty of lo-fi guitar with lines like, "sometimes a cowlicks and confessional piano bal- boy is just a man in a cowboy suit,.".
Genre:lndie rock
lads, but the mood overall is much
-As always, Vanderslice occaRelease date: Jan. 20
more political and threatening sionally sounds a bit like contemRecord label: Barsuk
(Wllich isn't all surprising, consid- poraries Neutral Milk Hotel, parering
Vanderslice's old band MK ticularly on "My Family Tree,"
JOHN THOMASON
Ultra was named aft.er a CIA Cold which also includes a hypnotic
indie Editor
War program specializing in the chorus owing much to the compo·Along with The Decemberists production of mind-control nar- sitions on Elliott Smith's brilliant
and The Mountain Goats, John cotics). The acoustics slam and the Figure 8. But if you're going to
Vanderslice is among a select tinny percussion rattles uneasily steal, steal from the best, I guess.
This is far different from the
group of 'highly literate rock on opener "Pale Horse," painting a
artists, filling his songs with plenty scene of dread that ' permeates "perfect pop album" that Barsuk
of polysyllabic words, ·clever puns through this album's·war-torn con- Records proclaims it is on their
and obscure references. These . cept. Keyboards set a similar tone Web site, simply because it delves
bands' propulsive guitar-driven on "Up Above the Sea," re- deeper than the word "pop" could
pop appeals to an audience as enforced ~y the thuds of industrial ever imply. With its lush strings
bookish as them; wearing glasses samples in the middle. The riffs on and elegant horn solos, Life and
of
an
American
and owning a beat-up copy of On "Heated Pool and Bar" are about Death
•the Road are practically prerequi- as bludgeoning and unforgiving as Fourtracker was that pel'fect pop
album. But Cellar Door shows
sites for purchasing a Vanderslice acoustic guitars can ever be.
Ironically; the highlight of the what happens ·when death, fear,
record. It's probably a good thing,
too - the masses likely don't want album is one of its least political, strife and loneliness pervade a pop
to hear songs about Afghanistan, simplest pop numbers, the · landscape and leave their indelible
Drive · homage imprint. There's not much room
Vietnam and David Lynch films, all Mulholland
of
which
are
topics
on "Promising Actress." The song is for peace, love and understanding
Vanderslice's latest, Cellar Door. as heartbreakingly beautiful as in Vanderslice's poetically sad
But for the Vandy cultists, this is Naomi Watts' titular character, set- images. His uncompromising
perhaps his most ambitious and ting a dream-like trance that per- descriptions are unforgettable and
fectly encapsulates the film's sobering; if only all pop was like
meaningful album.
Picking up where 2002's Life abstraction. He even includes this.

Genre: Metal, hardcore
Release date: Jan. 6
Record label: Indianola

. JERROI) ROCKHILL
Staff Writer

The day this album arrived in the mail, the indie staffkicked their
heels at it. After picking it up and listening to this edgy metal band's
CD, it was reassuring that Casey Jones was n t just another metal
band. With member5 from sli~htly famous local bands Evergreen
Terrace and xTimeToDiex, Case Jones! performance is similar to both
1
bands.
If you're unfamiliar with either group, these straightedge hardcore metal bands are big on instrumentals and solos but lack on
vocals, where the attempt to be edgy with screaming lyricism is lost
due to the energetic and speedy nature of the songs.The CD is filled
with corny voice-over5,like that of Evergreen Terrace, and is laced with
rampant straightedge ideology, which is seen even on the CD jacket in
the form of confederate zombies in"star5 and bar5."
The tracks on the CD seem to flow from one to another and have
asmooth and delightful continuation that's usually not witnessed qn
most metal albums, which are rather chaotic.
This Jacksonville band is talented and surprisingly an easy listen,
except for the lame vocals and unoriginal tactics carried over from
Evergree~ Terrace's previous albums.

Concert beware

American Idol? Mor like American I-Don't
MARIANNE HAYES
Staff Writer

The duet has always been
a popular marketing device.
With Justin and Christina
paving the way for 2004, their
joint tour has proved the
artist collaboration can create
an incredible phenomenon.
The dynamic of a successful
duet is simple: find two moderately talented vocalists, set
up a U.S. tour, and promote
the hell out of it (throwing in a
little sex appeal won't hurt
either). If this structure is followed precisely; the fan base
of the two artists will combine,
creating the unstoppable double threat known as the duet.
As simple as it all may sound,
creating a powerhouse musical duo can be a very difficwt
task. If put it together improperly. the end result could be
:D.'.fN:pg more-than an embe.rspect le of two

artists trying to take over the
worlci'.. Blowing up in the face
of the ~reator, living down a
bad duet ,an be almost impossible (e.g. Milli Vanilli). In the
latest case of touring duets,
the embarrassed creator may
be Simon Cowell.
The American Idol stars
are back again, only this time,
they're touring. That's right,
Kelly Clarkson . and Clay
Aiken are preparing to kick
dff their very own U.S. tour.
Beginning in February, the
duo is planning to hit thirty
cities in two months. As if we
haven't had enough of thfl
idols, some may feel that a
tour of this magnitude is on
the borderline of overexposure.
"Enough already," says
graduate Kristen Masi, 22. "I
was tired of them after the
first s~on. We get it; you can
sil}lt. You don't need to tour
0

t~~world."

For every person who
agrees with :M:asi's "I'm sick of
them".attitude,'there are plenty of others who can't get
enough of the idols. Don't forget that millions of people
called in and voted for Kelly
and Clay. The question now is
whether or not these people
will pay to see the duo in concert. Aiken seems to think
they will. In a recent interview
with MTV; he didn't seem too
worried about ticket sales,
saying that ·he and Kelly are
people the American public
can identify with and will
want to see.
Identity aside, are Aiken
and Clarkson riding the
American Idol wave a little too
far? "I thought From Justin to
Kelly was pathetic,", said
Senior Michelle Saydi. "Now
they're touring? They need to
quit milking the whole
American Idol thing."
With this in mind, is From

Clay to Kelly in the works? As
of now, there are no movie
deals for the duo, just a head- lining tour that's been pumping up the publicity. The question here is whether or not
these stars actually have any
staying power. With the first
round of idols, we saw Kelly
rising fast, with Justin
Guarini right behind her. After
their box office flop, however,
Justin's 15 minutes ran . out
fast. Ditching her big-haired
sidekick, Clarkson has traded
in one runner-up for another. ·
You can't argue that Clay isn't
everywhere. Some may speculate that a promotional tour
with him, would simply be
more popular than one with
Guarini, or even with the second idol winner, Ruban
Studdard.
Speaking of Ruban, where
is he these days? It seems
lately that being second best
may be your No. 1 choice.

Losing the title of American
Idol has given Clay a record
deal, music videos and concert plans, while Ruban has
been missing in action for the
last few months. Only the
future will reveal if Studdard
plans on jumping in with tour
dates of his own, but until
then we all might just be stuck
with ~lay and Kelly.
As the new American Idol
previews roll out on Fox,
America sits and waits for the
next batch of stars. to present
themselves (and possibly their
U.S. tours). The Kelly and
Clay tour only reinforces the
craze and reconfirms just how
out of control reality TV is getting. We can only pray that it
ends soon, but until then, we'll
just have to settle for From
Justin to Ruban, or whatever
other ridiculous production
they come out with next. In
the :words of ·Masi, enough
already. Concert: beware.

I'm not sure if I'm entirely alone .
on this, but there's just one thing I
really detest about electronic music,
aka techno, electronica, house,
noisecore, lo-fi Swedish disco Jap
pop polka or whatever you kids call
it these days.
This constant, never-changing
beat that goes from one lame song to
the next and never really changes,
which is almost like the singing style
of R&B; just change a few keywords
· around like "baby;" "honey;" and
"oh," and you have the formula for
every single R&B song.
Oh, baby; baby; honey, oh, oh, oh,
baby.
Music, pop music in particular,
has always been redundant. It's
uniillaginative, having no appeal to
the idea that music exists outside of
cheesy synths and unthoughtful
lyrics. Not to mention great music
exists outside of MTV and VH1 and
doesn't use ridiculous abuses of
fashion as a tool to boost the image
as a singer.
Back to the topic at hand, I like a
musician who from time to time
challenges this idea of constant beat
and tone, or the general · generic
sound of electronic music. I happened to get just that this Saturday '
night when I routinely stopped into .
my favorite, possibly overly trendy
beer-serving coffee pot, Stardust.
Stardust is like a little slice of
home, . if home was someplace I
wanted to be at for more than a few
hours, served great coffee, and the
people in it had some sort of meaningful conversation that was somewhat relevant to not being broke.
I wasn't aware there would be a
performance that night, and I wasn't
expecting a show of misfit deejays to
be so incredible. Those performing
at that Saturday night show.included A Scissors, Andrew J, and DJ
Nigel.
The music pushed the limits of
good taste without sounding like
Japanese spazz-scream-core. And if
you haven't heard anything hardcore and from Japan, it's very much
an acquired taste, like espresso or
drinking really cheap gin.
I've acquired all three tastes,
sadly. That, however, makes me
slightly biased about .what I call
"good" music.
After all, good music to me is
probably horribly sounding noise to
most; like kicking a bag of cats.
The combination of melody;
atonality; and differentiated beats
filled the tiny' cafe and video store
with a combihation of eerie sounds
and bliss. The music was a.IIDost
pornographic.
Seriously. Almost pornographic.
Not to be a total music snob, but
this totally surpassed rp.y expectations about the true qualifications of
a local artist-musician. As much as I .
do love "crappy" music, sometimes
it truly is unbearable.
This wasn't the case.
Whether or not to question the ·
validity of the music of these artists,
I'm left to wonder about the amount
of technical mastery that goes into
producing music that was, after all,
almost pornographic.
Andrew J, with his barrage of
extremely varied high-pitched tones,
and A Scissors, with the unadulterated imagination in producing one
unique track after another, seriously
changed my mind about the validity
of electronic music and its abilities
as a medium to wrj.te and compose
for.
One last time, almost pornographic.
But even if you don't understand
atonality or any of that pret~ntious
music theory garbage, it was surely
something most could enjoy.
One more of the great reasons to
love Orlando; it's a tricky city. You
never really realize how great the
little things are until they catch you
off guard Always one step ahead
you are, Orlando.
E-mail Jerrod Rodchlllat
}lttotl@thtJndl

Top 5wrestling events we won't cover ...
5. Havln'aSllm Jim with Macho Man
4. Havln' asix pack with Stone Cold
3. Havln' a bagel with Goldberg
2. Havln' asteroid with Scott Steiner
1. Havin' asex change with Chyna

for the wee of January 22 -January 28 ·

EVENTS
Chinese New Year Celebration
Jan. 22, 9 am. to 8 p.m., free
Wah Lum Kung Fu Temple
851 Goldenrod Road
407-27!H>177

Chinese New Year Lion Dance
· Jan..22, 2 p.m., free
Chinatown
1103 N. Mills Ave.
406-896-9383

Central Florida Boat Show
Jan. 23 to Jan. 25, call for times, $7
Orange County Convention Center
9800 International Drive
407-345-9800
-~-::-:~..;_;
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CAMPUS
CAB presents: Sushi Knights
Jan. 25, 12 p.m., free for UCF students
Sign up in Student Union Rm. 208
Fusian Japanese Eatery
12281 University Blvd.
, 407-736-8987

New Year brings more on-campus concerts
UCF faculty and guests

rock the house old
school style
JULIETROUM
Contributing Writer

The UCF Department of Music
unveiled three concerts for the new
year that include both UCF faculty
members and musicians from the
Visiting Artist Series to the UCF
campus. The Visiting Artist Series
gives UCF students an opportunity
to experience world-class musicians on their own campus. Many
stud(;lnts do not know these con. certs are held at the UCF Rehearsal
Hall, across from Colbourn Hall,
free of charge with a UCF student
l.D. card or $10 without UCF student l.D. Parking is available in the
Honors College parking lot.
Tonight visiting guitar soloist,
teacher and composer David
Leisner takes the stage at 8 p.m. as
part of a major U.S. tour. Known for
his ability to expand the repertoire
· of the guitar, he is a composer of
new music for the orchestra and for
the solo guitar. He currently serves
on the faculty of the Manhattan
School of Music. Mr. Leisner has

1

received numerous commissions
and grants from. differing art foundations for his premieres of new
works and master classes o;n the
instrument.
Nora Lee Garcia, UCF's
Assistant Professor of flute, performs at 8 p.m. on Saturday with
Kim
McCormick
from
the
University of South Florida and
pianist Jason Aquila from Western
Illinois University. The program will
include works by Handel, Bach,
Taffanel, Chaminade, Doppler and,
most importantly, the world premiere of Romance and Caprice that
was written expressly for Garcia
and McCormick by Howard Buss.
Buss is an award-winning composer of contemporary classical music.
His music' has been performed in
more than 40 COUI}tries and is often
featured in music festivals. This
concert will be made possible from
a generous donation from Anthony
Suarez of Suarez and Associates.
The final installment of on-campus concerts in January at UCF
Rehearsal Hall brings together violinist Ayako Yonetani, UCF's associate professor of music, cellist
Kenneth Kuo, and pianist Evan
Solomon at 3 p.m. on Sunday. They
will perform works of Handel,
Stravinsky, Prokofiev, Schumann
.a nd Brahms. The concert follows a

Not into the whole synagogue thing?

JUst . Jewish?

discussion about early music education and a concert as part of a
second partnership with WMFERadio Masterwork series in the
auditorium
at
the
Trinity
Preparatory School on Friday. Dr.

MaYiM liatik.

Star of TV's "B·lossom"
"Why lto~~oM wa~ Hatf- Jewi~h"
MEET HER!
Monday, January 26, 2004
7:00 p.m .
communications Bldg. #101
FREE! Refreshments will be served.

Hillet@ucF

1'*lcenHlDel

For more information, call Central Florida.Hillel at 407-362-3317,
visit www.centralfloridahillel.com, or e-mail Hillel@UCF's
Amy Schwartz at AmyR elS@aol.com.

CAB presents: 11 Standing Still music event
Jan. 28, 12 p.m. to 2 p.m., free
Student Union south patio
407-823-6471

•

BARS*
$10 All UCan Drink Premium Open Bar
'Jan. 22, 9 p.m. to 2 am., $10
Tabu
46 N. Orange Ave.
407-648-8368

College Night
Jan. 22, 9 p.m., free, $5
Matrix
9101 International Drive
407-370-3700

Deca-Dance
COURTESY NORA GARCIA

Dr. Nora Garcia, Assistant Professor of Flute, will perform at 6p.m. Saturday.

KEGS
10
GO
Domestic/lmported
Don;tesfK Keg~... $'!5"' +

IS

Jan. 26, 7 p.m., free for UCF students
Sigrl up in Student Union Rm. 208
Natura Coffee & Tea
12078 Collegiate Way
407-482-5000

Yonetani is a guest concert master
of the Orlando Philharmonic in the
2003-2004 season and was selected
to be profiled in Marquis' Who's
Who in America 2004. ·

•Budweiser
• Coors lite • Bud Lite
-• Miiier lite • Ice House &

So

CAB presents: Pastry Knights

Kirin lcfiiban ___ 5 45 99 +
r
Rolling Rock ___ 5 61 99 +
Killians Red ___ 5 66 99 +
Michelob Life ___ 5 60 99 +
Yuengling ___ 5 66 99 +
Heineken ___ 5 1 04 99 +
New Castle ___ 5 1 1 9 99 +

GOOD QUALITY WINE
CIGARETIES •CHIPS• CANDIES

Blue Nun Wine ___

5

4

99 +

DOMESTIC BEER SPECIAL
12 PK. Kirin lchiban 12 PK. BUDWEISER
bottles
ONLY

$6 99

$899

ONLY

'

BEST WAY BEVERAGE MART
Corner of University & Dean Rd., Next to Duffy's Subs

407-678-4443

Hours: Mon. - Sun. 11 am - 2a

Jan. 22, 9 p.m., free, $5
Metropolis
·
9101 International Drive
407-370-3700

•

J
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J
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HacksawJim Duggan

•

•

•

Those in Central Florida are in
for a rare treat this Saturday.
Professional wrestler Hacksaw Jim
Duggan is appearing for free at the
Smokee Tavern on Colonial Drive~
The event starts at 1 p.m. and goes
until 4:30 p.m. Fans can come and
meet the former United States
wrestling champion for the WCW.
While there, they can snag his autograph. After the signing session,
Duggan will speak to his fans, and
h6pefully not pummel them into the
ground.
·
"He's supposed to be friendly,
supposed to be a great guy," said
Tony Kluesner, co-owner of the
Smokee Tavern.
His appearance is part ofHavin'
a Beer with Mike, a local television
show. So if you go, don't be surprised if your face winds up on the
boob tube.
The Smokee Tavern is located at
12727 E. Colonial Drive. Fbr more
information, call 407-277-7665.

Funk Off
Jan. 22, 9 p.m., $5
Slingapours
·
25 Wall Street
407-849-9904

Open mic comedy
Jan. 22, 10 p.m., $3
Underground Bluz - UCF
12261 University Blvd.
407-482-4141

Big Tigger (hip-hop)
Jan. 23, 9 p.m., free, $10
Hypnotic
39W Pine St.
407-841-1556

Barbershop 2 movie promo
Jan. 23, 10 p.m., free, $5, $7, $10
Tabu
46 N. Orange Ave.
407-648-8368

Duffy's Subs

Jan. 24, 9 p.m., no cover, $5
Independent Bar
70N. Orange Ave.
407-839-6457

Nu-Ridians, Andromeda, Paradox Unit
(hip-hop)·
Jan. 22, 9 p.m,, $5, $7
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Busta Rhymes

.

Jan. 22, 7:30 p.m., $25, $27.50
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

r_garcia (electronic)
Jan. 23, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room, 1321 N. Mills Ave. ·
407-228-0048

Gospel, Radio Raheem, What's Yr
Damage?, Oosed Casket Diary (punk)
Jan. 23, 7 p.m., $5
0-Zoile CD's, 1002 W Hwy. 436
407-862-1002

Iron and Wine, Holopaw
Jan. 23, 9 p.m., $10
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

9 Pints Shy, Whatserface, Downpsychol
(hard rock)
·
Jan. 23, 9 p.m., $5
The Haven, 6700 Aloma Ave.
407-673-2712
Jan. 23, 9 p.m., free
Guinevere's, 37 S. Magnolia Ave.
407-992-1200

(Includes 24 oz Drink/Chips)

.

$2.99

ARI
Tunes in Color (arti;t reception)
Jan. 22, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., free
Steinway Hall
303 E. Altamonte Drive
Altamonte Springs
407-339-3771

GIANT MEATBALL COMBO
(Includes 32oz Drink)

4 0,7 - 6 7 9 - 2 4 4 8
10042 UNIVERSITY

NEWLY OPENED

Blue Elephant Thai Restaurant
Serving Authentic Thai Cuisin~

·Jan. 23, 6:30 p.m., free
Osceola Center for the Arts
2411 E. Hwy. 192
.
Kissimmee
407-846-6257

Embrad~g Eatonville! (opening reception)

3900 Alafaya Trail
(100yds south of Chevron

Jan. 23, 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m., free to $25
Zora Neale Hurston National Museum
227 E. Kennedy Blvd.
Eatonville
407-647-3307

Richmond Barthe: American Sculptor (opening reception)
Jan. 23, 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Maitland Civic Center
641 S. Maitland Ave.
Maitland
407-647-2111

~LVD

One mile west of UCF corner of Dean &
University behind Discount Auto Parts

ACommon Bond (opening reception)

gas station at comer of
University Blvd}
Tel/Fax 407-380-7200

(south) Alafaya Trail

100 yards

EJ.

Working or studying late - give us a call. 407-380-7200
Pick up a delicious meal on your way home
from work or University.

Hawkeye, Timbers Shivered, End of an Era

103 OFF

Jan. 24, 10 p.m., $3
Bodhisattva Social Club
23 S. Court Ave.
407-872-3136

SHOWS

GIANT PHILLY COMBO

Busta Rhymes will be visiting the House of Blues on Jan.22. For more infonnation, call 407-934-2583.

AGir1 Named Chuck (acoustic)

. Sunday Night Vinyl

$6.25

COURTESY J-RECORDS

w/UCF ID

AScissors {electronic)
Jan. 24, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Henry Rollins (spoken word)
Jan. 24, 7 p.m., $15
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583 .

Dialect, Born in Kaos, Submersed,
Audiophile
Jan. 24, 8 p.m., $6
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
. 407-351-5483

Iron and Wine
Everybody be vewwwwwy quiet.
Cause Iron and Wine is in town,
and you know what that mean~ -. another night of blissful countrified
lullabies gently rocking you to
sleep. The acclaimed Miami songwriter's full-length debut The
Creek Drank the Cradle has
already been dubbed a classic,
drawing chief member Sam Beam
comparisons to Nick Drake,
Leonard Cohen and every other
super-hip guitar-plucker of folkrock yore. Expect to hear old
favorites from Beam's Sub Pop
debut as well as tracks from his
upcoming record, Thos~ Endwss
Summer Nights. Last tnne Beam
was in town, Will's Pub was as
packed as it's ever been, prompting
a shocked Beam to utter, "hot
damn" when staring out at the sea
o.t faces. Come support him again,
tJils time at The Social (with special
~ts Holopaw), because you
f fbld anything else today this:
canda1f~

The Standard, The Rosebuds, Ben Davis
(indie)
Jan. 24, 9 p.m., TBA
Will's Pub, 1850 N. l\ffils Ave.
407-898-5070

Some Other Life (CD release party), The
Curve, Monroe Brown
Jan. 24, 9 p.m., $6
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Sworn Enemy, As ILay Dying, Himsa,
Autumn Offering (rock)
Jan. 25, 5 p.m., $10, $12
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Pennywise, Mad Caddies, Stretch Arm
Strong, Bleed the Dream (punk)
Jan. 25, 5:30 p.m., $15, $17
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Outch, Mastodon, Nebula, Suplecs (metal)
Jan. 26, 7 p.m., $16
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

The Future of Black Film Culture
Jab. 29, 12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m., free
tlniversity of Central Florida
4000 Central Florlda Blvd.
407-823-2000

The Trachtenburg Family Slideshow Players
Jan. 31, 7 p.m., $12, $14
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Unsung Zeroes, Bayside, lhe Sleeping
Feb. 1, 6 p.m., $7
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

.1

All in the Timing
Feb. 5 to Feb. 15, $6 to $10
University of Central Florida
TheatreUCF
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
407-823-2000
Call for exact show times.
Dillin~er Escape Plan, The Locust, Your
Enemies Friends, Orthrelm (hard rock)

Feb. 7, 7 p.m., $10
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

Mushroomhead, Dope, 40 Below Summer,
Twisted Method (hard rock)
Feb. 8, 5:30 p.m., $12, $15
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

*Cover charge for
some bars may vary.
Call bars for further

information.

Critic's Choice
BEST THAI RESTAURANT
·

- Scott Joseph; Orlando Sentinel
Foodie Award 2003

863 N. Alafaya Trail • 407-382-820 I
\laterford takes Town <:enter.
near Best Buy.
\I on-Th 111·: 11a111-Jp111 ...\: .5p111-9:JOp111

Ft·i-Sat: llam - 1:·:30pm •Sun: llam- 1>:.,0p111

Top box office hits and weekend gross ...
Along Came fully - - - - - - - - - - Big Fish
'Turque
Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King
Cheaper by the i;>ozen

$27.6 mll11on
$10.4 million
$10.9 mllhon
$102 million
$8.7 million

•·
•..

for the week of January 22 ·January 28

•
•
•
~Win a date but lose this movie
•

With this recipe, make your very own
Win.a Date with Tad Hamiltont

BRETT RYAN BONOWla

Hamilton is all at once deriva-

BRETT RYAN BONOWla
Staff Writer

1. Take a pinch of Bye Bye Birdie.
Cook on high for 15 minutes.
The film's opening premise
is reminiscent of the 1963 musical. Kate Bosworth stars as
Rosalee Futch, a checkout girl
at the Piggly Wiggly. She spends
her free time watching and
dreaming of movie star Tad
Hamilton. She sees his movies
and fantasizes what he does in
his free time. One day a contest
shows up on the ,Internet. In
what is literally two minutes of
the film, Rosalee goes from
dreamer to winner. She's
whisked away to a very caricatured Los Angeles. After an
awkward first date involving
vomiting, :r:etainer removal and
kissing (in that order), Tad
comes to visit the. unattainable
Rosalee. From there, he
involves himself in Rosalee' s life
to such a degree that it brings
out the love Rosalee's best
friend Pete has always felt for
her. From the first minute, you
know where this is going to go.

2.Add 4 tablespoons of Some

Kind ofWondeiful. ·

.

Win a Date with Tad

tive, unintentionally funny and.
void of depth. The only redeeming character in the film is
'Tupher Grace's Pete, the grocery store manager who has a
crush on Rosalee. Pete's sweetness as a character spouts
from the same quality that
makes him underwritten and
essentially a wimp. If Pete had
spoken of his love for his best
friend years ago, the film
wouldn't exist. Everyone would
have saved 90 minutes of their
· lives. Pete echoes the Eric
Stoltz character in John
Hughes' Some Kind Of
Wonderful, a film damaged by
a weak protagonist. Win a
Date's Paul suffers the same
quandary. His character's
weakness is also his cuteness,
and that hurts the film. While
Tad is essentially an ia:s, he
has a stronger sense of self.
This makes him a more intriguing character than Pete.
Although 'Tupher has shown he
can act in films like Traffic,
Win a Date does not give him
enough meat to chew. Frankly; I
hope he reads his scripts sober
in the future.

3. Lump in TV actors
on their hiatus. Mix.
Topher Grace, Sean Hayes
and Tad Hamilton himself, Josh
Duhamel, all derive from televi-

CINESCENE

'

t

sion, and two still have ongoing
series. This isn't a dig at television actors but rather the intentions behind these actors
choosing such a lazy project.Each has only one word in their
eyes - paycheck. They lazily
read their lines in a tongue-incheek fashion, knowingly rinsing, cashing and repeating.

4. Stir in lazy direction
with flaccid writing.
Wishing it was as smart as
director Robert Luketic's first
feature, Legally Blonde, Win
a Date takes "clever" stabs at

the movie industry (mostly be with. Win a Date with Tad
indulging in stereotypes and Hamilton! is a film made for a ·
bad one-liners) and tries to be specific kind of audience. It's a
smart with innuendos like film in which the filmmakers
"Guard your carnal treasure." have knowingly made someIt has many g-aps in logic, and thing mediocre. For this,
the plot has more holes than a Luketic and writer Victor Levin
cheese block infested by crazed should
be
reprimanded.
mice. Whenever the plot seems Laziness is not a virtue.
to slow down, a character Unfortunately; it is sprinkled
shows up magically to "delight- throughout this film.
fully" mix up the balance once
ag-ain. The conflict in this film is 5. Finally, cook on
predicated 'upon wants and high for 90 minutes.
dreams and who your Tad
Contents will be hot. Be ·
Hamilton is. But Tad Hamilton careful. Guard your carnal
isn't a person you ever want to treasure.

The Cooler tries but fails to hit jackpot
Good acting can >t
save ridiculous
Vegasnoir

increase revenue and tourism.
The Cooler takes a sharp left-tum
into derivative noir before you can say
"jackpot." A cocktail waitress (Maria
Bello) falls in love with Lootz, but. she
is obviously a femme fatale from the ·
very start. The "surprise" at her turn
leaves no resonance. Equal parts lurid
••
and ludicrous, some of the lowlights in
••
The Cooler include gratuitously-overt
sex scenes shot with near-pornograph•*'
ic
angles and pacing, ending with Bello
"
JOHN THOMASON
reaching
down an,d grabbing hold of
indie Editor
••
Macy's member for dear life. Seeing
It's a shame how preposterously Bill Macy's pubes was not my idea of a
bad The Cooler is, considering how good time at the cinema.
But even more criminal are the
many terrific things it bas going for it.
An inventive premise, a hip Las Ve~ scenes of mob-related torture in the
setting and the casting of the brilliant bowels of the casino. Such brutality in
William H. Macy as the romantic lead Scorsese's Casino is appropriate
should have signaled success. Robert given the time frame and its status as ·
Redford certainly thought so, especial- a piece of pulp cinema. But in
ly after The Cooler was a smash at last Kramer's reality; we're supposed to
year's Sundance Film Festival. But this believe in the 21st century Kaplow can
labored neo-noir is laughable for all break legs in the backrooms of casinos
the wrong reasons, anchored by an after a player wins a jackpot he wasn't
absurd, predictable screenplay and supposed to? Give me a break (no pun
cheap visual tricks from first time intended).
Kramer's visual style is mostly .
writer-director Wayne Kramer.
The aforementioned inventive anonymous and rather unbearable
premise pits Macy as another hapless when he shows off. In one of Kramer~s
loser, this time as Bernie Lootz, a pro- more masturbatory techniques,
fessional "cooler" -. the casino term . Baldwin suddenly develops · X-ray
for an unlucky person who simply vision at one of the tables, so feebly
' stands by a "hot" player and instantly symbolizing his godly power as the
"cools" them off. Lucky streaks end casino mob boss.
A solid performance by Macy canand Lootz pays off the massive debt he
owes the casino. Alec Baldwin plays not make up for The Cooler's horrenShelley Kaplow, the cliched, over-the- dous· script. Since .it constantly plays
top mob boss and casino owner in full off the concept of luck - the entire
' Scorsese-lite mode, armed with base- premise and lead character are based
ball bats, hammers and a perpetually around it - it gives Kramer the
sour attitude. In what develops into the excuse to throw out one deus ex
more interesting but less-developed machina after another in.the name of
angle of the film, Kaplow must choose uncontrollable chance, culminating in
between keeping the Vintage casino's one of the most ridiculous closing
old-school look or conceding to the go- sequences in cinema history. The
getting renovator (the always depend- Cooler is proof that Sundance has to
able Ron Livingston), who wants to make a few bucks too.

.. .
..

Also new to theaters this weekend
Butterfly Effed (R)

Ashton Kutcher plays Evan Treborn, a young man mourning his girlfriend's (Amy Smart) death. While trying to figure out the mystery of his childhood blackouts, he discovers he has the ability to go back in time. Kutcher gets totally Punk'd, however, when every
time he goes back in time.to fix one thing, he changes everything for the worst. A master of the psychological thriller, expect Ashton
to totally blow out of the water every other movie that is getting a mainstream release this week.
'

Monster(R)

Charlize Theron's performance in this biopic is being dubbed Oscar-worthY, Roger Ebert went as far as to call it one of the greatest performances in the history of cinema. Easily the best family film of 2003, Mon.ster explores prostitution, rape, lesbianism, and serial killing, hitting all four bases of the art-film spectrum. Theron plays Aileen Wuornos, the highway prostitute executed for killing seven
men in the 1980s, and Christina Ricci portrays her lesbian lover. The actresses are significantly less gorgeous than in their other 2003
.films, The Italian Job andAnything Else respectively; but the film appears to be an uncompromising, realistic portrait of a difficult
story. This marks the writing-directing debut of Patty Jenkins.
·

Hiding the odor
in the icy cold
It's January. The Oscar votes
will arrive soon. The Golden
Globes air on Sunday. People will
generally tell you that we're now
in the months when studios dump
the projects that just don't work
- the clunkers, the stinkers, the
bombs just waiting to be dropped
from the shelf. January has
brought us Snow Dogs, A Walk
to Remember, Kangaroo Jack
and Kung Pow: Enter the Fist. If
this is the drivel the studios are
delivering, why do we still go see
them? Kangaroo Jack somehow
opened at the box office with
more than $21 millioµ. Are audiences that stupid?
Perhaps it is the icy temperatures in January that freeze the
brains of movie.goers. It's a
genius marketing plan on the
part of the studios - release the
bad films when the public woµ't
notice. Take advantage of the
brain-freezing before the brainrp.elting of the summer films. This
is why studios release their
"prestige" films in the fall. The
brain is still slightly melted from
Hulk but not quite frozen from
Snow Dogs.
January will see the release of
four films in which the stench can
be detected at arms length Win a Date with Tad
Hamilton!,
Torque,
Mindhunters and Against the
Ropes.
Win a Date with Tad
Hamilton! (The exclamation is
part of the' title, not a hint of
excitement) takes a Bye Bye
Bir.die-type premise and stretches it to a point of no comprehension.
Thrque is selling itself as "a
film from the producers of 2 Fast
2 Furious and XXX" (A tagline
that actually makes me want to
see the film less). It's another "I
drive things fast, and I am emotionless-therefore-cool" film, this
time with motorcycles.
Renny Harlin's psychological
thriller Mindhunters has been
pushed back three times by
Dimension films. Originally targeted for a release in April 2003,
it is now set for release on Friday.
Against the Ropes may seem
familiar to moviegoers, considering how that large, obviously photoshopped picture of Meg Ryan
and Omar Epps has been in theater hallways for more than a
year. The film, a project that
began in 2000, is clearly something Paramount either doesn't ·
know how to correctly market
(for evidence, look at the poster),
or they know they have stinky
cheese in their mitts.
Even after · these terrors
invade our minds, there is still
hope left that this January will
not remain a place for films to
crash and burn. The Butterfly
Effect, a film from two of the
scribes of Final Destination 2,
looks promising in premise. The
execution of it is yet to be seen,
and the casting of . Ashton
Kutcher makes it a little questionable. However, it does look to
be a different kind of story compared to the other Kutcher
January release Just Married.
The Perfect Score, a film
about adolescents cheating on
the SATs, also looks promising.
Director Brian Robbins is familiar with the Januarjr release; he
directed the guilty pleasure
Varsity Blues.
A field of manure with little
buried treasure inside, the month
of January is like an Easter egg
hunt gone b~. The studios have
turned it into a challenge for the
moviegoer to find quality films in
the multiplex. Try as you might,
only a gem or two is to be found.
E-mail Brett Ryan Bonowia at
btrlt@fhelndlr.'
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ThtllulllrflyEftl<t
12:8Cl p.m. 1:10 4:00 4:40 6:50 7:50 9:40
10:40 12:80 a.m.
Win I Dal! whh Tad Hamilton!
12:40 p.m. 1:10 4:10 4:50 7:10 7:40 9:50
10:20 12:20 a.m. 12:50 a.m.
Along Came Polly

12:00 p.m. 12:50 4:00 4:40 7:10 7:40 9:40
10:40 12:20 a.m.
Disney's Teacher's Pet

12:10 p.m. 2:20 5:00
Torque

12:30 p.m. 4:30 7:40 10:10 12:30 a.m.
Chasing Liberty

10:00 p.m. 12:50 a.m.
My Baby's Daddy

7:10 p.m. 10:10
Cheaper by the Dolen

12:10 p.m. 2:40 5:10 7:50 10:30
Cold Mountain

12:00 p.m. 3:30 6:50 10:10
Paydied<

12:30 p.m. 3:30 7:00 9:50 12:40 a.m.
Peter Pan

1:00 p.m. 3:50 7:20
Calendar Girts

12:50 p.m. 4:20 7:00 9:40 12:10 a.m.
Mona Usa Smile

12:20 p.m. 4:00 7:20 10:00 12:50 a.m.
The Loni of the Rings: The Return of the King

12:00 p.m. 4:10 8:30
Something's Gotta Give

12:20 p.m. 3:50 7:30 10:30
Bigf'tsh

12:20 p.m. 12:50 3:50 4:30 6:50 7:30 9:50
10:40 12:50am
The LastSamurai

12:40 p.m. 4:20 8:00
MJ51i<RM!r

12:10 p.m. 3:30 7:10 10:20

Regal Winter Park 20
510 N Orlando Ave.,407-628-0163
The Butterfly Effect

1:05 p.m. 2:05 4:00 5:00 7:05 7:50 9:55
10:4ii 12:35 a.m.
Win a Date with Tad Hamilton!

1:15 p.m. 3:55 7:00 8:00 9:30 10:35 11:55
Along Came Polly

12:00 p.m. 1:00 2:30 3:30 4:!50 5:55 7:25
8:15 9:45 10:45 12:15 a.m.
Disney's Teachers Pet

12:30 p.m. 2:55 5:10
Torque

2:50 p.m. 5:20 7:30 9:40 12:00 a.m.
Chasing liberty

12:10p.m.
My Baby's Daddy

4:45 p.m. HMO 12:25 a.m.
Hoose ofSand and Fog

4:05 p.m. 10:20
Cheaper by the Dozen

12:05 p.m. 2:45 5:15 7:55 10:30
Cold Mountain

•

12:50 p.m. 4:30 8:10 11:45
Paydied<

1:40 p.m. 4:35 7:35 10:25
Peter Pan

2:00 p.m. 7:15
· Monster'
1:20 p.m. 4:15 7:10 10:05 12:40 a.m.
Calendar Girls
12:40 p.m. 3:40 6:45 9:35 12:20 a.m.
Mona Lisa Smile
1:25 p.m. 7:20
The Lord of the Rings:The Rel\lm ofthe King
1:30 p.m. 6:55 11:20
Something's Gotta Give
12:55 p.m. 3:50 6:50 10:00
Bigf'tsh
1:35 p.m. 4:40 7:45 10:40
The Cooler
12:45 p.m. 3:45 6:40 9:25 12:10 a.m.
lnAmeriG!
11:55 a.m. 2:25 p.m. 5:05 7:40 10:15
12:45 a.m.
Mystic River
12:15 p.m. 3:25 6:40 9:50

Regal Oviedo Marketplace
1500 Oviedo Marketplace, 407-977-1107

New on il·v n.,.Tan. 27

.
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Radio, House ofthe Dead, studies in mental health
MIKE RIEGEL

your average DVD release.
Director Michael Tullin offers
his commentary on the theatriAs if it weren't difficult cal cut and the six deleted
enough for mentally challenged scenes.
There's also the making-of
actors in Hollywood, they have
to compete with the likes of documentary, "Tuning In: The
Making of Ra.dio," which takes
Guba Gooding Jr.
On Tuesday, Radio will be the avidRadio fan into the belly
released on DVD. Based on a of the emotional and uplli'ting
true story from the pages of beast.
Rounding out the cast of
Sports lliustrated, Ra.dio tells
the story of a mentally chal- very special features in this
lenged man nicknamed Radio movie about a very special
(Gooding Jr.) because of his love character are 'Writing Radio"
and "The 12-hour FoQtball
of radios and Motown music.
Radio also loves football. His Games ofRadio." I didn't vyatch
love of the pigskin t~es him on these and I doubt you will,
daily trips to the practices of a either.
local high school football team.
When the head coach, played by House ofthe Dead
There are very few commerthe always entertaining 'Ed
Harris, takes an interest in ciBJ. DVD releases next Tuesday,
Radio, pienty of important life which means you might pe
inclined to rent House of the
lessons ensue as a result.
Just about everyone has a Dead. Whatever you do, do n9t
problem with Radio becoming fall victim to this line of reasonan honorary part of the team, ing.
If you want to rent a good
with the exception of the coa.Ch.
After enduring some cruel zombie movie, get Dawn of the
pranks and plenty of irration~ Dea.d or Night of the Living
hatred, Radio eventually wins Dea.d. Rent Resident Evil if
over the majority of his detrac- you have to, or see 28 Days.,
tors with his trusting, good- Later. Hell, rent Little
Monsters and revel in the ·
natured attitude.
Despite the movie's gratu- greatness that is Fred Savage.
Just stay far, far away from
itous lack of nudity, foul language and violence, it's a House of the Dea.d.
Based on the popular Sega
" decent family movie that will
warm some of the most cynical video game of the same name,
this move failed to gross as
hearts.
I'll stop short of saying that much as the game upon which it
Gooding Jr. deserves an Oscar is based. The pseudo-horror
for his portrayal of the ostensi- movie begins in the realm of
and
slowly
bly likable Radio. It's not that unbelievable
he's bad or even unworthy of descends into the land of comconsideration; I'm just tired of · plete and utter ridiculousness.
I won't bother sununarizing
people getting acclaim for playthe plot, because there was no
ing the mentally challenged.
Enough, already. Honestly, discernable thought put into the
it's not that difficult, and it can writing of this script. There are
be a real cheap way to get some a few million gun battles with
critical attention. If you don't the undead., · some really gory
believe me, rent I am· Sam, scenes of violence and a couple
girls taking th~ir tops off in the
starring Sean Penn.
place of any real dialogue or
character development.
Special features
This may go down as one of
Radio has most of the special features expected from the worst horror movies ever.
Staff Writer

Now available on DVD

.'' , .,

Open Range (R)

For once, it appears Kevin Costner's name is not permanently linked to
the word "travesty." After dropping more bombs in the cinemas than U.S.
planes have on Iraq, Costner's Open Range's tale of the wars between a
group of free ranger cowboys and the corrupt cattle barons and sheriffs who
run the town has been dubbed one of the finest westerns of the last ten years.
The film stars Costner, Robert Duvall and Annette Bening.

Cabin Fever (R)

An homage to all of the gratuitously violent and surprising1y allegorical
B-movie slasher flicks from the likes of Tube Hooper and George Romero,
Cabin Fever is a caustically funny and evilly affecting horror film. First-time
filmmaker Eli Roth easily secures our "top new ctirector of the year" honor,
providing horror fans with one shocker after another in a genre so lad.en by
derivative junk

MarciX(R)

Another turkey soiled by the casting of a Friends star, this film played in
theaters for about as long as its trailer did. But if you really have an innate
desire to see what appears to be one of the most recycled plots in the modern
comedy, you'll be able to see the "hilarity" ensue when Lisa Kudrow's Jewish
American Princess inherits a hip-hop label and clashes with Damon Wayans'
gangsta rapper.

The Butterfly Effect

12:10 p.m. 12:40 4:00 4:30 6:50 7:20 9:30
10:20 12:10 a.m.

iri a date with

Win a Date with Tad Hamilton!

12:30 p.m. 1:00 3:40 4:40 7:10 7:40 9:40
10:10 12:10 a.m.
Along Came Polly

ohn Thontason

12:1()>p.m. 12:50 2:30 3:00 4:50 5:10 7:20
7:50 9:40 10:10 12:00 a.m.
Disney'sTeachers Pet

Editor of th.e indie

12:30 p.m. 2:50 5:00
Torque

12:10 p.m. 2:20 4:40 7:00 7:20 9:30 10:00
11:40 12:10 a.m.

In conjunction
with the new film,
Win a Date with
Tad Hamilton!,
the indie is giving.
you the chance to
to date the heartthrob editor.

Chasing Liberty

12:00 p.m. 2:30 7:30
My Baby's Daddy

' 5:00 p.m. 10:20
Hoose of Sand and Fog

4:20 p.m. 10:20
Cheaper by the Dozen

12:10 p.m. 1:00 2:40 4:50 7:10 7:40
12:00am
Cold Mountain
12:30 p.m. 3:40 8:00 11:30
Paydiedc
12:50 p.m. 3:20 7:00 9:50
Peter Pan
12:00 p.m. 2:40 5:10
Calendar Gills
12:00 p.m. 2:20 5:00 7:30 10:00
Mona Lisa Smile
12:40 p.m. 7:10
The Lord of the Rings: The Rel\lm of the King
1:00 p.m. 6:40 8:00 10:40
Something's Gotta Give
12:20 p.m. 3:20 6:40 9:30
Big Fish
12:20 p.m. 3:10 3:509:40 10:10
The last Samurai
. 12:50 p.m. 4:30 8:00 11:30
.
Mastl!rand Commander.The Far Side olthe Wo~d
12:20 p.m. 3:30 6:50 9:50
Mystic RM!<
12:40 p.m. 3:50 7:00 10:00

Loews Universal Cineplex

From the director of LEGALLY BLONDE

KateBosworth TopherGrace JoshDuhamel
In every love story, there's only room
for one

leadin~

man.

E-mail editor@theindie.com before
Feb. 7l:h with a 50-word essay on why
you should win a date with John.
~

THE SUNBURST CONVENTION OF CELEBRITY
& UNIVERSAL ONEPLEX PRESENT
...IMPERSONATORS
..

f

6000 Universal Blvd., 407-354-5998
The Butterfly Effect

12:30 p.m. 1:30 2:30 3:00 4:00 5:00 5:30
6:30 7:30 8:05 9:05 10:05 10:40 11:40 12:40
a.m.
Win a Date with Tad Hamilton!
12:50 p.m. 1:20 3:05 3:35 5:20 5:50 7:35
8:10 9:55 10:30 12:15 a.m. 12:45 a.m.
Along Came Polly

i:OO p.m. 2:00 3:10 4:10 5:20 6:15 7:30
8:25 9:40 10:35 11:50 12:45 a.m.

\

DtsneY1Teache~s Pet

1:10 p.m. 3:10 5: 10

Torque

12:45 p.m. 1:45 2:45 3:15 3:45 4:45 5:15
5:45 6:45 7:15 7:45 8:45 9:15 9:4510:45 11:15
11:45 12:50 a.m.
·
Chasing l.Jl>erty

12:55 p.m.
My Baby's Daddy

1:05 p.m. 3:25_ 5:40 8:00 10:20 12:30
a.m.
Cheaper by the Dolen

12:45 p.m. 2:50 5:05 7:20 9:35
Cold Mountain

12:40 3:30 6:25 9:25 12:20 a.m.
Paydied<

2:20 4:50 7:25 10:10 12:40 a.m.
Thel.onl ofthe Rlngs:The ~m of the King

12:35 4:30 8:30
Somelhing's Gotta r.M!

1:25 4:05 6:40 9:20 12:30 a.m.
Big Fish

1:40 4:25 7:10 9:50 12:25 a.m.
The Last Samurai

2:55 p.m. 8:15
BadSanta
7:05 p.m. 9:10 11:20
6adllU
12:40 6:05 11:30

W~(IN~~ID

WINA .

AT UNJVERSALSilJDIOS CJTYWALK

Mysdclllver

1:00 p.m. 3:55 7:00 10:00
The RadtJ Honur Picture Show

12:00a.m.

Enz ian Thea tre
1300 S. Orlando Ave., 407-629-1088
• 21Grams
'lbursday (lt.!2): 7:00 p.m. 9:45
Frh:la.v (lt23): 4:15 p.m. 7:00 10:00
Saturday (1/24): 1:30 4:15 7:00 10:00
SUn~ (tmi): 1:30 p.m. 4:15 7:00 9:45
Mon~ (J,26): 7:00 p.m. 9:45
ru-tay (lNl): 9:45 p.m.
~(ltlS}: Closed

DREAMWORKS PICTURES PR~S~TS AFISHER/WICK PRODUCTION
AROBERT LUKETIC AlM "WIN ADATE WITH TAD HAMILTON!" KATE BOSWORTH TOPHER GRACE
JOSH DUHAMEL WITH SEAN HAYES AND NATHAN LANE suPBM~ LAURA WASSERMAN AND DARREN HIGMAN
M~~ EDWARD SHEARMUR p~~~§ WILLIAM BEASLEY GAIL IYON PRODU!fv DOUGLAS WICK AND LOCY ASHER
PG-t3 PARBITSSTROl8LYCAUTIOllED- WR~ VICTOR LEVIN ~ROBERT LUKEJIC ~~'F.;. II ~
.............
.....11 e
-·--K

s.

.,.~_,.,...,...,.,Cllllllr•U

SEXllAl.COll!Ba SOMEDRU& RERRENCESANDLMGUA&E

Co~ing

www.winadatewlthtadhamilton.com

~'Ml

-~-,-:::.;:::-..

soon to theatr s everywhere

• Foulest five: Top five worst super villians •••
s. The Proaastinator
4.Molly the WonderMilf
3. Colonoscopy Man
2.The Bruise (with the Contusion Kid)
1.Cry-About-lt Lad

for the week of January22 -January 28
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DANA DELAPI

NOT JUST SEX
Can guys and girls
really be justfriends?
It's an age-old question: How
close can a guy and a girl get before
they're more than "just friends?"
My first instinct was to say that
guys and girls can totally be just
friends. Then I took mto account all
the facts.
Most people are not friends with
people they aren't mildly attracted
to. Even if you don't feel that way
now, admit it, at one point you
thought your friend was hot. It may
even be the reason you began the
friendship in the first place. And
even if the said friend is gay, at first
· you didn't know they were gay and
thought they were hot. Even my
best gtiy friend started out as a
high-school crush.
Some people will tell you that it
is nice to have the opinion of someone of the opposite sex. And right
there is another point of the attraction theory. It's not all physical; it
can be mental as well. While it's
nice to have an inside view into the
other gender, that's not the only
reason. Deep doWn, you know that
your feelings for this person go
beyond platonic. No matter what
you tell yourself, guys and girls are
constantly sizing up friends of the
opposite gender. Ultimately; they'll
find something they like ... a lot.
But at what point does friendship cross the line into love and
sex? Ever heard of "friends with
benefits"? Ah yes, that fairytale-like
state in which the booty call is a
safe and sure bet. Ifs just two
lonely; horny friends planning to .
"help each other out.", Just '
harmless, carnal pleasure?·
Hardly. In theory; "friends with benefits" is something dreams are
·made of - no strings, no commitments, no worries. Then you wake
up. There is no such thing as "no
strings attached" when you're talk- ·
ing about friends.
I know so many people who have
screwed up friendships by throwing
a little platonic pillow-action into
the mix. Hard as you try to convince
yourself it just happened, realize
that the attraction originates somewhere. One of you has been wanting this, planning this, hell, _even
wishing for this. If you're not looking for something more, than I can
guarantee your bed buddy is.
But please, don't automatically
assume it is always the girl that
gets hurt in these relationships.
Sometimes, though rarely, it is the
guy who quickly falls into the routine of sexual benefits and unas-·
suming intimacy.
Let's take the hypothetical Tom
and Sarah. They've been friends
since the semester began and are
both currently single. One wild,
booze-filled night, these two crazy
cats hook-up. Now what do they do?
First of all, the whole comfort factor
is thrown off balance. Sure, it's
great to be able to have sex with
someone whom you are completely
comfortable with. After all, that is .
what everyone is searching for in
relationships - comfort and compatibility. But at the next party; Tom
and Sarah are suddenly looking at
each other differently. Sarah can't
stop thinking how she saw Tom
naked. Tom is worried that every
time he touches Sarah she will
think they are somehow dating.
Does that make for a comfortable
night of partying? Well, not any.more.
Still, if you are willing to endure
the uncomfortable thoughts of ''I've
seen you naked," then go right
ahead and hook-up with your
friends. But I am sending out this
warning - you will never form a
lasting union, and your friendship
will never be the same.
As for whether or not guys and
girls can be just friends: It will just
never happen. The sexual tension
between genders is just too strong.
E-mail Dana Delapi at
dana@theindie.com
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Afantastic ser.ies ~
FantasticFourcom.pilation
collects 10 classic comics
SEAN HUNTING
indie Asst. Editor

Downtown Orlando has a
ridiculous amount of places to
choose from on an average
night out. During the weekend,
you can go dancing, see a
show or get wasted and
never have 'o walk more
than a block from each
place. It's a highly convenient place to party;
but -

sometimes you
need to go a little farther
from Church Street for
liil exceptional experience.
Will's Pub, located
off Mills Avenue, is
lJilique ·from the other
popular venues for
dozens of reasons.
First, you'll notice that
it isn't right next door
to its competition.
Will's is a stand-alone
structure that · doesn't
share a wall with
another bar, unlike
many downtown places.
It has its own parking
lot (FREE!) and even
a small outside seating area.
The · inside features a plain and simple bar. That doesn't ·
souµd · exceptional,
but from my Odando
experiences it seems
an impressive change
of pace. There are no
gimmicky
slushy
machines or overpaid
drink sluts shaking
their bodies to get
you . to tfoy overpriced, fruity shots
with no actual alcohol
. in them. Will's has
the three things a bar

needs: beer, ashtrays and a
stool to sit on. It doesn't care
about much else.
That's not to say it has
noth~g to offer. There are
many entertaining activities to
do at Will's when you're drinking. The most obvious activity
is shooting pool. They have
standard four-quarter tables
with a small rack up against a
wall holding about a dozen
cu.es.' The design of the
place allows them to be in
the middle of the bar but
not get in the way, a beautiful thing for when

you're
smashed and don't want
to ruin a person's game.
To go with the poo~
table, there is a dartboard
that doesn't seem to work
properly. While playing a
game of Cricket, the computer kept giving me
points I didn't deserve
(not that I complain when
a game cb'eats in my
favor). 'lb make up for

stealing my quarters in darts,
I found the pinball machine
had a few extra credits. I
played the ancient but wellkept Playboy Pinball machine
and drank my inexpensive
beer. There is also an old Ms.
Pac-man game and a seemingly new racing game.
An eclectic jukebox stands
in another corner of the bar. It
has everything from The
Beatles to Outkast, David
Bowie and Weezer. I have
never seen a jukebox quite
like it. It almost brought a tear
to my eye. Then again, Will's
is practically famous for its
music. Besides its rocking bar
area, the back of Will's Pub is
a great music venue. It's a
little on the small side but
perfect for local bands
getting their chance at
first-capacity crowds.
Most importantly, the bar is
separate from the stage. Their
Web site (www.willspub.com)
says they•are the best place to
leave a bad band behind but
not the booze. You can walk
out on bad musiC and go back
to drinklllg your beer and
playing Playboy Pinball. There
is no band so bad that it can't
be forgotten with enough alcohol and some dl-unken pinball.

MICHAEL LAWRENCE
StaffWriter

Once upon a time, all it took
to be a super-vµIaiin was a glue

gun and an alliterative name.
Comic aficionados often refer
to the 1960s as the "Marvel
Age of Comics", epitomized
during Stan "the Man" Lee's
and Jack "King'' Kirby's runs
on the Fantastic Four. It was
the first time super heroes
bickered and argued amongst
themselves, even portrayed as
selfish and careless at times.
Marvel
Masterworks:
Fantastic Four Volume 5 col-

lects issues 41~50 of the monumental series.
At $49.99, the set is obviously for collectors. However,
for those who just want to read
the story; these issues are featured in the black and white
Fantastic Four Essentpals 3

collection for less.
Hardbound with a ,silver
wrap-around cover, this collection is a great way to present
these stories in full color.
However, these comics won't
appeal to many modern comic
fans. They're very straight-forward and contain little or no
subtext. If you're used to the
cynicism of Watchmen or the

c
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convoluted stories of X-Men,
you may be better off with
some Frank Miller · instead. ..:;
This is straight-up, silver-age .,.
comic fun. The wedding of Sue
and Reed, contained in here, is
proof of that. In fewer than 30 "'
pages of story; dozens upon '''
dozens of adversaries and "
heroes of the time battle it out "
with each other. Other stories :;...
include a rematch with the :
Frightful Four (the aforemen- c1
tioned glue-gun-wielder Paste '"
Pot Pete is a member), the first "''
encounter with the Inhumans
and the subsequent romance
of Johnny and Crystal. It all ; /
culminates with the landmark :
three-part arc The Coming of
Galactus, which has been her- C:
alded as the first cosmic comic
story. The team does every- ··r
thing it can to spare their plan- ".
et from Galactus, a creature •1
beyond good and evil. This ~.
story also features the Silver ,~
Surfer's first appearance.
There is one letdown,:which '
has remained consistent ' :
throughout these collections. · 1
The letters pages, which Stan
Lee had a blast with back in
the day; are nowhere to be
found, but the collection is
great for fans who want to take
a look in the past with bright
eyes and remember a classic ·
time in comic history. As Stan,.,
would say; '"nuff said."
'
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Top Sendangered species we'd like to eat ...
5. Key deer shish kebobs
4. Florida panther fricassee
3. Panda lo mein (with bamboo shoots)
2. Condor eggs benedict
1. Baby seal club sandwich

for the week of January 22 -January 2

-WEB LESS TRAVELED

Pets: Dress, love and eat them

THE GEEK LIFE

MICHAEL LAWRENCE

NEAR-LIFE
EXPERIENCE

Flavor ofthe week
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ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ

Friends, ROMans,

lend me your games
BRANDON HARDIN

Many people never develop proper
social skills in their lifetime. This
Every year new stars emerge in the
leaves them friendless losers, making
pop world. Although it's hard to guess who
them bitter and doomed to life of surfthey'll be_, it's a lot easier and much more
ing the Internet. Oh, what they wouldfun to guess who isn't going to be around
n't give for actual contact with anothanymore. Every generation has its OMC,
er living being! So, they enslave a
Soft Cell, Arthur Brown or dare I say Afrolower life form, binding the individual
man, anq though we usually forget them,
to a life of sleeping on the floor or in a
we alwajs keep them in cold storage in
cage, giving them only food, shelter
case VH1 holds a casting call for one of
and the occasional rubber ball.
their numerous nostalgic clip shows.
That's right, I'm talking about
Here is my list of the top five artists and
pets. Me? I don't have one. I'm perbands that will not be around in a year's
fectly adjusted and don't need a pet to
time. It's now January, and each person on
talk to late at night when I'm lonely
this list has been on Billboard's Hot 200 at
and scared, huddled under blue blanleast once in the past three months. Come
kets crying myself to sleep because
December, I honestly believe none of these
my parents never - forget it. The
people will be back on the charts. Join in
point is, I'm normal and only have a
on the fun, and make y0ur own list. Invite
pink-toe tarantula named Sticks who
your friends; the more the merrier.
· is my confidant and best friend and
1. Sean Paul
has never told any of my secrets
Claim to fame - Reggae dance-hall
except once about the time I cheated
performer whose hit album Dutty Rock
on an organic chemistry test to a
went multi-platmum
cricket but then Sticks ate the cricket
Shades of- Shabba Ranks, Shaggy
and everything was OK once more.
Analysis - Easily one of the most talI love Sticks.
ent-less people in music in a long time,
He's my best friend.
Sean Paul hit it big in 2003, but he's going
Oh yeah, today's links are all
to get hit hard in 2004. While getting him
about pets. Enjoy!
to team up with Beyonce Knowles was
genius on the part of his publicist, it's only
http://www.spatch.net/cattown
a matter of time before the clock starts
Cat 'Thwn. It's a Web site. About a
ticking and Sean Paul stops daµcing and
town. Inhabited by, cats. What more
has to wait in line for food stamps with the
do you want from me? Fine, I'll
legions of ex-Destiny's Child members.
describe it more.
2. The Darkness
Oh no, wait. I won't!
Claim to fame - The ultra-cheesy
video and song for "I Believe in a Thing
http:/iwww.petoffice.eo.jp/catprin/
Called Love."
english
. . Shades of - Spinal Tap, The
So, you looked at Cat 'Tuwn and by
Scorpions, Rick Dees
now are wondering, "Wow! Those
Analysis - The ultimate in schl0ck
rock; the-Darkiless-is so fongui;;:in-cheek, · :"" cats sure· lookea smart' in those
getups! Where can I get one for my
you just know they know this is their only
cat Mr. Dexter Puffington the Third?"
moment in the sun. While they'll never get
Thankfully, the Internet is a neverthat pink question about them they pine
wasteland of crap. With a mere click
for in a later edition of "Trivial Pursuit," I
of a button, your cat can look just like
wouldn't be surprised if they involve themany
of those featured in Cat 'Tuwn.
selves in a Great-White-type accident
They can look like a frog, a gentle- .
years from now when they're still trying to
man or a high-school girl!
.
do the same things they do now.
The site also has instructions on
3. Kells
how best to "Have fun with Cat Prin,"
Claim to fame - That irritating
which I will now list for you, verbatim.
"Milkshake" song
1.Dress her up. Cheer or yell, do
Shades of - Desiree, Crystal Walters
whatever you like to enjoy the
Analysis -Anyone who sings the line
moment with your family.
,
"Yes my life is better than yours" is
2. After you are enough with your
already asking to be sent to the 50-cent
joy, take a photo! Take some poses
rack, and I don't mean G-Unit either. She
and leave her some cute photos!
even has the audacity to explain the
3. Remove her clothes and give her
meaning of her song in interviews, which I
a hub, say "Thank you!"
recall Hanson doing when MMMBOP
appeared: And in a MMMBOP, they're
bl:>th gone, for good.
, 4. Fbuntains of Wayne
• Claim to fame - The infectious pop
ditty "Stacie's Mom"
; Shades of - Nada Surf, Semisonic
: Analysis - A very good band for
many year~.whQ finally found the stardom
they sought, only to lose it. As good as they '
are, from now on tb-ey'll always be the
guys .w ho did that song. The good thing
about all of this is that after the next
albU.Ill flops horribly and they're sick of
opening for Smash Mouth, they'll go back
te the standing-room club goodness they
had before and sell T-shirts and stickers
o'-it of their vans.
: 5. Hillary Duff
: Claim to fame - Out of Disney's mold
she CBJile, first starring in her own sitcom
and
then getting some movies and a
ANGUS McWITHERSPOON
I
record deal
: Shades of - Annette Funicello,
Yesterday there was a small knock
2bether, Don Johnson
on my door. I looked through the
: Analysis - You're probably thinking
peephole and smiled. It was Billy, a
tltis is a stupid pick, but trust me on this
neighborhood
kid.
<l;le. I'll admit it's my riskiest, but I'm coh"Um ....hi," he said sheepishly.
fident. First of all, Hillary Duff walked off
"Can we have our ball back? It went
the Lizzie Maguire show a la Suzanne
into your backyard."
Sommers on Three's Company, and since
I smiled at the embodiment of
~ she could get afterwards were Patrick
childhood innocence and said, "Why
~ sitcoms and Buttmaster infomerof course not. Now scram, or I'll get
cl818, I doubt Miss Duff will fare much betshotgun!"
my
~r. Without a popular show to amuse an
As he bolted, I grinned to myself
$dienoo notorious for its short attention
and went out back to claim my new
~· it won't be long before Miss Duff
prize, a baseball. ·
qiSSipates and gets replaced with someMore and more kids have been
one a bit more talented and less demandmoving into my neighborhood lately.
illg. But don't worry; rm sure a former
The only upshot is my basketball,
dilld star with the last name Duff will be
baseball, Frisbee, Nerf toy and footSble to get lots of "outside" jobs, if ya know
ball collection has been growing
Wbatlmean.
steadily. You'd think kids would get
the idea that I don't want them
around all of the broken bottles and
E-mail Michael Lawrence at
rusty razor wire littering my yard, but
mkhael@theindie.com

',
http://www.marryyourpet.com
Do you love your pet? I don't
mean just "love" yo'ur pet. I mean
love your pet. If so, then this. is the
site for you. I wish this site was a
joke. I really do but unfortunately, it's
not.
For a fee, pet lovers can get a marriage certificate and a T-shirt, proclaiming their love to the entire
world.
I would marry Sticks, but he's a
Pisces and I'm a Gemini. It just
wouldn't work out. Plus there's the
whole illegal-same-sex-marriages
thing. And he's a spider.

http://www.novareinna.com/
constellation/
Ever felt like you and your dog or
cat just aren't clicking like you
should be? Maybe it's because you're
just not meant for each other astrologically speaking.

ANG,US' BEEF

As any old-school gamer can tell you,
the best games today owe their thanks
to the games of yesteryear. The
Nintendo
Entertainment
System
changed the world, spawning an industry that raked in $26.5 billi,0n in 2002.
But before Nintendo, there was Atari,
the Commodore, and of course, arcades.
Arcades are like a second home to
me; from Aladdin's Arcade, where my
brother and I lost our gaming virginity,
to Rocky's Replay, where I currently go.
These days, I have a Nintendo
Gamecube, a Playstation 2 and the lovely Game Boy Adxance SP. These are
great systems :with immense libraries of
games. And yes, I left out the Xbox:
Because I despise it. So there.
Let the angry Xbox fanboy hate mail
commence.
Anyway, despite the cornucopia of
exciting games available to me these
days, I often find myself longing for the
games of my lost, candy-filled youth. I
know I'm not alone. Somewhere out
there, geeks and nerds of a higher caliber than I are living the impossible
dream. They spend their days surrounded by the classic games that made
our young lives worth living. They are
gods, working tirelessly to emulate
every game ever conceived, from Space
Invaders to Castlevania.
There is an emulator out there for
everyone. Like Sega? Play Sonic on
every system Sega ever made, from
Genesis to Dreamcast and everyplace in
between. Is ·Zelda . more your style?
Emulate away; with every Nintendo sysCOURTESY SPATCH.NET/CATIOWN
tem ever created available for your
Thankfully, this site has all the
gaming pleasure.
Now, some mean people out there are
info you need. Just figure out your
cat 07 dog's sign, and your own: and
trying to make a buck by selling emulatlook it up. For example, a Capricorn _. _ ed games that are currently available,
cat works best with· a Virgo owrrer: - · ·~ ~ br trying to save money by using free
emulators instead of purchasing the
Don't you feel smarter now that
you know that?
system. 'Tu me, these people are really
screwing the industry over. If everyone
http://www.petsorfood.com
used a Gameboy Advance emulator,
Some people like to have pets
who would buy the wonderful system?
around for company. ~ like to have
Sure I have a GBA emulator on my comthem around as an emergency food
puter, but I've also spent my hard
source. And finally, a Web site agrees
earned money on three different
with. Order tasty baby harp· seals,
Gameboys.
scrumptious golden retrievers or
I guess ,I 'm just old fashioned, but I
snackable hamsters!
think that the world of emulation can be
Unfortunately they seem to be
put to better use. There are games floathaving shipping problems, but as
ing around cyberspace that haven't
soon as those are resolved I'm going
seen the light of day in years. Does anyto eat like a king - by eating king
one remember Duck Tales for NES? I
snakes. 'Only $10.95 per dozen!
have it archived on my computer, so that
l·
one day future generations can enjoy it.
Emulated games are called ROMs,
E-mail Brandon Hardin at
and the systems themselves are called
brandon@theindie.com
emulators. I recommend. SNES9X for
the Super Nintendo. It is available for
both
Macs
and
PCs ·
at
http://www.snes9x.com/. For Macintosh
emulation, www.emulation.net is a
great resource. It has links and reviews
of almost every emulator out there, from
the Commodore 64 to the Atari 800.
And of course, we can't forget those
ing the economy strong. Made in
crazy arcade games. To play almost
America.
every arcade game available from the
I've also noticed that many of the
70s on you'll need MM4E. Multiple
.kids in America are fat. Well, at a
Arcade Machine Emulation, available at
UASHFLC, we won't stand for that.
http://www.classicgaming.com/mame32
We'll work their fingers to the bone to
qa/.
make them skin and bones, especialThe emulators are legal, but downly when we feed the twerps our
loa ding ROMs is technically illegal,
morale-lowering, low-fat, low-carb
though most companies rarely, if ever,
gruel.
file legal action. However, this has made
And as for education? Weekends
the world of downloading ROMs very
will be spent interning at theif choice
shady. Sites like www.angelroms.com
of janitorial or fast-food positions.
and www.coolrom.com claim to have
Because really, if they were to get a
ROMs free for download, but the sites
public education in Florida, that's
loop over and over again to different
where they'd end up working anyway.
vQting pages. This is supposedly to force
My program cuts out thousands of
users to vote for their site on a third
hours wasted in school and saves milparty ranking page, but often there will
lions of tax-payer dollars.
be no payoff. These sites simply ask you
The next question you may have
to vote again and again without ever
is: ''.Are small children suited to mantaking you to the tasty ROM morsels
ual labor?"
they promise. It's also common for a
To which I respond, ''.Absolutely!"
link on a ROM .site to take you directly
Their small hands make them
to a porn site, forcing you to sit through
experts in crocheting and electronics
a barrage of perverse images and carassembly. Their small frames allow
toon girls doing naughty things.
them to slip easily into small spaces
I've found the best way to get ROMs
for machinery repair and mainteis through peer-to-peer file transferring
nance. Kids are also full of energy
programs like LimeWll'e, KaZaA and
and heal quickly.
Shareaza. Type in ROM and the system
All of this makes me think that
you're looking to emulate and you'll get
children are our future - our future
a plethora of videogame gems.
source · of cheap, efficient manual
Good luck and good gaming.
labor, that is.

Jesus loves little children -Angus doesn't

:if

*

they're persistent little buggers. Bah.
They're utterly and totally worthless.
Which is why I've come up with a brilliant idea.
After the littl~ snot-nosed punks
are born, they become wards of the
state until the age of 18.
"But Angus," you say, "kids need
to be with their parents!"
To you I say bah!
Look how many kids are already
wards of the State of Florida. And
look how poorly its Department of
Children and Families has done with
them - losing kids, not checking on
them, supplying parents with switches to beat them. Well, OK, not that last
one, but the lack of corporal punishment is another topic for another day.
The DCF needs to be disbanded.
But what to replace it with?
How about creating UASHFLC?
Uncle Angus' Super Happy Fun-time
Labor Camps.
Kids are an excellent source of
labor, and are greatly under-utilized
here in the United States. Why do you
think so many foreign countries are
making clothes for companies like
Nike, Old Navy, Gap and Wal-Mart? I'll
tell you one thing, it's not because
Malaysia is world-renowned for
stitching.
So, by making UASHFLCs in
Florida, we can offer cheap labor to
American companies, keeping all
labor inside the United States, keep-

E-mail Angus McWrtherspoon at
angus@theindie.com

E-mail Elizabeth Ferr.a11rn at
elizabeth@theindie.com
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Mother nature doesn't know golf
\
.,·.

. ,"

SEAN HUNTING
indie Asst. Editor

There has been some major controversy over UCF's plan to build an
18-hole golf course using more than
200 acres of land in the southeast corner of the campus. As I was sitting
there looking at UCF's Facilities
Planning page I was utterly dumbstruck. What were all these people
complaining about? Why should there
be such a public outcry against golf?
What are the environmentalists
whining about? Don't they lrnow how
green a nice golf course can be?
My research started out in the
traditional fashion. I used the
Internet and the newspaper to
gather clues. On one Web site I
found a scorecard for the planned
golf course. The only thing I
could think to complain about
was that there were only two
par-five holes. I have to work on
my long game, and how am I
supposed to do that when
almost 1 all the holes are par
three and four? Then I looked
at the plans for the hole layout.
Apparently the back nine is going to
surround an area labeled wetland.
In fact the scorecard itself is labeled
East Wetland. My golf spikes are
going to gBt ruined!
After our explorer friend from
last issue found the infamous
"Please hit golf balls only from the
designated tee area" sign, we lrnew
the only way to truly research the
golf UCF golf issue was to gBt out
there and check out the situation
ourselves.. There are tWo sides argu.ing with each other, and we need to
put an end to the argument. We need
to figure out who is right: the environmentalists or the golfers.
Thus we invented the First Annual
As~istant indie Editor Open. In
other words, Brandon Hardin and
myself decided to play some golf in
the.area they want to put the course.
We grabbed my clubs, a portable putting green, and our favorite golf outfits, then headed out. We started at
the entrance to the area, a little gated
trail just off Gemini Boulevard East.
There were heavily wooded areas to
our left and right, with a few sandy
trails leading in and out of them.
Directly in front of us is a small lake

or big retention pond. Either way we
called it what it was: a water hazard.
Somewhere in our lack of planning
we realized we were lacking a golf
ball. We searched the area for a suitable alternative, and eventually settled on using a pinecone. Mother
nature saved our game. Chalk one
up to the environmentalists'
defense.
We soon learned that pinecones
· make lousy golf balls.
,Finally, we sunk the pinecone
into our portable putting green.
Our scores were horribly high,
and it ruined my handicap.
Immediately the decision was
made that Mother Nature has
nothing on Dunlop, and we
revoked all respect we previously had for her. Plus, we
found a ball in a hidden pocket of my golf bag. With the
proper equipment we started
the tournament over.
Golf balls have their own
problems, especially in an
area like the one we were in.
On my first shot the ball
went straigbt into the water. I was
forced to walk knee deep into the
filthy water, through disgusting
sludge. It was disgusting, and also
cost Mother Nature a few more
points.
The rest of the game went horribly. We were constantly forced to
search through the woods to find
where our golf ball went.
Sometimes it would land deep iflto
the sandy trails. Once it even was
stuck in a tree. Brandon insisted
that I have to "play it ho:w it lays,"
so I had to climb the tree and take
my shot from 10 feet in the air.
It was by far the worst game of
golf I have ever played. There
were no long flat areas. The
whole section was. covered with
trees, which were constantly
getting i,n the way of our shot:
1 Unless the mosquito is an
endangered species, then I saw
no evidence that this is a haven
for any animal close to going
extinct.
It's about time we clear-cut
this area and make it suitable
for the only animal that is
really important ... the white
middle-class male.
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Empty your closet, fill your wallet. Sell us
your cool stuff and get cash on the spot.
At Plato's Closet• we buy and sel I gently
used brand name teen clothing and
accessories. Calculus should be this easy!

PLATe's

--------------·.

CLOSET

7677 South Orange Blossom Trail, Orlando, FL 32809
407·855-99~ • p~i;et.com
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to raise student fees
AN~RES

HEALY

Senior Staff Writer

In-state

undergraduates

will pay 7.5 percent more in

')

-SPRING APARTMENT GUIDE

Bush seeks
7.5 percent
tuition hike
Hitt also leads push

tuition next year, while all
other students will face a 12.~
percent increase under a proposal put forth last week by
Gov. Jeb Bush.
The governor's budget plan
also includes $207 million for
UCF, .a substantial jump from
the $184 million it received in
2003.
"It's too early to know for
sure what we will get,'' Dan

TROY FALLS

Your searchfor the ultimate
apartment is almost over.

Holsenbeck, vice president of
University Relations and
UCF's chief lobbyist, told the
Board of Trustees· Thursday.
"If it's apples to apples, it looks
like a $23 million increase."
In addition to the tuition
hike, non-degree-seeking students and students who are
taking more than 110 percent
of their degree requirements
will pay out-of-state tuition
·
rates.
Still, many believe that
Bush's proposed budget is a
good sign for UCF.
"This is a very good start to
the game," Holsenbeck said.
"[The
governor]
has
addressed our needs. There is
tuiti~_n flexibility, enrollment
growth and, most importantly,

UCF tuition is on

Men's basketball continues its
A-sun conference domination.
-SEE SPORTS, 81

Filibuster
delays vote
on Patriot
Act again

.

rise
a steady
.
2000

Fall
2001

Fall
2002

Fall
2003

PROPOSED
Fall 2004

In-state
undergrad

$75.98

$80.06 .

$88.01

$94.42

$101.50

Out-of-state
undergrad

$320.57

$342.98

$401.63

$462.02

In-state
grad

$152.45

$162.24

$181.00

$207.00

Out-of-state
grad

$531.21

$569.40

$666.67

Fall

Confusion as senator
recites Declaration
of Independence
HEIDI A. DE VRIES
Staff Writer

PHOTO BY JAN SVOBODA I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE; ILLUSTRATION BY AMBER PLANK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

noquts."
Officials were also pleased
to see that the budget included
$9.8 million to build a proposed
psychology building on campus, with an additional $3 million provided to maintain campus buildings.
A unique item in the proposal is the authorization to
offer block tuition to students
at a rate of 15 credit hours.
That would mean that stu-

dents would. only pay for 15
credit hours, yet they would be
able to attend more than 15
hours of classes, Holsenbeck
said. .
He added that block tuition
would not mean that a student
who only attends 12 hours
would be forced to pay for 15
hours.
"The governor's concept is
that if we can do things to
make students move through

the system quicker, both the
students and the university
will be better off," Holsenbeck
said. "Rather than penalties,
we'd like to offer incentives."
Many of Bush's proposals
mirror requests made to the
education and appropriations
subcommittee of the state's
House of Representatives by
President John Hitt on Jan.13.
PLEASE SEE

PRESIDENTS ON A2

Trustees delay gay
discrimination vote
Housing costs to
rise next semester
ANDRES HEALY
Senior Staff Writer

)

·>

Bowing to pressure from
the United Faculty of Florida,
UCF's Board of Trustees
decided Thursday not to vote
on a resolution that would
have prohibited campus discrimination based on sexual
orientation.
.
Afterward, members of the
Faculty Senate, which had recommended the resolution to
the board, complained in their
own meeting that the UFF was
undermining the Senate's purpose.
The trustees chose to place
the proposed rule on the agenda for their next meeting, to be
·
held on March 25.
The Student Union ballroom was especially packed
for the trustees' discussion of
the discrimination policy; and
many of the attendees were
visibly upset by the board's
decision to table the proposal.
Trustee Rick Walsh said, "I
find it extraordinary that the
UFF would hold us hostage
over this issue."
Most of the people in atten-

dance left soon afterward.
President John Hitt s~d he
was disappointed that the
board hadn't been able to
approve the rule.
"We have a policy that says
we will not tolerate discrimination based on sexual orientation," he said. "The reason I
have favored this [rule] is that
you cannot enforce that policy
without it."
Hitt's sentiments differ
from those he offered nearly a
year ago when he told the
Future that he didn't see a
demonstrative need for a protection policy.
Speaking to the Faculty
Senate later that afternoon
about the decision, Chairnlan
Arlen Chase said, "We asked
[the adm:inist'ration] simply to
support our resolution. The
university decided to put it
into rule format, which is what
the UFF has objected to."
Still, some faculty members
felt the UFF's move undermined their purpose.
,
"The UFF should bargain
the terms of employment, but
they should leave the details of
certain things, like committees
and policies, under the control
of the Senate," Faculty Senate
Vice Chairnlan Naval Modani
said.

JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Faculty Senate Chairman Arlen Chase (right) suggested the administration was responsible for delaying a vote on the resolution.

He added that if all decisions have to be negotiated
between the administration
and the UFF, the Senate will
lose its role on campus.
Chase · reminded faculty
members of the distinction
between the Senate and the
faculty union.
"The Senate is specifically
designed to serve as an advi,sory to the provost," he said.
"It's UFF's job to bargain for
our terms of employment. We
need to remember that."
Modani also shared his
thoughts on the current
progress of the C<Ollective bargaining teams. ·
"The process seems to be

like a very-slow reality show,"
he said. "They haven't even
started bargaining yet; they
are still formulating proposals. Both sides are proposing
some substantial changes." 1
He added that there seems
to be a level of friction between
the two teams and encouraged
faculty members to read the
bargaining updates available
online. Modani said that by
reading the updates, "you can
see the chemistry, or ~ack
thereof," betWeen faculty and
administrators.
In other matters; the
trustees approved proposals
~o become a direct lender of
student loans and to raise the

cost of on-campus housing by
$50 per semester.
Tom Huddleston, vice president of StudEln.t 1Development
and Enrollment Services, told
the board that partneringwith
NelNet, Inc. as a direct lender
of Stafford loans would provide UCF with more money for
its students.
''In essence, [NelNet] will
pay·us 3.5 percent of the principal to ·put our name on their
program," he said. ''All the revenues generated from that will
be put back into the financial
aid office.
"If that money was here
PLEASE SEE LOANS ON AS

After a flUITY. of recent delays,
an SGA Senate vote on a resolution criticizing the Patriot Act was
stopped again Thursday, this time
thanks to a 15"minute-long reading of the Declaration of
U.S.
Independence
.a nd
Constitution.
When senators called for a vote
near the end of the meeting, Sen.
Nick Merone objected to the resolution, then began reciting the declaration. Merolle is chairnlan of
the Organizations, Appropriations
and Finance.Committee.
When Merolle · exhausted his
five-minute time limit for speaking, Sen. Keith Rea donated his
minutes, allowing Merolle to continue the filibuster - intentionally
taking up the Senate's time to
delay action on the resolution.
Merolle read from a pocket edition of the historic documents
handed out during the meeting by
Olander. She used the documents
to help explain why the Patriot Act .
was dangerous.
. Sen. Michael Henry also donated his time, allowing Merolle to
complete ~ reading of the declaraWm, including the signatures,
before beginning again.
With the mandated end of the
meeting nearing, Senate Speaker
Pete Cimino was forced to take
final roll call over Merolle's voice.
"That was .ridiculous," said
Sen. Nathan Mitchell, who supports the resohrtion. His sentiments were echoed around the
room.
Merolle's move has the potential to doom the reso•ution, which
criticizes a set of federhl laws
passed after Sept. 11, 2001. The
laws were designed to help law
enforcement investigations of terrorists, but activists have called
the Patriot Act uncon.stitutional
and a violation of civil liberties.
Should the resolution not get a
vote when the Senate meets again
Thursday, it will remain on second
reading for a third straight week.
· Once the bill is voted on, it can
move to third reading, where
favorable review will make the
resolution official.
The tone of the meetingwas set
when Sen. Evan Rosenberg, chairman of the Senate Legislative,
Judicial and Rules Committee,
moved to place the resolution as
!>LEASE SEE
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.NASA celebrates second landing on Mars
TEJOKUN
Staff Writer

Jubilant NASA scientists
confirmed Sunday morning
that the second Mars rover,
successfully
Opportunity,
touched down on the planet's
surface just after midnight
eastern time.
'We'r e on Mars, everybody!" said Rob Manning of
NASA's J et
Propulsion
Laboratory. Manning managed the project's landing
system.
The rover joins its twin,
named Spirit, on the surface
of the planet, though the sixwheeled robots are exploring
opposite sides of the planet.
The dual missions cost $820
million total.
Within hours of landing,
Opportunity sent back 30
megabytes of information,
lnelqding its first photo-

graphs of the planet's surface.
Spirit has suffered· communications problems over
the last week following a successful landing Jan. 3. NASA
announced Saturday that
they had a work-around for
the problem, but had yet to
determine the root cause.
Dan Britt, assistant professor of physics at UCF, was
the deputy imaging team
leader on the Pathfinder mission, and says he understands the problems NASA
has run into recently.
"These are complex
machines,"
Britt
said,
"Operating in an alien environment is tough ... I'm surprised they operate as well as
they do."
The physics department
and the aerospace engineering department at UCF have
partnered with NASA and the
Kennedy Space Center to con-

due~

research for Mars missions. Britt recently gave a
presentation at the Kennedy
Space . Center
Visitor
Complex on what was learned
from the Sojourner rover in
1997 and the goals of the
Spirit and Opportunity
rovers.
"In the last 48 hours,
we've been on a roller coaster," said Ed Weilder, NASA
associate administrator for
space science, in a pr ess
release. 'We resurrected one
rover and saw the birth of
another."
The two rovers, which left
Earth last summer, · will
explore the Martian surface
for months collecting soil
samples to determine if Mars
ever had liquid water and
other life-sustaining elements.
"This was a tremendous
testament to how NASA,

when really focused on an
objective, can put every ounce
of effort, energy, emotion and
talent to an important task,''
said NASA Administrator
Sean O'Keefe at a press briefing. "This team is the best ill
the world, no doubt about it."
Pete Theisinger, manager
of the Spirit mission, said if
Spirit's problem is software
related, NASA scientists can
likely fix it from Earth. If the
problem is hardware related,
there may be no way to get
the rover operating like it was
designed to.
This is ·not the first time
that NASA has seen trouble
on Mars. On July 4, 1997, the
Mars Pathfinder landed. The
mission ended on September
27th when NASA lost communication with the rover. In late
1999, the Mars Polar Lander
crashed, ending its exploration of the Red Planet.

The rovers, as depicted in this NASA simulation, are designed to handle the uneven Martian terrain.

Around Campus·
Voter registration drive
The Pi Psi chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority will host a
voter registration drive from 6
p.m. to 9 p.m. tomorrow at the
Pegasus Landing Phase I
Clubhouse. Those who attend
may register to vote or renew
their registration information.. A
representative from the Orange
County elections office will be
present to answer questions.
Call Keatrun Brown at 941518-7615 or Angel Smith at 407362-3608 for information.

'Getting an Internship' workshop
A workshop at 3:30 p.m.
today in Student Resource
Center Room 185 will advise
students on landing an internship. Paid and unpaid internships will be discussed.
Call 407-823-2361 or e-mail
crc@mail.ucf.edu for information.

Make up your mind
The Career Resource Center
wants to help students learn
how to master the decision.making process with a workshop at 5:30 p.m. today in the
Marketplace King Arthur
Room. Topics to be addressed
include types of decisions,
types of decision makers and
decision-making models.
Call 407-823-2361 or e-mail
crc@mail.ucf.edu for information.

GMAT prep starts today
An eight-week course to prepare for the GMAT starts at 6
p.m. today in the University
Tech Center Suite 390. Students
can get help to prepare for and
perfect skills for the examination. Several sample tests will
be provided.
Call 407-882-0260. or visit
http://wWw.ce.ucf.edu/pc_subCa
t.asp?cat=5 for information.

Hang out with the elderly
Volunteer UCF will visit the
Alterra Clare Bridge AssistedLiving facility from 2 p.m. to 4
p.m. tomorrow to spend time
with the seniors there. A carpool will depart at 2 p.m. from
the front steps of Millican Hall.
The organization will visit
the facility again from 3 p.m. to
5 p.m. Wednesday, with the carpool leaving at 3 p.m. from
Millican Hall.
Call Christie Espifitu 8<t ,497823-647i
or
e-m'ail
skyflakes5@aol.com for infor.; ·
mation about Volunteer UCF. .

Hillel brings 'Blossom' to canipus
NAT~LIE

RODRIGUEZ

Contributing Writer

Mayim Bialik, the star of the
1990s sitcom Blossom, will talk
about "Why Blossom was HalfJ ewish" at 7 p.m. today in
Communications Building Room
101. The talk is free to UCF stu·
dents.
The event marks the start of
Hillel at UCF's semester-long
':Just Jewish" campaign.
Hillel aims to involve Jewish
UCF students in their religion's
campus life, regardless of their
level of spiritual involvement.
"We started :Just Jewish' for
those students who consider
themselves just Jewish and not
necessarily extremely religious," said Hillel Secretary
Amy Schwartz.
Bialik, an active Jew and
graduate student at UCLA, has
been actively involved at Hillel
and Jewish campus life. Bialik
spoke at the University of
Florida in 2001, where she ,
befriended Hillel at UCF adviser
Samantha Taylor.
"Hillel just thought I will be a .

good person to appeal to young
people," Bialik said. "I am young
and have a lot of similar experiences that are independent of
my ethnic identity. I will hope
anybody will find it interesting."
Bialik said her talk focuses
on ethnic identity. "It will be an
interesting way of looking at
what it's like to be or have a particular ethnic or religious identity," she s~d. "It will enlighten
your world view and help you
understand other cultures bet-

ter."
Hillel at UCF President Ben
Sack said he hopes to make the
group more approachable to students through the speech and
semester-long effort. ":Just
Jewish' will· eng~e the uninvolved student Jews on campus," Sack said. ''.And who
wouldn't want to see 'Blossom?"'
The campaign is targeted at
all students, but mostly to
Jewish college students who are
currently not involved with their
Jewish identity.
"The event is open to anybody," Bialik said, who said she
will be sticking strictly to ethnic
topics during the speech. "I'm
obviously going to talk about
when I acted and when I was on
Blossom," she said.
The talk will include how the
star got involved with Hillel at
UCLA and how she takes time
for Judaism.
Tonight's talk and social with
Bialik will not "try to get anyone
to be observant or think acertain way," Bialik said. "It's not
an effort to get people to fit into
a container of being an obser-

NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

vant Jew or religious Jew or anything like that. It's more an educational, informational talk
which I'm just going to draw on
my own experiences, the journey of being in college and finding yourself."
Central Florida Hillel is the
local affiliate of International
Hillel, the largest campus
Jewish organization in the
world.
With 500 affiliates worldwide,
Hillel provides college students
with opportunities to explore
their Jewish identity regardless
of their background, affiliation
or level of observance. Hillel
offers social, religious, cultural,
educational and leadership
opportunities to 4,000 Jewish
students in Central Florida.
"We want Jewish students to
know that there is more about
being Jewish and more ways to
get involved than just religious
services," Schwartz said.
Continuing the ':Just Jewish"
campaign, Hillel plans to have
an ice cream social and a viewing party for the Adam Sandler

Dead falcon
had bird flu
A dead peregrine fal. con found near two
chicken farms in Hong
Kong was infected with
the avian influenza
virus, agriculture officials said Wednesday.
The dead falcon was the
first sign that the disease, which is spreading
in chicken flocks in
Vietnam, South Korea
and Japan, may be present in China.
Hong Kong officials
are responding by stepping up the monitoring
of chicken farms for the
disease. World Health
Organization officials
have been alarmed
about the spread of this
new strain of bird flu,
which may be transmitc
table to humans. They
have described the scale
of its spread as
"unprecedented."

film Happy &ilmore.

Altered genes
endanger wild
With the development
of a wide range of genetically modified organisms from salmon to
mosquitoes to corn, scientists worry that it will
be difficult to completely
prevent these genetically engineered plants and
animals from having
unintended environmental and public health
effects. One concern
about these transgenic
products is . that the
genes or organisms
spread.
For
could
instance, if fast-growing
fish were to escape,into
the wild, they might 'beat
out regular salmon for
food or mates, disrupting the ecological balance.
A report released by
the National Research
Council of the National
Academy of Science
says that while many
techniques are ; being
developed to prevent
genetically engineered
.organisms or th~ir
genes from escaping
into the wild, most are
still in early develbpment and none appear
to be completely effective.

Festival celebrates famed local black author
FAITH MAGINLEY
Contributing Writer

, She died in obscurity and grew
to be a local legend. This week
UCF helps celebrate her legacy,
with the 15th Annual Zora Neale
Hurston Festival of the Arts aM
Humanities.
(
The event starts Wednesday
and concludes Feb. 1 in
~
Eatonville.
Hurston authored the celebrated novel Their Eyes Were
Watching God and has been the
focal point of a celebration of local
black culture.
The annual festMties begin
.with two film screenings at the
Enzian Theater in Maitland.
Half-Past Autumn· The Life
and Works of Gardon Parks,

starts at 7 p.m. Wednesday. The
film documents the life of Parks, ti.

celebrated photojournalist and
director of the 1971 film Shaft.
Parks is credited with helping
blapk filmmakers break into the
indvstry.
.After the movie, producer St.
Claire- Bourne will answer audi-

ence questions.
. At 9:30 p.m. Shaft will be
shown, and Richard Roundtree,
who played the titled character,
will answer audience questions.
UCF joins the celebration
Thursday with a filmmakers'
panel titled "The Future of Black
Film Culture" at 10 a.m.
Presenters include Bourne;
Roundtree; Charles Burnett, who
directed 1b Sle8']J with Anger;
and Marta Moreno Vega, producer of Cuando las Espiritus

to music, not to mention a variety
of my kind of food - soul food!"
The festival, which draws
thousands of visitors from around
the world, celebrates the life and
artistry of Hurston. · Raised in
Eatonville, the first incorporated
African American· community in
the United States, Hurston is considered the most significant eol- .
lector and interpreter of Southern
and rural African American culture.
The author and folklorist was
BailanMambo.
a key figure during the Harlem
A street festival runs from 9 Renaissance, in which she ·coa.m. to 5 p.m. Friday 'a nd wrote a play; titled ·Mule Bone,
Saturday, and 11 a.m, to 5 p.m. with her contemporary, Langston
Sunday. The festival includes food Hughes. Oprah Wmfrey plans to
COURTESY1ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY
and merchandise vendors from adapt Their Eyes Were
Eatonville author Zora Neale Hurston is the
around the world. Soul singer Watching God into a movie star- focus of a five-day annual festival.
Freddie Jackson will sing at 3 ring Halle Berry.
p.m. Saturday on the main sfage
During her lifetime, Hurston and finally placed an inscribed
on East Kennedy Boulevard.
published several novels, short gravestone at Hurston's final
UCF
senior
Keri stories, plays and m~e arti- resting place.
The festival runs along
Hollingsworth, 21, said she has cles. However, she died in poverty
attended the festival for the past and was buried in an µnmarke~ Kennedy Boulevard and College
two years. "I like the diverse col- grave in 1960 in!\ segre~t~!l. mirt" . -wyenl!e in Eatonville.
lection of culturdl items," she Pierce cemeterf.1; ~. ' , ·:.J ... . . . " t JWr · more information visit
said. "You can find everything
Famed author Ali~ Walker 'http://www.zoranealehurstonfesfrom artwork to jewelry, clothing sought out the site 13 years.later tival.conL

Corrections
A 'Photograph in the Jan. 22
issue accompanying the article
"Vibrations could· revolutionize
combat" incorrectly identified
the man in the caption. The man
photographed was Chris Brill,
not Richard Gilson.
An article in the Jan. 22 issue,
~·Dorm residents fume over
parking," incorrectly quoted
Parking Services Director John
Clark as saying about 60 spaces
in the Hercules community parking lot are empty. evecy rugpt.
The correct .number is 160.

Let Ms know

- \ •.n-

The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send an e-mail to editor@UCFnews.com or send a
fax to 407"447-4556. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.
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Hitt made the requests on behalf
of the
State
University
Presidents Association, of which
he is chairman.
He told legislators that the
state universities needed more
money to keep up with enrollment growth, build additions,
match major gifts and fund special projects.
· Hitt also·asked the committee
to remove the 40 percent cap on
health, athletic and activity and
service fees.
"[The cap] ( impedes the
growth of smaller _universities,"
Holsenbeck
told . - trustees
Thursday. "'They·· cannot field
teams with the amount of money
their fees bring in."

Hitt also requested that the
state:
- Allow tuition increases to
be ·used by local universities as
discretionary funds and not used
to replace general revenue.
- f\Jlow each university to
determine whether to charge
block tuition, to offer tuition
incentives for hight and weekend
courses, and to differentiate
tuition among degree programs.
- Allow for the ·streamlining
of the bonding process by transferring authority from the Board
of Education to · the university
boards.
SUPA also wants the authority
to charge students a technology
fee that each university could use
to fund technology related prograi,is, as well as a $2 increase

Big Bang
ooze found

per credit hour in bUndingfees.
~ttempts under the [current] sys"[Building fee] revenue is tern fail bi:icause bills are added
pooled by all 11 universities and to them. In essence, they are held
used· to fund different building host~."
projects," ijolsenbeck said.
The proposed budget includes
"Because of our student popula- $68 million in enrollment growth
tion, we get more of the money. funds to be distributed to
The Student Union and the Florida's 11 universities. This.
Recreation building were built year, UCF lost close to $14 million
in enrollment growth funds,
out of those funds."
University presidents would according to Provost Terry
like the ability to name buildings Hickey.
after living persons. Currently,
Still, those. funds are only 60
universities can only name build- percent of what Florida's Board
requested,
ings after deceased people; the';· of · Governors
legislature must approve ·any''l'1Io1senbeck said. The board had
narnings involving·someone who t"'asked fol' $82 million, while in
· , : ,. eatify ~he need is closer to $130
is still alive.
"Community colleges and milliW, he added.
If approved, the proposed
school boards already have that .
authority," Hitt told trustees. 'We ,budget will go into effect on July
. should be treated no less. Most 1.

At least three di~
nostic tests suggest that
an experiment at the
Brookhaven National
Laboratory has cracked
open protons and neutrons like subatomic
eggs to create a primordial form of matter that
last existed when the
universe was roughly
one-millionth of a second old. The hot, dense
substance, called · a
quark-gluon
plasma,
would enable scientists
to study the earliest
moments of the Big
Bang, the colossal
that , is
explosion
believed to have been
the birth of the universe.
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Get involved!
Discounts for UCF Students, Faculty, and Staff!

Dec. & Jan. get a
2 for 1 Special.

Comprehensive E;xam•••••••••$38
Contact Lens Exam•••••••••••••$65*

l• :

12263 UNIVERSITY BLVD.• ORLANDO, FL
ON l.2pm - 8pm TUES·FRI 9am - 8pm

................

(reg. $48)
(reg. $84)

•

..

(Includes trial contacts, instruction, care kit, case, follow-up visits)
*Torie, RGP, or other specialty lenses additional

Visit our new website at www.DoOrDyeSalon.com

Full Line of Quality Products from REDKEN AND PAUL MITCHELL
?t_ppointments 'Accepted • Wa{k-~ns Wefcome
WE ACCEPT VISA & MASTERCARD Wi
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4EVER KNIGHTS is a great way to .get involved, meet other
spirited UCF students and start networking with UCF alumni.
As a student member of the UCF Alumni Association you can
begin making those lifelong connections today. Be part of one
of UCF's largest organizations on campus.
Students Today-Alumni Forever!
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For more information
visit www.ucfalumni.com,
e-mail
ud_4everknights@yahoo.com
or cal 07) UCF-ALUM.

Featuring: Acuvue

2, B&L Optima,
Ciba Night & Day,
many others.
Full Optical with
hundreds of stylish,
hiQ.h quality,
affordable frames
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Bob Yip, O.D. and Associates, P.A.
Professional Eye Care
Waterford lakes Town Center
325 N. Alafaya Trail

(407) 737-3580
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 60 MONTHS!
INCLUDES ALL 03 MODELS EXCEPT NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLES, 20TH ANNIVERSARY GTI,
WOLFSBURG JETIAS AND TOUAREG. HURRY 'LIMITED TIME OFFER
* l .9% financing available through Volkswagen Bonk USA upon credit approval. Offer good through l /30/04

2003NEW

2003GOLF GL

BEETL~
~~rbags ABS,
p/Windows, P/l~~l sm, ~Much Mo~e!

P/Windows, p/locks, Side Airbags,
. ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm
& Much More!
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t~I down Includes 1st payme0t.
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0 sec deposit, tags, tit e an I
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• 51r1&0.ooo Mile Powertram warranw
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2003 All New GTI

2004 JETTA GLS
"
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p/locks, 17" Alloys,
p/Wm. bows, ABS Keyless Remote,
Side Alf ags,
, '
Alarm & Much More.
"

ocks Side Airbags,
p/Windows, P/l '
ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm
& Much More!

PER MONTH + • TURBO DIESELS
MONTHLY TAXHS
AVAllABLE
FOR 48.MOlt!tal down Includes 1st payment.
* Leases are ~a/cu/ated. wtith ~~i~ense. See Salesperson for details.
a· sec deposit, tags, tit e an
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~I down Includes 1st payme0t
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0 sec. deposit, tags, tit e an
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&
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p/Windows, p/locks, p/TopB~\t,
Cruise, Cass, Side ~ir~~g~, :uch More!
Key\ess Remote, a
. . MONTH +

U~NTHlY TAX
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fOR 48 MONTHS
·
~..-i- .
.
I down Includes 1st payme~t,
* Leases are ~afcu/ated. Tth ~~i~~~~e. See Salesperson for details. .
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FOR48MONTH
~. .. $0 total down Includes 1st payme0t
* Leases are calculated. with d r se See Salesperson for details.
0 sec deposit, tags, title an icen .
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*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, $0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. Leasing W.A.C. thru VWC. Expires 1/30/04 .

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Can Assist You With:

sf'FIRST TIME
BUYER

S'fCOLLEGE-GRAD
PROGRAM

Drivers wanted~
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PROBLEMS

VW CERTIAED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANlY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENlS (Purchase or Lease)
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Nation and World ~~~~~!i!i!ii!iil
Kansas students, lawmaker
debate university sex eel class

Voting flaws unfixed in
many states, report says
WASHINGTON - Many of
the voting flaws that marred the
last presidential election still
exist and new electronic balloting systems designed to correct
those flaws have problems of
their own, a report released
Thursday warned.
Starting Tuesday in New
Hampshire, millions of voters
will cast ballots in primaries and
other elections on equipment
that's either largely untested or
that proved unreliable in 2000,
the report by the Electio:i;i
Reform Information Project
found.
In 22 states, many voters still
will use punch cards ballots, the
cause of many problems in 2000.
The report said the states
haven't replaced the machines
because only $650 million of $3.9
billion Congress authorized to
help them buy new machines
has been sent out.
Ohio is sticking with punch
cards for at least one more election because Secretary of State
Kenneth Blackwell released a
study last month identifying 57
potential security problems in
electronic machines, the report
noted.
The report cited problems
from the lack of a paper printout
from computerized voting
machines. California, Nevada
and Oregon require voter-verified paper audit trails that can
be used in contested elections,
but other states do not.
The lack of a paper trail
already has created a dispute in
a special election for state representative in Florida. The margin
of victory in that election earlier
this month was only 12 votes. No
votes were recorded for 134 voters in the race, however. With no
paper printout, a manual
recount required by state law
couldn't check the ballots:
·
Rep. Robert.Wexler, a Florida
Democrat, is suing state and
local election officials to require
paper printouts. Democratic
Sens. Bob Graham of Florida
and Hillary Rodham Clinton of
New York have introduced bills
in Congress to require paper
trails on all electronic systems.

LAWRENCE, Kan. - In a
classroom on the University of
Kansas campus, images of sexual encounters flicker across a
screen as students silently take
notes.
As an election year cranks up
with caucuses in neighboring
Iowa on Monday; the candidates
are mired in Medicare and the
war on terror. But at this
Midwestern school, a human
sexuality class and a sexually
charged calendar are the issues.
The separate controversies
have spurred students to consider the boundaries of academic
freedom and freedom of expression. "This has brought a debate
to campus that's worth having,"
Brian Thomas, a KU senior, said.
Long considered a left-leaning outpost in a largely rightwing state, the University of
Kansas sparked a statewide
political debate and a national
discussion with its support for a
popular class devoted to human
sexuality.
The discussion started when
a state senator took an interest
in a class she deemed obscene.
For more than two decades,
Dennis Dailey; a social welfare
professor who has received frequent accolades from his peers
and his students, has taught a
sexuality class that draws
standing-room-only crowds of
500 students.
But when her intern raised
questions about the curriculum
and its execution, Republican
lawmaker Susan Wagle sought
to deny funding to Dailey's
department.
1
The
course,
"Human
Sexuality in Everyday Life,"
includes frank discussions about
sexual development and-expression. Students view educational
films that show homosexual sex
and masturbation.
Wagle registered several
complaints about the class, saying that some materials were
obscene and suggesting that the
professor used vulgar "street
language" in class. A university
investigation determined that
the allegations w'ere without
merit.

EPA cuts back pollution testi11g,
making monitoring more difficult
WASHINGTON
The
Bush
administr ation
on
Thursday issued a new federal rule that limits pollution
testing and will likely make it
harder for state and federal
regulators to monitor pollution from some industrial
smokestacks.
Fewer air polluters are
likely to be caught if government agencies measure emissions from smokestacks less
often, which critics say will
happen under the new rule
limiting a tool used by environmental cops.
Under the new rule, the
U.S.
Environmental
Protection Agency will limit
how often federal and state
environmental police can
monitor some stacks. The rule
applies to hundreds of companies whose smokestack emissions aren't monitored under
specific EPA rules aimed at
curbing such problems as acid
rain from power plants and
smog in cities with heavy air
pollution.
In the late 1990s, the EPA
would at times require large
plants to monitor smokestacks inore often the twiceevery-five-years spelled out in
the Clean Air Act if the companies weren't already being
checked under other EPA provisions. Industry groups sued
the EPA to stop requiring such
additional monitoring, saying
it wasn't legal for the agency
to do more than the act
required. The EPA agreed,
and on Thursday issued the
new rule, saying neither if nor
state environmental agencies
could require pollution checks
more than twice every five
years in those cases.
"This regulatory rollback
would make oversight and
enforcement by stat~s , the
EPA and citizens extremely
difficult, if not virtually impossible," Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, New York, Illinois,
Massachusetts and Vermont
said in a formal objection to a
court settlement preceding
the rule.

Hawai'i Pacific University offers nine graduate programs that emphasize practical
applications, providing students with current solutions and innovative strategies
needed for success.
PROGRAMS OF STUDY
•Master of Business Administration

• Master of Arts in Communication
•Master of Arts in Diplomacy and Military
Studies
•Master of Arts in Global Leadership
•Master of Arts in Human Resource
Management

•Master of Arts in Organizational Change
•Master of Arts in Teaching English as a
Second Language
•Master of Science in Information
Systems
• Master of Science in Nursing

Attractive scholarship and assistantship opportunities are available.
CENTER FOR GRADUATE STUDIES
1164 Bishop Street, Suite 911 • Honolulu, HI 96813
Phone: 1 (808) 544-0279 •Toll-free: 1 866-GRAD-HPU
E-mail: graduate@hpu.edu • www.hpu.edu/grad

Visit the HPU representative:
Jan. 27 at John T. Washington Center,
11 a.m. or attend a re ception on Feb. 7
at 2 p.m., M iami Dadeland Ma rriott
(9090 S. Dade land Blvd.)

JUNCA DENTAL
& ASSOCIATES.
Your Smile is Our Specioltyl

.

ORLANDO .
2881 South Bumby Av_e.
(407) 895-5433

EAST ORLANDO / WATERFORD
12780 Waterford Lakes Pkwy.
(407) 382-6455
Cosmetic Dentistry

www.iuncadental.com

SPECIA·L OFFER
$155 (a $200 value)
Oral Exam
All necessary X-ray's
C lean ing (prophylaxis)
(Not valid with any ot

offer or Insurance, New patient . only.)

12000 COiiegiate wav

11651 UniVersnv Boulevard

11801 HiUh Tech ti·uenue

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

401-243-6100

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily
• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Cable with Showtime

• Complimentary Social Hour
. M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

• Outdoor Heated Poot BBQ
Area
• Limited Maid Service

• Daily Housekeeping Service
• Pet Friendly

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up .to 40 People
• High Speed Internet Atcess

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

•

Walkout protests vote delay
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the last issue on the Senate
agenda. The move would guarantee the least amount of discussion time for the resolution.
He explained that his committee
needed time early in the meeting
to elect members. The vote
passed 26-11.
Henry then moved to place an
open forum directly before the
resolution, meaning students
who wished to speak to the senate on any subject had to sit
through over two hours of fiscal
and legislative issues - mostly
committee elections and .confirmations. Several students who
had wished to speak on the resolution left, some because of
other obligations and others out
of the frustration with having to
wait.
'
About 10 students stayed
until the end of the meeting, four.
of whom addressed the Senate
during open forum, asking the
senators to pass the resolution.
"You are a voice of the students," said Luis Lopez de
Quintana, of the campus ACLU
chapter. 'T'm sure most of you
signed up for this job not to be
bureaucrats, but to speak for the

students."
Jeffrey Tuell, another ACLU
chapter member, told the
Senate, ''You may not realize
this, but the Patriot Ac,t affects
every one of you. Under Section
207 (III) of the Patriot Act, the
federal government can now
eavesdrop on your phone calls,
faxes, and e-mail at will - without any search warrant. Internet
service providers must turn over
your e-mail records and customer information upon governmental demand." He then
·passed out a copy of the
Declaration of Independence
and Constitution to every senator present.
Junior Yasmin Kenny encouraged senators to look at the
Constitution when she described
:µow the Patriot Act contradicts
half of the Bill of Rights.
"Schools are where everything
starts, we're a feeding ground of
intelligence," she.said. ''.And [the
students] would really appreciate it if you voted in favor of the
Constitution."
Sen. Rachel Olander, who
sponsored the bill, began discussion by bringing several amendments to the floor. The amendments were mostly to purge the

document of argumentative language, or phrases that sounded
critical of the government, or
technical changes to make the
document more grammatically
correct or easier to read.
Sen. Lindsay Fbx protested to
the amendment process. 'We're
wasting our time going through
this line by line by line. The
whole resolution is so much
more important than all these
stupid little amendments-we're
making. If you're for it, you're
for it, and two words are not
going to change how you're
going to vote."
Sen. Kelly Travis responded,
"We are not wastmg our time
going through these amendments. We need to discuss this.
It's what we do."
One amendment that took
fire was a clause requesting tbe
UCF Library to post a sign notifyfug students that federal
agents can obtain records of
materials they check out. One
senator said she wouldn't read
the sign, and that others would
be likely to pass over it as well.
However, Travis said the clause
is what the entire resolution is
about: It's warµing students of
the possibilities available for the

federal government.
When voting on the amendment to remove the entire
clause, Cimino asked for senators to vote three separate
times, as there seemed to be discrepancies in the numbers. The
final vote was 19-to-21 to keep
the clause.
By that time, only 20 minutes
were . left in the meeting.
Rosenberg suggested the resolution be put ·up for referendum,
allowing students to vote on it
during the SGA presidential
election Feb. 16-18. The motion
failed.
'We need to talk about [the
resolution] fully and we need to
consider it without the constraint of time," Merone said.
''.An uneducated vote would have
occmred with only 15 minutes
left in the meeting."
Olander countered that the
debate had gone on long enough.
"They've been given enough
information," Olander said,
referring to the senators.
"Rather than waste everyone's
time, address an issue. I've
never heard of this being done,
with t~gs .people agreed with
or disagreed with. We should act
like elected representatives."

Intramural fields ·. Faculty seek return
· may get fake turf of classroom ethics
ANDRES HEALY
Senior Staff Writer
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ANDRES HEALY
Senior Staff Writer

Intramural corner, see 84

UCF plans to spend . cial eqllipment to maintain
$18.65 million during the a synthetic field, but pointed
next school year to expand out, "When you consider
dining services and enhance how much it costs to mow;
the intramural practice fertilize ·and seed the field
fields by ~ding lights and now; turf would be much
possibly replacing the grass cheaper to maintain."
with synthetic turf.
Vanessa Fbrtier, director
The projects were of the University Budget
approved Thursday by Office, explained the need
UCF's Board of Trustees as for improvements to dining
part of a revised proposal services.
that added $6 million for a
"There is a big lack of
new meal plan facility and dining facilities in the north$4 million for a new food west areas of the universicourt. The original proposal ' ty," she said. 'We want to
would have cost $8.65 mil- place something there to
lion.
service that area of cam"
Improvements to the pus."
intramural practice fields
She added that the
are being done to better Marketplace dining hall is
serve students, said William bursting at the seams and
Merck, vice president of that an addition is needed to
Administration
and meet sfudent need.
Finance.
Trustee Rick Walsh, who
Merck wants to add graduated from UCF in
lights to the facility so that 1977, suggested to the board
playing time could be · that they explore ways to
extended to as late as 11 have the dining service
p.m. He also recommended provider contribute to
that the grass be replaced future additions.
with synthetic turf.
"If the partner has a little
"Over 400 students use more skin on the table, it
the fields on any average also usually raises the level
afternoon," he said. ''.As a of service they proVide," he
result, grass can't grow and added.
it's very difficult to maintain
Merck emphasized to the
the area."
board that the projects'
He explained that syn- costs are strictly estimates.
thetic turf is much safer However, the projects must
than many believe.
be approved as added revi" [Synthetic] turf has sions to UCF's five-year
come a long way from the capital improvement plan
green nylon bristles people before they can be "placed
envision," Merck said. "It in the 'legislativewindow;'.in
would certainly be safer case the university needs to
than the natural turf we borrow funds."
have now. At the moment,
The proposal indicated
it's more like natural dirt."
that the projects would only
He conceded that UCF be funded with loans, revwoUid need to purchase spe- enue bonds or reserves.

The Faculty Senate hopes to
bring ethics back into the classroom and has formed a committee to discover how.
'We want to cliltivate ethics
at UCF," said John Schell, assistant vice president of Academic
Affairs
and
dean
of
Undergraduate Studies. Schelt
heads the new ethics committee
and added that faculty members
would like to see ethics incorporated into all levels of teaching
at UCF.
Faculty members hope that
by bringing ethics back into the
learning process, UCF won't
face any more embarrassing
inci<:4lnts, such as those suffered
last semester when football
players were suspended from
the team for academic dishonesty.
The Faculty Senate on
Thursday also debated the
details of some awards for scholarships in teaching and learning. If approved, the foll' $5,000
awards would be given to professors who use their classroom
as a research model to discover

better teaching methods.
I
Some faculty • members
expressed concern over how the
awards would be distributed,
saying that certain colleges
would have a significantly smaller chance of receiving an award.
They said the College of
Education, which studies teaching methods by design, could
receive an unfair share of the
benefits.
Senate Chairman Arlen
Chase urged instructors to come
to an agreement on the issue.
"The provost is behind the
award; in fact, he spurred it on,"
he said. 'We need to take advantage of that and make use of the
money he is going to put behind
it."
The Faculty Senate also was
provided with a draft resolution
for the Academic Amnesty
Program that was introduced
during a previous meeting. The
program effectively would wipe
clean GPAs for select students
with special circumstances wP.o
were suspended from UCF for
low GPAs in the past.
A vote was postponed, however, pending a release of more
information about the program.

Loans will generate income
FROM

Al

today; we would not back out any of
the current funds. It would be more
money for students."
Huddleston also explained the
housing rate increase.
"Our goal was to make our
increase among the lowest in the
state, if not the lowest," he said.
"That's what we've done."
UCF has the lowest rate
increase among those universities
who have raised their rate.
The board told Huddleston that

it would like UCF to work on setting a standard rate of increase to
better forecast housing needs.
They also questioned whether
UCF should consider building
more housing to accommodate
demand.
Also announced, the housing
department will spend $1.54 million on major maintenance repair
projects during the next school
year to improve on-campus housing. Those projects will require
some dorms to be closed during the
current term.
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Volunteered in
Romanian orphanage.
I

Produced TV documentary
on adoption.
Can safely land a gl icier.
Achleve More Than
a Graduate Degree • . ·

For more information on the Early Childhood Special
Education MA program at the GW Graduate School
of Education and Human Development, call
202.994.1509, e-mail mjarrett@gwu.edu or visit
http://gsehd.gwu.edu . You can also attend a virtual
open house on Wednesday, February 4. To
register, go t o http:l/gsehd.gwu.edu/voh.

Chiropractic...
The Choice For Me

Jason Kucma is a Third·Year student from Medford, NJ. He graduated from
Ithaca College with a Bachelor's Degree in Exercise Physiology concentrating
in Cardiac Rehabilitation.
'The only thing that has ever captured my attention was studying the human body.
The more I learned in school, the more I needed to know. The most logical step
for me was to become a Doctor of Chiropractic so I could truly help people".

•

Before making his decision to attend Logan, Jason visited nearly half
of the chiropractic colleges in the United States. "Logan is in the perfect
location in a safe, residential area. The Admissions staff are very
friendly and helpful and the faculty are excellent."
Logan College offers students an incredible learning environment
blending a rigorous chiropractic program with diverse and active
student population. If you are looking for a healthcare career that
offers tremendous personal satisfaction, professional success and
income commensurate with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic,
contact Logan College of Chiropractic today and explore your future.
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Waterford Lakes Town Center
865 N. Alafaya Trail
407-207-2002
Weeks Plaza
4650 N. Alafaya T rail
407-249-24 99
Across from UCF
www.planetbeach.com

Rental Movies
Delivered

3 FREE

·SESSIONS
Must present coupon . First-time guest.
One per customer. Local residents only.

---------------------·

State-of-the-An ETS 10. 15 & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds
Sunless Express Spa • Facial/Shoulder Tanners
Free Skin Jvpe Analvsis • All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio
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STUDENT UNION

'A.(tamonte 'M.a((

OPEN CIRCLE

'Brida( !Event

ART EXHIBITION

'T'fiursday, january 29

6:ooym

~o ·

February 25 - June 9, 2004

9:ooym

2 shows• 2 floors of art

. 'M.eet with (pea( weddin3
_prefessionafs and vendors.

2nd Floor:
Spring Open Circle
Art Exhibition

'Register on this day_
and receive a free affe!

An art exhibition open to all
themes, showcasing the creative
talents and .diverse voices of UCF
students

• 'Fantastic 'Door Prizes ·
Qldm ission is free
407-830-2351

•

3rd Floor:
Connecting the UCF Community*

Brown v. Board of Education
Artistic reactions to the landmark
case that ended segregation in the
United States school system.

* In cooperation with the
Office of Undergraduate Studies

NOW ACCEPTING ENTRIES .
• Both art exhibitions are open to all UCF students,
regardless of discipline of study or major.
• Any flat, 2-dimensional media may be entered.
• Visit the Student Union Information Desk or SU 31:?for an Entry Form and Guidelines.
•Deadline for submission is Monday, February 9, 2004.

•
•

li

For more information:
www.studentunion.ucf.edu
407-823-3677 • mpardon@mail.ucf.edu
•
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Student Developmant
and Enrollment Services
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Electie>:rl.s
2004
I
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Petitio:n.s .A_v-ailable:
Ja11 2 0 t h (g> g a m
·J a:n._ 2 6 t h - 2 9 t h
Declaratio:n. _o f Ca:n.<li<lacy:
Feb_ 1 6 t h - 1 8 t h
Electio:n. Dates:
R.._l..1:n.-off Dates:
Feb. 2 3 r d - 2 5 t h

'7isit t h e S~.A.. ofl1ce a t r o o m 2 14
iri t h e St-u..clerit ~riiori o r ori t h e w e b a t
www_sga_-u..c£ecl-u.. for m o r e iriformatio:ri.
u.:n.ded by A.ct:ivit:y a.:n.d Scirvicc Fee t:h.rou.gh the Stuc:;k::rit: Gov-ern.me:n.t: A.sse>c::1f-tion.
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•
OUR STANCE

•

CA~DIDATE
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SGA election is

•
•

THE VOTl~G GAME

worth your.time
T

he campaign season at UCF
has begun. From today until
5 p.m. Thursday, candidates
for president of the Student
Government Association can drop
off their declaration of candidacy
forms at the SGA offices in the
Student Union.
,
From now until Feb. 18, when
the three-day voting period ends,
ex:pect to see sandwich boards
next to walkways, posters ·on
~ walls and fliers handed out as
you walk into the Union, all with
the word "VOTE" in big letters.
, It's time to get involved.
Anyone who cares about politics is familiar with the
Democratic presidential contenders at the national level. The
national campaign has been
going on for months and will continue until November.
The race to elect a voice for
the student body is just as important.
· Find out for yourself who's
running by stopping by the SGA
offices and checking out the electioris bulletin board. They'll be ·
posting the names of candidates
as they make their declarations.
You can also pick up a copy of
the Future. We'll be covering the
election with news from the campaigns and profiles of the candidates.
The political process, whether
at the campus or national level, is
about knowledge. If you know
who's running and what they're
running for, you'll know who to
vote for, and why you're doing it.
- Having a short campaign season at UCF does help. We don't
have to endure months of promis-

es and stump speeches on the
sliced and diced.
The state bears a good
same subject, nor is there much
time for a negative campaign to
amount of the blame. If it hadn't
even get going. Candidates have
cut UCF's budget as much as it
enough time to introduce themdid and outright denied the
selves and come up with a basic
administration's request for
campaign platform, and then it's
money to fund the increase in
enrollment, the University
over.
Writing Center still would be
Unfortunately, such a short
, operating on its regular schedule,
window of time won't give stucountless part-time jobs on camdents much time to get to know
the candidates. As any past elecpus still would be available to students, and teachers likely would
tion wiJl tell you, a lot of winning
an election is being known. If peo- · be much happier.
ple know you, they vote for you.
Whoever wins the SGA presiOf course it makes sense to
dency needs to make lobbyingkeep a tight campaign window ·
Tallahassee the top priority.
like this - it keeps students who President Hitt and the other uniwould otherwise be studying from versity presidents in Florida
wasting too much time begging
already have started the ball
rolling with the "Quality and
people to vote for them. It alSo
keeps students who have no
Access" campaign launched last
interest in the political process
fall. It's the SGA president's job to
from being bothered by campaign keep that message clear.
volunteers handing out fliers.
By giving'the politicians in
UCF has issues that need to
Tallahassee a good.look at exactly who they're hurting with their
be dealt with, issues that we saw
in the last SGA .S enate campaign
bud,get cuts - students, the
and the SGA presidential camfuture of the state's economypaign before it. Almost everything maybe we'll see some real change
and a budget that will Iiot just
that matters to us comes from
one source: the school budget.
cover basic necessities, but also
Students·have endured a good pay for the inevitable growth of a
deal of pain for the recession in
school now 40,000 students
Florida. When the economy
strong.
tanked, the state didn't collect as
Get ready for politics, prqmismuch tax revenue, and thus
es and campaign slogans. Look at
couldn't afford to give as much to the signs and fJiers and listen to
public schools.
what the candidates have to say.
Now we're watching classes
Make sure the student you pick to
be your voice this year knows
get cut, part-time jobs disappear,
and teachers get frustrated.
how important our school budget
Some of this problem may be
is. Make sure that candidate is
the administration's fault. A lot of ready and willing to demand
its members saw raises in 2003,
what we deserve from ·
while academic programs were
Tallahassee.

OUR STANCE

Bygone Dixiecrats
should stay dead
P

roof positive that crazy people can still run for public
office, Republican David
Duke is bOnsidering running for
the U.S. House of
Representatives this year,
according to CNN.
The former member of the
Louisiana House of
Representatives, well known for
reinventing and leading the Ku
Klux Klan in the 1970s, has a
·long history of promoting everything that America has been trying to avoid since the civil rights
movement 40 years ago. He's
started numerous white
supremacist groups, including
neo-Nazi groups and the ironically-named National Association
for the Advancement of White
People.
If he can sucker enough voters, he could take Louisiana Rep.
David Vitter's House seat when
Vitter runs for the U.S. Senate.
Duke, who is in prison for tax
and mail fraud, anticipates being
released before the fall elections.
During the trial for those crimes,
he was accused of defrauding
political supporters who contributed money to him.
He has already unsuccessfully
run for office a half dozen times

in the last 15 years, including a
very unsuccessful bid for president as a Democrat and then an
independent in 1988, despite his
extremist conservative beliefs.
He again lost a presidential bid
in 1992, running as a
Republican.
There were many on the political scene who thought that the
age of the segregationist-era
Dixiecrat politician ended with
Strom Thurmond abdicating his
throne. The 100-year-old senator
only gave up :his Senate seat
when he died last year.
His segregation-era politics
should have died with him. Now .
that may not be so certain.
Duke shares a lot of the ideas
that Thurmond had concetning
issues like welfare, immigration
and affirmative action.
He's also tested the political
waters enough times to know
where his political base is white Southern conservatives
who resent programs like welfare that supposedly turn the
lower rungs of society into leeches and take money from good,
hard-working people.
In a time when we're experiencing a lot of job loss, a slowly
weakening recession and an

uncertain economic future, an
opportunist like Duke could find
his message reaching a lot of
people.
If he preaches about plans to .
reduce the social programs that
people most resent, then voters
may be willing to look past his
relatively extremist platform
based on racism and intolerance.
If he gets elected, he could
.very well lead a new wave of conservative extremism in America.
He's already successfully rebuilt
the KKK's image as a more businesslike, less violent political
force to draw in more members.
He's started similarly themed
groups with the specific aim of
recruiting a large member base
while slipping below the media
radar that so quickly zeroed in
on KKK activities in the past.
From any sane perspective,
Duke getting elected would mean
a big step backward in the fight
against racism and intolerance
in this country, and that's something that needs to be avoided at
all costs. The last thing we need
is a criminal, let alone America's
most prominent racist in the last
20 years, trying to reverse the
cause of equality that we've
worked so long to build.
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READER VIEWS
Burning Bush.

·

I would just like to comment on the story
written about the Pants on Fire mobile last
week ["'Pants on Fire' lights up Orlando,"
Jan. 12]. The real display behind the 12-foot
effigy of Bush with flaming pants is the trust
needed to keep our government functioning.
The United States is often referred to as a
democracy; however, it is a representative
democracy, which depends on a certain trust
between the politicians and the people. This
trust is essential to maintain policy that will
affect the entire populace of this country.
When the trust is broken, as it has been by
Bush, the system begins to fall apart at its
very seams. This is the system which protects
our inalienable liberty and freedom. When
you hold Bush's claims, statements and
actions to scrutiny, you will find that lies, mistruths and doublespeak are at the core of his
administration.
This should not be tolerated and it is never
too late for the legal process of impeachment,
which the Republicans have been quick to
seek in the recent past. Thank you for your
interest in the Pants on Fire Campaign. Vote
for Kucinich!

off-track with unexpected pregnancies. The
explosion in teen pregnancy and STDs over
the last few decades reflects a loss of the cardinal virtue of rational, long-range thinking.
People who value reason, esteem their own
lives and plan long-range know that sex is a
powerful value but must be kept in its proper
place with respect to all other values. The
only people fit to engage in sex are people
able to stand on their own as independent,
fully rational beings. Sadly, few young copulators today fit that description.
Read Ayn Rand's The Romantic
Manifesto for more insight into the ideal
"sense of life" needed for a healthy sexual
r.elationship.
-LUKESmER
FOUNDER OF UCF OBJECTIVIST CLUB

Future ignoring national campaigns

. I am truly disappointed with the political
coverage in the most recent issue of the
Future. -We are well into the race for the president of the United States and 'there was but a
single article about any of the candidates, an
editorial about Bush's State of the Union
address.
The gravest duty of a campus newspaper
- MATT DEVLIEGER
is to inform the students. In my organization,
are not surprised that less than one-fourth
Rich people deserve their money we
of college students vote. The student paper
I would like to mention something about
they read does an extremely poor job of
the article on Bush's tax cuts and the "facts"
informing them. Perhaps more people would
that both sides of the debate use. The article
vote if they knew who was running and what
says that Bush used numbers out of context
the issues of this 2004 campaign for the White
to build his case, but the article uses the num- House are.
'
ber that the top 5 percent of earners get 70
Maybe I'm wrong. Perhaps the article in
percent of the tax cuts whiie the bottom 80
the Future about Oakland cannabis shops is
percent get only 6.5 percent of tax .cuts.
more interesting to students than who will
It does not take a statistics major to figure
fund the Department of Education and
out that if a person making $10 million a year appoint the next two Supreme Court justices.
gets a 1 percent tax cut, that's $100,000, while
For Central Florida and our country's
if a person making $50,000 gets a 10 percent
sake, I'm betting the students would rather
tax cut, that's $5,000. Therefore, according to
hear about the candidates.
the amount of money that is saVfd, the rich
- LUIZ BRAVIM
person has a 20 times "better" tax 'cut, but the
UCF COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
poor person had a 10 times "better" tax cut
according to percentages. Any tax cut will
always save rich people more money quantiFuture misread Bush gay stance
tatively than it will a poor person.
The Future printed a false statement
If you want to really put the numbers in
about the president in its editorial about gays
context, you have to consider that those top 5
["It's time campus protected gays," Jan. 22].
· percent of earners also make considerably
The Future stated that in the State of the
more money than the lower 80 percent and
Union speech President Bush said he wants
the numbers could just as easily be skewed
gay marriage banned. If the Future's editori· the other way to say the top X percent pay
alist had listened to,the speech, then he or
more total taxes than the bottom Y percent.
she would have known that the president did
Having studied a considerable amount of
not say that.
statistics, I understand that they can be used
The president said.in his speech that he
improperly to support whatever side of the
objected to the courts legislating from the
argument one wants them to. When it comes
bench, against the will of the people. Bush
down to it, I think complaining that rich peothen went on to say that if the courts continue
ple save more from the tax cuts is the same
to legislate from the bench, regarding gay
as complaining that the rich people make so
marriage, then the only alternative left would
much more money than us (which, admittedly, be a Constitutional amendment to protect the
people complain about, too). ·
sanctity of marriage.
In the end, I believe a tax cut is a tax cut,
The position of the president on this issue
and it isn't fair to discriminate against rich
is that it should be left up to the individual
people for earning that amount of money. I'm
state legislatures and voters whether or not
certainly not rich, but if I ever am, I would
they want to allow gay marriage or civil
certainly want to keep as much of the money I unions in their state. So if Vermont's· state legearne«;l as possible, just like I want to keep it
islature and citizens want to pass a civil
now.
·
union law, then they should be allowed to do it
as
long as it does not force another state, like
- CHRIS BUCKLEY
Alaska or Ohio, which does not have a similar
law; to recognize the union.
Virginitv not just for Christians
The problem is when the courts overstep
The letter "Tired of virginity knocking"
their bounds, like in the recent Massachusetts
["Reader Views," Jan. 22] echoed my own
Supreme Court case. Massachusetts Supreme
sentiments about sex among youth and young Court Justice Martha Sosman, a lesbian, said
adults, though for quite different reasons. The in the dissenting opinion of the recent gay
author argues that remaining a virgin until
marriage case that the court was wrong to
marriage obeys Christian doctrine. That is
change the definition of marriage in
fine and well, but one does not need to believe Massachusetts, and it should be the role of
in God to see the tangible benefits of delayed
the legislature to decide when the definition of
gratification.
marriage should be changed.
The harsh facts remain that sexually
The bottom line is that the polls show a
transmitted diseases (STDs) run rampant in
majority of Americans do not favor gay marour population. Condoms curtail but do not
riage. This issue should be addressed by the
eliminate the risk. Most young people do not
individual state legislatures and voters and
know themselves well enough to engage in a
not by activist judges.
serious, meaningful romantic relationship,
- MICHAEL STEWART
much less a sexual one. Many get their lives
The Future encourages comments from readers. Leners to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must indude
tuJl-name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style am\libel. Send letters to edltor@UCFnews.com,
t submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-44U556. Questions? call 407-447-4555.
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Searching for some fun this week?

•

I

Monday January 26th
7 pm CAB Cultural and Fine Arts Presents Pas.try Knights at Natura Te~ and Coffee. Please sign up in advance in the
Student Union Rm 208.
·~

Wednesday January 28th
12-2 pm CAB Concerts presents "11 Standing Still" on the Student Union Stage.
'

7 pm i;KCEL Workshop "Communication" SU Rm 218CD.

Thursday January 29th
12-2 pm Volunteer UCF Spring Volunteer Expo on the Student Union South Patio. Come meet local community service .
agencies and see what they can do for you or your organization.
Tuesday February 3rd
1 pm Knights of the Round Table meeting for clubs and organizations in SU 218.
Wednesday February 4th
' .
8 pm CAB Cinema presents Love Actually in Cape Florida, SU Rm 316A.
'

I

11 :30 am - 12:30 pm President Hitt, Provost Hickey, Vice Pre'sident Merck, Vice President Holsenbeck, and Vice President
Huddleston will house an Open Forum for students in Key West 218CD of the Student Union. All students are invited to
discuss their needs, concerns, and experiences.
.
.

Saturday February 7th
8 pm The Miss UCF Scholarship Competition will take place in the Pegasus Ballroom.
Come support the woman who may become the next Miss America!

.

Battle of the Bands submissions will be due in February, so start working on a demo of your student band.
Late Knights will be

Febru~ry

21st in the Student Union Atrium and will feature hypnotist, Tom Deluca.

Homecoming Executive Board Applications are due by 5 pm on Friday, Feb 6th.
.

.

.

.

CAB Student Director applications are available in the Office of Student Involvement and are du~
.

I

.

l

by 5 pm on Friday, Jan 30th.

•'.)

·>

I

'J

Came cheer on UCF s talented ladies as
they compete for the Miss lJCF tit]e.
The fun begims February 7th at 8 pm in the
Pegaisl'l'.s Ballroom.

Miss U€F .jpg
www.osi.sdes.uct.ee1y/fV
CF/home.htm
The Office of Student Involvement at
'l

UCF is home to Student Government.
the Multicultural Student Center.
Homecoming, Late Knights. Campus
Activities Board, EKCEL -

E~ery

Knight

Can Excel in Leadership, Volunteer
UCF. and over 300 Clubs and
Organizations. For more Information on

events and campus involvement.

Visit the Student Union room 208,

407. 823.6471.or

Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by SGA.
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